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Abstract
The continuing development in the technologies available for recording and storage
of multimedia content means that the volume of archived digital material is growing
rapidly. While some of it is formally structured and edited, increasing amounts of
it are user generated and informal.
We report an extensive investigation into e↵ectiveness of speech search for chal-
lenging informally structured spoken content archives and the development of meth-
ods that address the identified challenges. We explore the relationship between
automatic speech recognition (ASR) accuracy, automated segmentation of the in-
formal content into semantically focused retrieval units and retrieval behaviour. We
introduce new evaluation metrics designed to assess retrieval results according to
di↵erent aspects of the user experience. Our studies concentrate on three types of
data that contain natural conversations: lectures, meetings and Internet TV. Our
experiments provide a deep understanding of the challenges and issues related to
spoken content retrieval (SCR). For all these types of data, e↵ective segmentation
of the spoken content is demonstrated to significantly improve search e↵ectiveness.
SCR output consists of audio or video files, even if the system is based on their
textual representation. Thus these result lists are di cult to browse through, since
the user has to listen to the audio content or watch the video segments. Therefore,
it is important to start the playback as close to the beginning of the relevant content
(jump-in point) in a segment as possible.
Based on our analysis of the issues relating to retrieval success and failure, we
report a study of methods to improve retrieval e↵ectiveness from the perspective of
content ranking and access to relevant content in retrieved materials. The methods
explored in this thesis examine alternative segmentation strategies, content expan-
sion based on internal and external information sources, and exploration of the
utilization of acoustic information corresponding to the ASR transcripts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The increasing availability of digital recording and storage technologies is produc-
ing very rapid growth in the archives of audio and multimedia data being stored.
Realizing the potential of this material and its reuse requires e cient access meth-
ods to locate content of interest to the user. While much research has focused and
continues to focus on image-based video retrieval, the work described in this thesis
targets information in the spoken content stream in search and retrieval tasks.
Being a natural part of everyday life, speech is as diverse as di↵erent human
activities involving use of spoken communication. Spoken content ranges from being
prepared or scripted as in the case of news broadcasts, to partly prepared material as
in case of lectures and meetings, to free conversations where speakers can instantly
change topics, pass information back and forth, interrupt each other and talk at the
same time without following a fixed agenda.
When these diverse communications are recorded in video or audio files, they
represent a broad variety of potentially interesting information. Students might
want to listen to a discussion that took place during one of their lectures, or to find
a more detailed description on a certain lecture topic from within another lecture.
People working within the same company might find it useful to be able to search for
information from meetings where their managers introduced a new task or described
important changes in a product. Content created by semi- or non-professional users
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on the Internet might introduce a novel perspective on a topic that might interest
the general audience of the web.
The importance of what has been said in the video/audio is the characteristic
that brings together these di↵erent search tasks. The visual stream might not be of
much interest here because the information is primarily within the spoken content,
i.e. the audio stream, where the visual stream might simply be a talking head or a
group of individuals in conversation.
In this thesis we provide a detailed investigation of these challenging retrieval
scenarios where the main focus is on the spoken content. We target various aspects
of the SCR: dataset creation, factors influencing the results, and evaluation tech-
niques. In order to verify our arguments, we compare the impact of our approaches
using datasets in di↵erent languages (English and Japanese), and of di↵erent types
(meetings, lectures and Internet TV).
1.1 Spoken Content Retrieval system overview
Information Retrieval (IR) systems seek to enable a user to satisfy their information
needs by identifying relevant documents, i.e. documents containing information
able to satisfy their information need. The complete IR process consists of several
steps: indexing of the document collection, entering a search request describing the
information need, and retrieving of documents which are potentially relevant to the
information need (Bu¨ttcher et al., 2010). In addition, a mechanism for the user to
recognize potentially relevant documents and then to access the content of individual
documents is required.
In the case of spoken content retrieval (SCR) the collection is a set of multi-
media files one or more of which the user expects to contain information which
satisfies their information need. However, in reality the multimedia collection has
to be preprocessed before it can be indexed for search within the retrieval system
(Brown et al., 2001). Thus, retrieval of any type of spoken content requires the use
2
Figure 1.1: General structure of a Spoken Content Retrieval (SCR) system.
of at least two technologies: speech processing (most commonly automatic speech
recognition (ASR)) to identify the spoken content and IR. Therefore SCR depends
on the availability of e↵ective techniques developed from both the ASR and IR do-
mains, and their successful combination (Garofolo et al., 2000a; Brown et al., 2001;
Goldman et al., 2005; Koumpis and Renals, 2005). The general scheme of a SCR
system combines text IR and multimedia audio processing as shown in Figure 1.1.
Using external technologies of ASR (1) and text processing (2) the multimedia col-
lection of audio/video files is preprocessed into documents that are used within the
IR system; the user information request is represented as a textual query to this IR
system; and the result list of retrieved documents is given to the user in the form of
the original multimedia documents.
Spoken content varies in its level of preparedness and structure: from being
prepared, i.e. organized into pre-defined topics and read by a professional speaker,
as in case of traditional broadcast news, to di↵erent degrees of spontaneity in an
academic or working environment, e.g. in case of lectures or meetings (Juang and
Furui, 2000; Huang et al., 2001). The quality of recordings depends on the technical
parameters of the recording devices. This influences the reliability of the ASR output
which represents this data in the retrieval system (Huang et al., 2001; Goldman et al.,
2005). Since SCR is the product of the combination of techniques, the impact of
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the errors and uncertainty in each of the component systems is not straightforward.
Crucial errors from the point of view of one technology by itself, may, within the
framework of the SCR system, not be so important and not a↵ect the output result
(Garofolo et al., 2000a). Therefore these relations and solutions to the problems
raised are the main focus of the work reported in this thesis.
In this thesis we analyze the influence of errors at the level of components on
the overall retrieval result, and track how techniques can compensate for each other.
This analysis requires specific evaluation methods which form the focus of part of
the work described in this thesis. Finally, we use this acquired knowledge to explore
techniques to improve SCR e↵ectiveness.
In the following subsections, we overview the principles of textual IR, briefly
introduce the potential uncertainty that the use of ASR transcripts may introduce,
and discuss the use of textual IR techniques in SCR.
1.1.1 Textual Information Retrieval
As introduced above, an IR system provides the technology to index the documents
of a collection, and to perform retrieval of the ones that might be considered relevant
to the information need expressed in a query by a user.
Overall textual IR systems typically preprocess the content of both the query and
the collection by omitting the words that do not a↵ect the content, e.g. stop words,
and by reducing the morphological variety of the same words, e.g. by using su x
stripping (Lovins, 1968; Porter, 1980; Paice, 1990). Then the collection is indexed,
and the distance between the query terms and potentially relevant documents from
the collection is calculated using one of a number of mathematical functions (Baeza-
Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Manning et al., 2008). This distance is used to arrange
the results in a rank ordered list for return to the searcher.
The vocabulary of the collection consisting of the normalized words, otherwise
called terms, does not always correspond to the terms used in user queries. This
mismatch between expressions in documents and queries represents a significant
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challenge for IR systems. In cases where the most terms of the query are present
in the target relevant document, the impact of the mismatch of only a part of
the query is often very limited, since the other terms are su cient to retrieve the
relevant documents (Allan, 2003). Otherwise it is often possible to expand the
query to improve the matching between the query and relevant documents (Allan,
2003; Billerbeck and Zobel, 2005; Manning et al., 2008). This solution needs to
have an information source available that is reliable for this purpose, and thus does
not distort the document or query, e.g. by introducing irrelevant or too general
expansion terms that reduce retrieval e↵ectiveness.
In cases where a document is relevant to only one topic, and the information
need corresponds to this topic, a user is satisfied when it is retrieved and they can
be expected to be prepared to browse through the whole of the document. However,
in reality documents often contain multiple topics and have internal structure of
varying complexity. At the same time the queries issued by a user might target only
a subset of the information containing in a document, hence only a part of the doc-
ument might be relevant to the information need. This means that the IR system
should take account of the document structure, and to be potentially adjustable to
the fact that smaller topically focused content units might correspond to the user
information request (Lee and Chen, 2005). Written text often has its structure par-
tially displayed, for example it may be divided into sentences, paragraphs, sections,
chapters, etc., with separate headings although a topic may have fuzzy boundaries
depending on exactly how the topic is being considered in a specific context (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2000). An IR system can often usefully incorporate some segmentation
module, or the collection can be preprocessed into segments before the indexing
and retrieval are carried out (Hearst, 1993; Choi, 2000). This enables retrieval to
be based on topically focused units. Transcripts of spoken content will typically
lack these indicative topic boundary markers, meaning that topical segmentation is
more challenging in this case. This problem will often be further complicated by the
informal structure of the content.
5
Figure 1.2: General overview of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system.
1.1.2 ASR transcripts versus human transcripts and written
text
The purpose of automatic speech recognition (ASR) is to identify words spoken in
the audio stream. Without this transformation the information contained in the
audio stream remains so-called “tacit knowledge” that does not easily lend itself
to be represented in certain structures and is harder to be transfered from one
person to another (Brown et al., 2001). Figure 1.2 shows the main principles of how
a transcript is created by a statistical ASR system (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000).
Acoustic and language models of the data to be recognised are created based on
selected training data (labeled audio signal, collections of texts that use the same
language as the targeted spoken content). The same front-end feature extraction
module is used to train the acoustic model and to extract the acoustic features
from the input signal. The ASR decoder finds the sequence of symbols that is most
probable according to the acoustic, language and pronunciation models.
The transcript created by a statistical ASR system always has a certain proba-
bility assigned to each consituent unit, e.g. sub-word, phoneme, syllable, word, that
reflects how reliable these units in the transcript might be (Jurafsky and Martin,
2000; Huang et al., 2001). As the spoken content might be informal, and the conver-
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sation might go back and forth between several topics, even 100% accuracy of the
transcription cannot garantee its readability. In general, however it is in practice
even harder to read due to errors and absence of such structures as sentences, para-
graphs etc. While its conversion into textual format does not necessarily produce a
readable transcript, it does mean that it becomes easier to store and process within
other applications, e.g. an IR system (Brown et al., 2001; Lee and Chen, 2005;
Goldman et al., 2005; Chelba et al., 2008). However, the transcript text has to be
treated carefully in the same way as the written one, bearing in mind that potential
ASR errors may impact on further processing. The important meaningful words
spoken in the audio data might not be recognized correctly by the ASR system,
in which cases they will be replaced by other incorrect, meaningful or otherwise
common words in the transcript. Since common words are usually removed as stop
words by an IR system, these errors in the ASR transcript decrease the chances of
the correspondent item being retrieved since important information has been lost
or changed, but do not result in false retrieval. Substitution of more meaningful
incorrect words in a transcript may be more problematic.
ASR systems vary depending on the task for which they have been created. Early
in their development when computational and model training resources were limited,
the recognition of individual sounds and isolated words was the target (Rabiner
and Levinson, 1981). Currently ASR technologies using much larger training sets
and more powerful computers can deal with continuous spoken signal in alternative
environments. The actual quality of the ASR result depends on the data the system
was built with, the form of speech to be recognized, the acoustic environment and
the hardware used for data capture and recognition.
Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems generally at-
tempt to provide a full transcript of the spoken input. They require the collection of
data to build detailed acoustic models that correspond to the data to be recognized
and large amounts of text to build language models. However, the vocabulary of the
system is limited to that chosen when the system was constructed, and any word
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outside this selected vocabulary has no possibility to be recognized correctly. Thus
this is the first source of potential errors in ASR, even if the rest of the transcript
is perfect. As outlined above, errors in the transcript can arise from other sources
as well. If the word sequence that was actually spoken has a low probability of
occurence, it might be replaced by similar sounding sequence with a higher overall
probability in the final ASR output. Alternatively the sounds can be best matched
to the wrong models, and further decoding of the sounds into words may result in
a high error rate.
The vocabulary of an ASR system may be larger than that which actually ap-
pears in the output transcript because certain word combinations are more likely to
occur due to the training and language modelling in the ASR system, and appear in
the result output instead of potential correct ones. Thus the ASR transcript output
is limited not only by the ASR system vocabulary, but also by the word probabilities
that are learnt on the training data collection (Jones et al., 2007).
The structure that is usually an intrinsic part of a written text is much harder
to deduce from an audio stream (Lee and Chen, 2005). For example, while the ASR
transcripts may contain information about the pauses between speech segments,
and speaker changes. these units will highly depend on the context, and are hard
to generalize upon. The same speaker may talk throughout a long lecture and cover
many topics, thus the segmentation on the speaker level will not be very helpful.
In case of conversations, a part of the discussion involving several speakers may
represent a relevant segment, thus again speaker segmentation might not be useful
in this task. The pauses that the speaker naturally takes to take a breath or to
make a break in the delivery on purpose cannot be used in combination with the
knowledge of the topic because they do not always correspond to a topic break.
They might instead signify an important speech segment within the same topic.
While sentence segmentation is currently available for some ASR systems and
languages (Gauvain et al., 2002), it does not feature in most ASR systems. Thus
segmenting the ASR generated transcripts represents a harder task than in case
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of manually written text, because topical segmentation methods usually rely on
sentences, e.g. TextTiling and C99 algorithms (Hearst, 1993; Choi, 2000). It is
possible to use so-called pseudo sentences, assuming that a full stop should be put
in the transcript at each N number of words, however this does not reflect actual
semantically coherent sentence units.
Overall, an ASR transcript is not equivalent to a written text for several reasons:
the words contain potential errors, the ASR vocabulary and internal weighting poses
potential limitations on the words being used in the transcript; and finally the
transcript is harder to read and further segment due to lack of structural information
even in case of a perfect transcript on the level of words. Also much spoken data
(particularly spontaneous content) has di↵erent linguistic structure to written text,
the language model (LM) of an ASR is often trained on written text, so the LM of an
ASR system is often not a good model of the spoken data which is to be recognized.
Developments in the ASR field are seeking to close this gap, however it is as yet
far from perfect, especially because ASR systems usually need costly adaptation of
both their acoustic and language models when there is a change in the content to
be recognized.
1.1.3 Overview of SCR main challenges
Following the discussion in the previous sections about IR and ASR principles, in
this section we give a brief overiew of the SCR main challenges in context of IR and
ASR development and their influence on SCR systems.
ASR errors in transcript: sources and impact on SCR behaviour for
di↵erent types of content
The e↵ectiveness of an ASR system is usually evaluated via a comparison of the
transcript against a perfect manual representation of the spoken content. ASR
e↵ectiveness is generally measured in terms of Word Error Rate (WER), the number
of individual words in the transcript that were substituted, inserted and deleted as
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compared with manual transcript is divided over the overall number of recognized
words (Levenshtein, 1966; Jurafsky and Martin, 2000).
ASR systems are generally developed to minimize the WER for all types of spo-
ken content. With the emergence of early LVCSR technologies, initial experiments
on SCR retrieval using small private collections of several hours were carried out
(James, 1995), as well as projects on the larger scale (more than 1000 of hours)
that focused on browsing and access to this vast amount of data (Wactlar et al.,
1996). Altogether, once ASR systems had achieved comparatively low WER for well
structured data, e.g. broadcast news, the first comparative retrieval experiments on
spoken content on a large scale dataset appeared within Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) (Garofolo et al., 1997).
The TREC SDR began with simple known-item search (when there is only one
relevant document in the collection) on the basis of the ASR output: the Spoken
Document Retrieval (SDR) track at TREC-6 was carried out on broadcast news with
known story boundaries (Garofolo et al., 1997). In the next years at TREC-7 and
TREC-8 the SDR Track introduced the task of an ad-hoc search, i.e. a scenario when
there might be more than one relevant document for a query (Garofolo et al., 1998,
2000a). Over the years the task continued to target retrieval from the broadcast news
corpora that grew in size (from circa 40 hours to more than 500) and variety (English
Broadcast News Speech corpus (HUB-4), DARPA Topic Detection and Tracking
corpus (TDT-2)). In general the WER level on this data is less than 30%. Results
of these campaigns led to the overall conclusion that this WER is su cient for robust
retrieval performance and that spoken retrieval can be concluded a “success story”
(Garofolo et al., 2000a). However, these experiments only demonstrated that a good
level of WER achieves e↵ective search on broadcast news data. In this situation, the
target documents have a well defined topically coherent structure, and the queries
are posed to these exact units. Thus even if the boundaries are not available, they
are easier to define than in case of informal conversational speech material.
Following the progress of ASR technologies application to more challenging types
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of spoken content, SCR moved its focus from very formal broadcast news datasets,
through lectures (Akiba et al., 2008) and meetings (Carletta, 2007; Morgan et al.,
2003), towards totally spontaneous conversational content of personal recordings
(Oard et al., 2002; Pecina et al., 2007; Eskevich et al., 2012b). However, traditional
IR techniques implemented before for text and audio broadcast retrieval, fail to
address the greater challenges of these tasks and require new solutions that take
into account the nature of this more informal content. The features to consider are:
• domain specific out-of-vocabulary words (OOV), e.g. in lectures or in meet-
ings;
• higher and more varied levels of WER due to varied recording conditions and
pronounciation styles;
• general knowledge shared by meeting participants meaning that significant
concepts might not be articulated directly in the discourse;
• the lack of structure in this more informal content.
Document structure and topic boundaries within audio files
The process of going through the result list of potential documents is considerably
more time-consuming for spoken content compared to text, because the user has to
listen to or to watch the audio/video segment. Depending on the SCR scenario, users
may be prepared to spend time listening to the whole audio or watching the whole
video. However, when the files become longer and more complicated in structure,
i.e. containing conversations covering several topics, the SCR system should support
bringing the user to the exact starting point topic of interest expressed in the user’s
query. This can be achieved when the audio file is segmented into smaller units at
some point, and these are presented to the user as a result.
Previous SCR research (Garofolo et al., 1997, 1998, 2000a) has been mostly
carried out on data that had the same structure as textual retrieval corpora. These
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collections contained transcripts of spoken documents (broadcast news) and sets of
queries related to them, where relevance was assumed to pertain to the whole spoken
document. It allowed the assessment of SCR applying evaluation metrics developed
for text document retrieval, such as Mean Average Precision (MAP), and to compare
these with the retrieval performance on textual data (Garofolo et al., 2000a). This
approach is suitable for the case of broadcast news where the topics are distinct and
for short documents in the form of news stories where the user information need
will typically be satisfied by listening to the whole document within a reasonable
amount of time.
Broadcast news stories can vary in length, however the content generally has a
defined structure, and it is possible to assign binary relevance to a defined news
story, i.e. it is either relevant or not. In the case of longer documents with more
complicated or more informal structure, such as lectures or meetings, the retrieval
system requires more complex content analysis because only part of the document
may satisfy the information need of the user.
The problem of document boundary detection for more informal spoken content,
i.e. interviews, was introduced at the SDR Track at TREC-8 with the variation of
the task where the boundaries were unknown (Garofolo et al., 1998). The e↵ect of
the presence or absence of boundaries on the search performance was followed in
the investigations at CLEF 2005-2007, where cross-lingual search was carried out
for a collection with known boundaries in an English language task, and unknown
boundaries in a Czech language task (White et al., 2005; Oard et al., 2006; Pecina
et al., 2007).
Segmentation of spoken material into smaller topic-specific documents requires
an additional pre-processing stage preceding the retrieval to identify suitable re-
trieval units. However, segmentation of informally structured materials where the
transcripts contain ASR errors is very challenging. Thus there is a need to un-
derstand how noisy segmentation of the collection a↵ects retrieval behaviour, and
whether it might be improved with new data specific segmentation techniques.
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Availability of diverse representations of the multimedia content in form of au-
dio/visual channels and textual representation allows the application of di↵erent
segmentation techniques. Segmentation of spoken content can be based on the text
of the speech transcripts focusing on changes in the vocabulary (Malioutov, 2006),
on time information depending on the use of pauses and speech rate (Luz and Su,
2010), on the use of the acoustic features at the level of speaker characteristics and
changes in behaviour through a meeting (Hsueh, 2008), and on combinations of all
or some of this information, predicting the top-level topic shifts from the transcript,
and then defining the sub-level boundaries through use of the acoustic information
(Hsueh and Moore, 2006; Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006). Attempts to segment au-
dio content have not generally been followed by exploration of their potential utility
for SCR. Therefore even though the topic of the segmentation of the audio material
has been studied quite extensively before, so far no substantial investigation of the
relation between segmentation methods and retrieval results has been reported.
Where the playback should start?
In practice, lack of well defined boundaries means that the user may need to listen to
parts of the audio/video content that are not actually relevant to their information
need, i.e. covering another topic. In the case of poorly defined document boundaries
the user might be dissatisfied with the results, even if evaluation metrics that assess
the presence of documents containing relevant content, assign good scores to the
resulting ranked list of documents, based on the fact that the files with relevant
content have been retrieved. Focus on user experience led to the introduction of a
concept of the so-called “jump-in point”, the actual start of the relevant content in
the spoken document. SCR systems must favour approaches that let the user browse
through documents that start as close as possible to the ideal topical jump-in point.
Thus the closeness to this jump-in point makes the overall search procedure easier,
more e cient and more pleasant for the user.
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1.2 Research questions
The challenges of SCR and the current state-of-the-art lead to the following Research
Questions (RQ) which will be explored in this thesis:
• Research Question 1 (RQ1): What is the relationship between ASR errors in
the transcript and retrieval behaviour?
• Research Question 2 (RQ2): Do current evaluation techniques su ciently re-
flect all the most important aspects of the user experience in SCR?
• Research Question 3a (RQ3a): How does segmentation of spoken data a↵ect
retrieval behaviour?
• Research Question 3b (RQ3b): What are the characteristics of a segmentation
method that maximizes SCR e↵ectiveness?
• Research Question 4 (RQ4): How can regions of di↵erent speech recognition
quality be identified and processed in order to improve overall speech retrieval
performance (detection, special treatment in the speech retrieval process)?
Otherwise, how can the regions of good recognition be used most e ciently in
retrieval process?
• Research Question 5 (RQ5): Can we implement a meaningful approach to
SCR of conversational content incorporating task specific segmentation?
We note here that addressing these Research Questions robustly is not possible
without experiments on di↵erent types of datasets and using evaluation metrics that
reflect the user experience in accessing relevant spoken content. As there were no
datasets available for certain types of informal conversational content, we dedicate
substantial attention in this thesis to test set creation. The analysis of system
performance also showed that there is potential for new metrics that better reflect
user experience in targeted SCR scenarios. Therefore, new evaluation strategies are
developed and introduced.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis begins with an overview of the development of the field of spoken content
retrieval (SCR), and this is followed by details of the experiments carried out in order
to define problems that need to be addressed to advance the state-of-the-art in SCR
within the thesis. Deep analysis of SCR experiments reveals the main challenges
and highlights the investigation perspectives that might solve them. We focus on
the shortcomings of the direct application of text retrieval methods on the speech
material, and outline the reasons for them.
The chapters of the thesis are structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the background of the ASR and IR technologies on which SCR
is based. It overviews the structures and the main principles of both, and descibes
the data representation within the systems that are used in combination for SCR.
As spoken content segmentation represents a challenging task for SCR systems, we
also provide a brief overview of relevant work in text segmentation methods.
Chapter 3 overviews the development of the SCR in the context of datasets, re-
trieval methods and evaluation techniques. We start with carefully prepared broad-
cast news datasets that were used for experiments in spoken document retrieval
tasks at TREC-6–TREC-9, and give details of metrics that were used to evaluate
the ranking of the results. We further describe datasets that are more conversa-
tional and less structured in style, such as lectures, meetings and Internet television
broadcast. We highlight that in lecture retrieval the main focus has been put on
interactive browser development, and that there is a lack of results in retrieval per-
formance, except for the recent work in the SpokenDoc task at NTCIR-9/10/11.
We cover the topic of meeting search and discuss potential scenarios and interesting
use cases for SCR. We finish our overview by giving examples of the least controlled
data environments, such as interviews, personal recordings and Internet television
channels that are openly available via created commons license, but highly variable
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in quality of the recordings content form and topics.
Chapter 4 introduces the datasets used in our investigations within this thesis.
We follow the same order of dataset types as in the previous chapter. Thus we give
details of lectures taken from the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese, and the queries
and relevance information created within the SpokenDoc task at NTCIR. We then
overview the AMI meeting corpus, and describe our work on developing a query
set and gathering corresponding relevance assessments for this dataset. We end the
chapter with a description of the construction of a test set for the Blip10000 Inter-
net video dataset using crowdsourcing with the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.
Blip10000 consists of semi-professional user generated (SPUG) content, and crowd-
sourcing enables us to create queries and relevant assessments using real Internet
users.
Chapter 5 elaborates the discussion of the evaluation metrics potentially available
for use in SCR. Since standard textual IR metrics that have already been used on
spoken data are described in details in Chapter 3, in this chapter we begin by
overviewing another metric that was previously applied for assessment of textual
retrieval of passages, and introduce new metrics that target the ranking of the
results, take into consideration the time a user has to spend on listening to relevant
and non-relevant content, and use the information about the distance to the jump-in
point that a↵ects the user experience.
Chapter 6 analyses the performance of our initial SCR experiments on the meet-
ings and lectures datasets. This helps to better understand the challenges and
potential bottlenecks that SCR techniques have to overcome.
Chapter 7 investigates the use of segmentation methods with overlapping seg-
ments that undergo further filtering. These filtered results have segment boundaries
(jump-in point) further adjusted using knowledge about semantic and acoustic fea-
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tures of each segment.
Chapter 8 describes the implementation of traditional document expansion meth-
ods, and their further variation to adapt for the needs of SCR that show statistically
significant improvement over the baseline.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and outlines some avenues for future research.
Appendix A lists the papers published in several peer-reviewed conference pro-
ceedings and journals that cover the research presented in this dissertation. There
are also other papers which are related to the work in this thesis.
Appendix B contains the list of all NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc queries with their ap-
proximate translation into English.
Appendix C lists the queries created on the basis of the AMI Corpus using the
procedure described in Chapter 4.
Appendix D contains full text of one of the joint papers that gives further details
of the SCR dataset creation process via crowdsourcing that is described in brief in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Background Review of
Technologies Underlying Spoken
Content Retrieval
Research in spoken content retrieval (SCR) requires substantial knowledge of the
basic concepts in several fields including information retrieval (IR), speech process-
ing (SP), and content segmentation (CS). Traditionally IR provides a framework
for search within a collection of textual documents. Automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems, as part of SP, convert audio content into a textual representation
that can be further processed within IR framework. However, as discussed in Chap-
ter 1, spoken content often di↵ers from written texts in many aspects that have to
be taken into account by the SCR system to achieve high search e↵ectiveness. Both
potential errors in the ASR transcript and uncertain structure of the content can
challenge further IR performance. The unstructured nature of spontaneously cre-
ated content means that it needs to be pre-processed into suitable retrieval passages,
this requires segmentation of the speech transcripts into topical units.
In this chapter we present an overview of IR, SP, and content structuring. Under-
standing these technologies enables us to to appreciate the challenges and potential
solutions for SCR systems.
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2.1 Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) systems attempt to satisfy a user’s information needs by
finding potentially relevant documents from within a collection. Prior to the retrieval
process such collection needs to be preprocessed and indexed into a suitable form
for e cient searching. Once the system has a representation of the documents,
an information request expressed in a query can be given to the system, so that
potentially relevant documents can be retrieved based on an IR model.
The following sections overview the document preprocessing steps, and introduce
popular IR models, highlighting the one used in this thesis. As ASR transcript used
in SCR might contain errors leading to potential information loss, we review the
principles of content enrichment that generally help to improve overall IR perfor-
mance, and alleviate this information loss.
2.1.1 Word Preprocessing
Natural language sentences contain very common words that are of little or no value
to the IR process, since they do not help to distinguish between relevant and non-
relevant documents1. Often referred to as stop words, these common words (e.g.
“as”, “just”, “now”) can simply be removed in the first preprocessing stage of col-
lection indexing, while not impacting on the retrieval output of the IR system. Lists,
although in general improving retrieval e ciency by reducing the required amount
of computation, contain stop words that are not specific to any particular domain
(e.g. containing pronouns, interjections, modal verbs, etc) and are available for each
particular language, and often are incorporated within the IR systems software. The
length of these lists can vary, reaching approximately 600-700 words for the English
language2, but typically only about 50 words for the Japanese language3.
1As human languages vary in structure and forms of representations, within this thesis we
focus on describing the details that are relevant for those used in the data collections used for the
experiments described in this thesis, e.g. mainly English and partially Japanese.
2http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/english/stop.txt
3http://dnnspeedblog.com/SpeedBlog/PostID/3187/Japanese-Stop-words
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Depending on the complexity of the language structure, the meaningful words re-
maining after stop word removal might be represented by various inflectional forms.
These may impact on the retrieval behaviour, since words referring to the same
lemma, i.e. having the same meaning, would be considered as di↵erent terms within
the IR system. Thus stemming algorithms, such as the Porter Stemmer (Porter,
1980), that can be used to remove the word su xes that are characteristic of the
inflectional forms, so that words with the same underlying stem will be indexed as
the same term wherever they occur in the document collection, are used.
The relatively simple morphology of the English language means that su x strip-
ping is relatively straightforward. Stemming of morphologically rich languages is
typically much more complex. Other languages can require sentence, phrase or
compound splitting, possibly in addition to stemming, to extract suitable indexing
units for IR. In this thesis we focus only on preprocssing for the languages of interest
to our experimental datasets, namely English and Japanese.
2.1.2 IR Models
Once the documents are preprocessed, they are indexed within an IR system. The
component of any IR system that is responsible for retrieval and ranking of the
indexed documents for each individual query is the IR model, i.e. a logic or a
weighting scheme that defines the likelihood that a document is relevant to a query.
This model might be based on the straighforward presence of the query terms in
the document, or be based on a more complex calculation that assigns a relevance
probablility to each document depending on a weighting scheme or other statistical
model. From an operational perspective, the former has the disadvantage that form-
ing e↵ective queries requires a high level of training of the user. There are a number
of standard IR models available which all perform this operation, but have di↵erent
underlying principles and produce slightly di↵erent results. An IR model consists of
four constituents: document collection representation; query representation; frame-
work for modelling collection representations, queries and their relationships; and
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the ranking function which defines the order among the documents with regard to
the query (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).
The Boolean model framework, that represents a query as a list of its consituent
terms connected with Boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT), was popular in
commercial systems until the mid 90s (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). How-
ever, it has several disadvantages, as it is di cult to control the size of the output
set which is not ranked in any order, and there is no possibility of partial match of
the document with the query. Thus, queries tend to be very broad, retrieving large
numbers of documents for review, or too specific, potentially failing to retrieve all
relevant documents.
An alternative to the unranked output of the Boolean model and using simple
keyword queries is provided by best-match IR models. The earlies example of which
is the Vector space model. This represents both documents and queries as vectors
within high-dimensional vector space, and the distance between these two vectors
defines the similarity between the relevant document and the query (Salton and
Buckley, 1988). The degree of this similarity is assumed to be correlated with
relevance of the document to the user’s query, and is used to arrange the retrieved
results in the ranked order. The quality of the ranking can be improved by assigning
weights to the search terms. Various term-weighting techniques can be used to assign
weights to the terms in the vectors. These are based on the term frequency within
the documents and within the collection. The most popular weighting schemes are
based on a tf-idf approach. tf-idf is reflects the composite weight of a term within
a document of a certain collection, and takes into account and normalises both the
frequency of the document in the document, and overall in the collection (Manning
et al., 2008). Equation 2.1 shows calculation of a simple tf-idf weight.
tf -idft,d = tft,d ⇥ idft (2.1)
where tft,d is the term frequency of the term t in the document d; idft is the inverse
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document frequency that is defined as shown in Equation 2.2:
idft = log
N
dft
(2.2)
where N is the total number of documents in the collection, and dft is the document
frequency, i.e. a number of documents in the collection where the term t occurs.
An alternation to the vector-space model for best-match ranked retrieval is the
Probabilistic model, introduced in (Robertson and Spa¨rck Jones, 1976), later known
as binary independence retrieval (BIR) model. It assumes the previous knowledge
about relevant and non-relevant documents within a collection, and distinct term
distributions in relevant and non-relevant documents. This information is exploited
to calculate the likelihood of the relevance of the documents to the issued query, this
relevance weight achieves better retrieval performance than simple term matching.
An alternation to these models is provided by the Language Model (LM) ap-
proach to IR. This is based on a model of language of the documents in the collec-
tion, i.e. the information of the words in natural language (Ponte and Croft, 1998;
Hiemstra, 2001). In this case, the documents are ranked according to their proba-
bility of generating the query based on their individual language model. Equation
2.3 shows the general calculation used within this approach.
P (q|d) =
nY
i=1
( iP (qi|d) + (1   i)P (qi)) (2.3)
where q = (q1, . . . qn) is the query comprising of n query terms, P (qi|d) is the prob-
ability of generating the ith query term from a given document d being estimated
by the maximum likelihood, P (qi) is the probability of generating it from the col-
lection and is estimated by document frequency, and  i is a smoothing parameter
that allows to assign more or less value to the query terms value.
We use the language model approach to IR for all experiments described in this
thesis because it does not require prior knowledge about the relevant documents in
the collection as in case of BIR model, and that represents better real case scenario.
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Furthermore, LM method allows the adjustment of terms weights depending on the
fact whether they are present in a query or only in a potentially relevant document,
thus it gives potential possibility to rely more on the documents when we have prior
knowledge of good ASR quality or be more strict and require the presence of the
terms in the documents when we know that ASR might contain high level of errors.
2.1.3 Document expansion
As shown in the previous section, e↵ective IR relies on the match between the search
terms in the user query and the relevant documents in the collection. However, the
query can use words that do not appear in a relevant document or synonyms which
refer to the same topic, or the actual relevant content might only refer to the relevant
words without explicitly using them, e.g. the nouns can be replaced by the pronouns.
In case of conversational spoken content, potential mismatch between a query and a
relevant part of the video/audio has higher probability to arise due to the potential
errors in the ASR transcripts, limitations of the fixed ASR vocabulary, and to the
fact that the speakers might even use gestures to point to objects under discussion
instead of naming them.
One approach to addressing this challenge is document expansion (Billerbeck
and Zobel, 2005). The expansion means that missing terms that could address
the mismatch issue are added either to the query itself or to the documents in the
collection. The collection itself or an external data source can act as a source of
these expansion terms. The main challenge when using expansion method is to add
only the terms that help the retrieval, and not to add terms to the existing collection
which are e↵ectively noise.
The main principle of expansion is as follows: the document to be expanded
is given as a query to the target collection, then it is assumed that the top N
retrieved documents are relevant, and finally additional terms are extracted from
these documents and added to the original document with all terms reweighted
(Lavrenko and Croft, 2001; Tao et al., 2006).
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The main advantage of using the collection itself for expansion is that there is
a higher probability of consistency of the language and the topics, and less chance
of adding irrelevant terms which are topically unrelated to the document, and most
importantly it is always available. However, if some words were not present in the
collection at all, it means that no expansion within the collection will find them and
they cannot be added to a related document. Nevertheless they may still appear in
a query, and the mismatch problem will remain unsolved. In case of spoken content
the same words can be consistently misrecognized by an ASR system, if they are
not present in the system vocabulary, or if they have lower probablity than other
potential transcript words which are more frequent in the training data. However,
as conditions of recordings can be diverse across the collection, and the ASR system
might vary in recognition results across di↵erent speakers, there might be cases when
the same words are recognised correctly in part of the audio documents, and thus
can be available for use as expansion terms.
In the case when there is an external collection available, and the target collec-
tion may lack important terms for reliable relevance weighting of the documents,
e.g. when the documents are extremely short, such as in the case of metadata for
the video files (Min et al., 2010) or tweets (Efron et al., 2012), expansion based on
an external collection can be implemented. The principle of the procedure stays
the same, the documents of the target collection are used as queries to the external
collection, and the new terms are added to the target collection. The e↵ectiveness
of document expansion has been demonstrated for cases where the target collection
and the document collection used for expansion represent di↵erent types of data,
such as the use of newspaper collection to improve retrieval of spoken news broad-
casts (Singhal and Pereira, 1999). Thus state-of-the-art IR techniques provide the
framework for experiments with more challenging content than is typically repre-
sented in textual form, as is spoken content that conveys the information that may
be represented in various ways (textual transcript, acoustic highlights, etc).
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2.2 Speech Indexing
As introduced in Chapter 1, spoken content requires a preprocessing stage when it is
converted into a transcript in order to be indexed and retrieved within an IR system.
In this section we overview the main principles of ASR systems, types of transcripts
that might be produced, the associated information that reflects the reliability of
the transcript content, and measures to evaluate transcript quality.
2.2.1 ASR principles
Most state-of-the-art ASR technologies are fundamentally statistical, being based on
hidden Markov models (HMMs) (Jelinek, 1976). An ASR system typically requires
two models which need to be suitably trained: for acoustic representation one needs
to have a set of labeled speech data, and for the language modelling one needs to have
textual data either from manually transcribed spoken content or from other textual
collections, see Figure 1.2. The speech signal to be recognized is given to the system,
and the ASR decoder calculates the probabilities for all possible paths between the
states of data observations according to the acoustic and language models (AM and
LM for acoustic model and language model correspondingly). This allows the ASR
system to decode the most likely units (syllables, words) present in the data based
on the combination of the acoustic and language model scores (Jurafsky and Martin,
2000; Huang et al., 2001). Thus ASR system performance depends significantly on
the nature of the data to be processed, and on whether the training data has the
same characteristics as the signal to be recognized (for example, signal to noise ratio,
diversity of speakers or the same speaker) (Huang et al., 2001).
Poor examples of the speech data labels lead to errors at the acoustic recognition
level, whereas a fixed vocabulary of the language model will not be able to recognize
words outside the list, these are called out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. If the textual
collection is large, but not representative of an input audio stream, then even the
words that are not genuinely OOV may not be recognized correctly, thus becoming
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pseudo OOV. This might happen because these pseudo OOV words are present in
the texts used for LM training and respectively in the language model, however other
words that have higher probability in the models produce higher probability of the
paths created by decoder, thus the former are replaced by the latter in the final ASR
output. In cases when the quality and the quantity of the training data correspond
to the conditions of the actual data it is used to recognize, system performance can
be expected to be more reliable.
2.2.2 ASR transcripts in details: 1-best and beyond
As in the ideal case of manual transcription, where there is a perfect textual rep-
resentation of the spoken content, ASR systems traditionally provide an output in
the same format, i.e. a transcript of the spoken content. In ASR, this transcript is
referred to as the 1-best, as it is the “best” version of potential transcript available
from the ASR system, i.e. it has the highest probability of being the sequence of
words spoken (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). However, it is important to note that
while this 1-best path through a network of potential states has the highest overall
likelihood according to the models of the ASR system, it might leave out some words
that were actually pronounced, but are highly improbable in the context based on
the model.
At the decoding stage the system internally calculates di↵erent hypotheses and
keeps them in various representative structures: lattices or confusion networks
(Murveit et al., 1993; Mangu et al., 2000). The former contains potential words
that have di↵erent start and end times and are decoded by the system with certain
probability, while the latter represents a condensed version of the lattice. When the
same word is recognized in the area within several paths, it would be pruned into one
possible path in the confusion network. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show examples of lattice
and confusion network structures, taken from (Chelba et al., 2008). Within the lat-
tice there are paths of di↵erent length that can assign a di↵erent number of words
between the states, e.g. path 3)7 has one word looking associated with it, while
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Figure 2.1: Example of an ASR lattice.
Figure 2.2: Example of an ASR confusion network.
there are also paths 3)4)8 with what kind, 3)5)9 with okay my, 3)6)9 with
because the. In the case of confusion networks, there are alternatives only within the
same units between two states, which are assigned with di↵erent probabilities. The
information stored in this form of transcript may be useful for the SCR because it
preserves alternative words hypothesis that might be used for the expansion of the
1-best transcript, or its reranking.
The 1-best transcript can be represented not only in words, but also in smaller
units that the spoken words consists of sub-word phonemes, or intermediate units
that consist of several phonemes or letters of the words - so-called subwords (Ng,
2000).
2.2.3 ASR transcript evaluation: confidence scores, WER
Within each ASR system a probability score that is assigned to the output transcript
words by the acoustic and language models is referred to as a confidence score
(Wessel et al., 2001; Jiang, 2005). As the training data might vary in quality and
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availability, within each individual system it may be possible to adjust the score
and assign more weight to one or the other model, thus attributing more reliability
to the scores that are based on more reliable data. In the case of the absence of
available manual transcripts for the transcribed data, the average confidence score
over the ASR transcript or its regions can help to estimate the general quality of
the result.
In the case when the proper manual transcript is available for the evaluation,
the accuracy of ASR systems is assessed using Word Error Rate (WER), a metric
derived from minimum edit distance (Wagner and Fischer, 1974) and the Levenstein
Distance (Levenshtein, 1966). This measure reflects how many changes have to be
made to the ASR transcript to transform it into the manual correct one. It takes
into account 3 types of errors that an ASR system can make, or in other words
3 types of changes which may need to be carried out on the transcript (insertion,
deletion, and substitution of the words) to correct it, and is divided over the total
number of words in the correct transcript. The higher the WER is, the more di cult
it is to browse the transcript and understand what the audio was about. In terms
of SCR, higher WER may decrease the retrieval e↵ectiveness of the system, since
the relevant terms may be missing from the document transcript, being replaced by
irrelevant ones.
Development of ASR systems has been accompanied by the reduction in the
WER for many tasks (Fiscus et al., 2007). Current techniques that provide not only
the words, but punctuation features as well (Shen et al., 2009; Kola´r and Lamel,
2011, 2012) bring the transcript closer to the high level manual transcript quality.
Typically reported WERs for the best performing ASR systems for a range of tasks
are as follows: broadcast news - 17% (Gauvain et al., 2002); lectures - 15-25% (Cho
et al., 2013); meetings - 36% (Hain et al., 2012); multi-genre media archives - 27-31%
(Lanchantin et al., 2013).
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2.3 Content Segmentation
Documents which cover multiple topics, but do not have pre-segmented boundaries
between topical regions represent a challenging task for IR system. This creates
problems for a number of reasons. Firstly, terms related to di↵erent topics are com-
bined together across topics within a single document. This can make a document
containing a relevant region less probable to be retrieved at high rank. Moreover,
if a document covers more than one topic, retrieving the whole document is not
the best solution for the user, as often only a segment of the main document is
relevant to the information need and of interest for a user. This will be especially
true for spoken content where the user potentially need to audition large amounts
of non-relevant content to find a relevant region.
Content-based document segmentation methods are designed to identify di↵er-
ent topical regions within multi-topic documents. Segmentation algorithms have
generally been designed for textual data, but these can be applied to spoken data
transcripts. However, as the spoken content is more informal in its nature than
written text, and the words within ASR transcripts are reliable only with a certain
confidence level, methods that rely on these words being all equally correct may
produce errors in segmentation.
In the following sections we overview various segmentation methods that can
be used for the spoken content: from trivial segmentation methods that are based
on fixed length regions to content-based methods that exploit vocabulary changes
within text (lexical cohesion based) to determine segmentation boundaries.
2.3.1 Fixed length segmentation methods: time, number of
words
The simplest segmentation methods cut the content into chunks of equal predefined
lengths (e.g. the same size time units). In the case of spoken content this has
an advantage that these units do not depend on the ASR transcript quality, and
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therefore are not a↵ected by potential errors or by the nature of spoken content.
Segmentation using time dimension allows us to compare the retrieval performance of
the same content represented by di↵erent ASR systems independent of the behaviour
of content-based segmentation, thus it is possible to trace the influence of ASR
quality on the ranking of results.
Another simple statistical approach to segmentation is to represent the content
as the segments of the same number of words. Moreover, as only non-stop words
are actually used within the IR system, it might be reasonable to consider a fixed
number of content words only as a parameter for segmentation. These methods
depend on the quality of the transcript, however as they use the same number of
words being gathered in a segment, they will create the segments of the same length.
Fixed length (in terms of time or words) is an important advantage of these
methods, as it allows us to investigate the influence of length variation on the SCR
performance. Generally the IR systems tend to be biased towards longer documents,
as they contain more information about the topic. This bias is avoided in case of fixed
segmentation, thus again the influence of ASR transcript quality can be investigated
when compared with the results for the same audio content with manual transcript.
Since fixed length segments are likely to divide semantically coherent regions,
they can also be applied in an overlapping manner. Thus some of the segments will
truly capture semantically coherent regions while others will be composed of two or
more topical fragments.
2.3.2 Lexical cohesion based methods: C99, TextTiling, MCut
Over the last 20 years there has been ongoing interest in the development of methods
for automated text segmentation. In principle, all these methods follow a standard
approach: information about shifts in lexical content is used to determine whether
these shifts signal a change in topic. Two of the best known algorithms are based
on lexical cohesion: TextTiling (Hearst, 1993) and C99 (Choi, 2000). Based on this
work further methods have been developed which specifically attempt to segment
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spoken content, for example LCSeg (Galley et al., 2003), the method of Hsueh and
Moore (Hsueh and Moore, 2006; Utiyama and Isahara, 2001; Sharp and Chibelushi,
2008)), and the Minimum Cut (MCut) model described by Malioutov and Barzilay
(Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006).
TextTiling computes the cosine similarity between adjacent fixed sized blocks of
sentences. The C99 algorithm also calculates the similarity between sentences using
a cosine similarity measure to form a similarity matrix. In C99, the cosine scores are
then replaced by the rank of the score in the local region and segmentation points
assigned using a clustering procedure. MCut regards the segmentation problem as
a graph-partioning task that optimizes the normalized cut criterion.
The implementations of Textiling and C99 algorithms are freely available4 with
their default settings as described in (Hearst, 1997) and (Choi, 2000). Since our
focus is on understanding the challenges and behaviour of search on unstructured
spoken collections, we make no attempt to tune parameters to our datasets within
this thesis.
The MCut approach regards the segmentation task as a graph partitioning task
that aims to simultaneously optimize the total similarity within each segment and
dissimilarity across various segments (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006). This segmen-
tation was introduced and positioned as a method that targets the challenges of
segmenting ASR transcripts, achieving good results for transcript of lectures that
contained errors. However, it has the serious disadvantage of not being able to de-
termine the number of segments in the document. This parameter is required to be
set explicitly for operation of the algorithm, thus there is a need of a training dataset
to be able to predict the expected number of the segments in the document. In case
this number varies within the collection, the data needs to be checked manually
before the automatic segmentation algorithm is applied.
4http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu/morphadorner/textsegmenter/
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have overviewed the main workflow of IR systems, and highlighted
the di↵erence between ASR transcripts and IR for traditional textual document.
We have examined the potential need for documents in a collection to be segmented
for retrieval in case they cover several topics, and gave an overview of existing
segmentation methods that can be applied to address this issue.
The next chapter overviews how IR methods have been implemented for SCR
of di↵erent data types, and how ASR performance a↵ects retrieval behaviour. Ex-
amination of SCR for highly unstructured spoken data will motivate the need for
content segmentation.
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Chapter 3
Spoken Content Retrieval:
Development and Research
Questions
Initial experiments in spoken document retrieval (SCR) focused on small collections
of several hours of data and restricted tasks to keyword spotting or retrieval of
content that has been previously segmented into topically coherent units. These
demonstrated the general feasibility of the SCR task with the broadcast news and
personal messages recordings as target collections (Rose, 1991; Brown et al., 1994;
Foote et al., 1995; James, 1995, 1996).
The results of these early experiments are not directly comparable as the datasets
are di↵erent, but they laid the foundation to merge the IR and ASR domains into a
separate field of SCR. Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) track at TREC-6, TREC-
7, TREC-8, and TREC-9 provided test retrieval collections of broadcast news data
that allowed direct comparison of diverse approaches. As audio content of broadcast
news used within TREC SDR is of good quality and has low levels of ASR errors,
the use of standard IR techniques proved to perform e↵ectively for corresponding
transcripts (Garofolo et al., 2000a).
Following the success of TREC SDR, SCR research shifted to more challenging
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spoken data sources such as meetings and lectures, with these collections becoming
available for potential use in IR experiments. Meeting collections, such as the AMI
(Renals et al., 2007) or the ICSI corpora (Morgan et al., 2003), together with lectures
archives, such as MIT lectures (Glass et al., 2007), represented a new type of data
with less structure in the content, more freedom in pronunciation style and greater
variation in recording conditions.
In this chapter we give an overview of the speech search tasks carried out for
content with di↵erent degrees of formal structure and signal quality, moving on this
scale from highest to lowest levels. We describe the datasets, the search tasks and
information needs related to them. As the discussion about retrieval from highly
unstructured content raises problems of content arrangement into topical units, we
introduce di↵erent segmentation approaches developed for text and spoken content
structure organisation.
3.1 High quality formal speech
In this section we overview SCR experiments based on broadcast news data, in-
cluding details of the experimental tasks and metrics that were used to evaluate
performance. Recording of spoken content with high quality technical characteris-
tics based on a prepared script is possible within the environment of a laboratory,
or generally a soundproof studio. The latter is used at radio and television compa-
nies, and results in archives that represent valuable data sources which many people
may be interested to examine for numerous reasons in the future. Facilitating e↵ec-
tive exploration of these resources necessitates the availability of high quality search
tools.
Broadcast news is a special type of speech activity because the speaker is gen-
erally a professional presenter, usually following the pronunciation norms of the
language, while much of the speech is a written linguistically well formed script, and
the recording setting is mostly quiet. These aspects of good audio quality and the
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vast amount of data that an ASR system can be trained on in the news domain
mean that recognition for this type of data is generally reliable. Another particular
feature of broadcast news is that these scripted texts have well defined structure of
the topics being covered and have distinct borders between discrete news stories,
even interviews that have more freedom in a conversational form are generally quite
highly structured. Broadcasts are planned beforehand and are carefully edited to
be as informative as possible, so that there is little extraneous or redundant infor-
mation, so listening to the whole section is not wasteful. The nature of the content
within a section is also usually self explanatory, i.e. the topic is introduced and
developed within the same section, the main subjects of the discussion are named,
the script is prepared in a way that assumes only general world knowledge, and all
potentially new details are described in detail.
This structure of news programmes and the impartiality of the speaker (pre-
senters only give information about the news and do not express their attitude or
opinion) implies a search scenario where the user issues a query about a certain topic
which can be anticipated to match with descriptive spoken words in the content,
and will typically expect to listen to the whole section of the broadcast programme
dedicated to this news story.
Early work on small collections
Early work on the implementation of IR methods in the speech domain was car-
ried out on small private collections. Rose (1991) demonstrated the feasibility of
speech-message IR, as distinguished from a more complicated speech-message un-
derstanding task that involves semantic and syntactic analysis of the spoken content,
by introducing the first end-to-end working SCR system. Prior to the availability
of LVCSR transcription systems, which became available for research from the mid
1990s, studies of SCR utilised keyword spotting methods for indexing of spoken
content. Keyword spotting was carried out for broadcast news retrieval (Rose and
Paul, 1990), and video mail messages (Brown et al., 1994; Foote et al., 1995; Brown
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et al., 1996). A keyword spotting system is based on a small predefined vocabulary
of typically 50-100 words. These must be chosen in advance of recognition, thus
SCR based on KWS is limited to small pre-defined IR tasks. All content outside
the keyword vocabulary is recognised as part of a “filler” model designed to model
all other acoustic events. While KWS systems are much simpler than an ASR tran-
scription system, they are still prone to recognition errors. While referred to as an
IR system, the system described in (Rose and Paul, 1990) could more accurately
be described as a message classification tool, since it routed messages (news) into
one of a small member of pre-defined classes. To overcome the vocabulary limita-
tion of KWS, the subword phone lattice scanning (PLS) technique was introduced
in (James, 1995). This enabled open vocabulary IR by scanning the phone lattice
for sequences of phonemes corresponding to words appearing in the user query. A
detailed description of the use of PLS for IR is contained in (James, 1995).
Early work in SCR investigated retrieval e↵ectiveness using units of di↵erent
size and type and in combination to represent the data: Scha¨uble and Wechsler
(1995) used phonetic string representation instead of full words; James (1995, 1996)
tried to combine both recognized word and phoneme representations in isolation
and Rose and Paul (1990) used subwords; Brown et al. (1994); Foote et al. (1995)
and Spa¨rck Jones et al. (1996) combined phone-lattice representation and LVCSR,
and Witbrock and Hauptmann (1997) showed that the use of fixed length strings of
phonemes performed better than phonetic lattices.
Although the above mentioned experiments showed certain improvements in re-
trieval e↵ectiveness for the tasks and datasets they used, that grew in size from circa
20 minutes (Rose and Paul, 1990) to several hours (Scha¨uble and Wechsler, 1995);
their results are not directly comparable as the datasets are di↵erent, but they laid
the foundation to merge the IR and ASR domains into proper SCR. This work led
to the conclusion that spoken documents can be retrieved quickly and reliably from
within a small collection, and that therefore there was potential for e↵ective SCR
on larger scale collections.
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The Informedia project
During the 1990s the Informedia project, one of the largest spoken content retrieval
systems based on broadcast news was created at Carnegie Mellon University (Wact-
lar et al., 1996, 1999). The Informedia system included videos of both broadcast
news and documentaries, the size of which grew to more than 1000 and 400 hours
respectively. Within this framework the retrieval system used both spoken and vi-
sual content, however there are no reported results for its retrieval e↵ectiveness for
these larger in house collections.
Despite the absence of detailed laboratory of evaluation retrieved e↵ectiveness,
the Informedia project is particularly notable as the first practical demonstration of
e↵ective retrieval from large-scale archives of digital video recodings.
SDR tasks at TREC Evaluation campaign
The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) tracks
provided common datasets of broadcast news to run SCR experiments on a larger
scale with a controlled comparison environment (Garofolo et al., 1997, 1998, 2000a).
The task developed from a known-item task on a small collection, to an ad-hoc
retrieval over a large dataset. The main details of the tasks are listed in the Table
3.1.
All versions of the TREC SDR task were based on radio and television news
broadcasts. Over the years these were taken from the Linguistic Data Consortium
(LDC) English Broadcast News Speech HUB-4 ASR corpus, a subset of the DARPA
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) corpus. The size of the corpus used for the
TREC SDR tasks grew from 50 hours in the first task at TREC-6 to several hundred
hours in the last version at TREC-8 and TREC-9. From the beginning of the
experiments, the organizers provided the participants with a manual and a baseline
ASR transcript. Thus it was possible to have a Quasi-SDR run carrying out only
the IR experimental part, or a Full SDR run doing both the recognition of the
corpus and the retrieval within the collection (Garofolo et al., 1997). Since TREC-
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TREC-6 TREC-7 TREC-8 TREC-9
Name LDC HUB-4 LDC TDT-2
Size (hours) 43 87 557
Size (documents) 1451 2866 21754
Document length
Collection (wrds/stry) 276 269 169 169
Details Baseline IBM NIST/CMU NIST/ NIST/
ASR SPHINX BBN Byblos BBN B2
WER 50% 33.8%/ 27.5%/% 27.5%/
46.6% 26.7% 26.7%
Paradigm known ad-hoc
Queries 50 23 49 50
Retrieval Unknown story
Framework boundaries No No Yes Yes
Evaluation metric MRR MAP
Table 3.1: Overview of SDR tracks at TREC 6-9.
7 the participants could not only create their own transcripts and run their IR
systems on them, they also had access to other sites transcripts leading to Cross
Recognizer Retrieval runs (Garofolo et al., 1998). The quality of the transcripts
improved over the years. The initial baseline created by IBM using one of their
ASR systems had approximately 50% WER (Dharanipragada et al., 1998), though
in TREC-7 the University of Cambridge HTK recognition system decreased WER to
24.6% (Johnson et al., 1998). By TREC-8 the size of the corpus (TDT-2) reached
circa 557 hours (Cieri et al., 1999). The corpus contained only “close caption”
quality transcript, and creation of a proper reference transcript for all this data was
beyond the scope and technical resources of the SDR track organisers. Thus the
ASR systems used in the task were evaluated only on a small subset of 10 hours of
manually transcribed data, and all of the systems managed to get a WER level of
less than 30%.
For all versions of the task, the queries, called topics, were created by workers at
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In TREC-6 there were
2 types of queries targeting the stories with audio quality that is easy or di cult
to recognize (Garofolo et al., 1997). With the introduction of the ad-hoc retrieval
task at TREC-7, the only requirement for a topic to be selected for the task was
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that the number of relevant documents retrieved from within the collection for this
query should be: 7 or more in TREC-7 (Garofolo et al., 1998), 1 to 20 for TREC-8
(Garofolo et al., 2000a). In TREC-9 the queries had 2 representations that could be
used: short description in 1-2 sentences or shorter keyword only queries (designed
to be similar to the description type of queries) (Garofolo et al., 2000b).
Initially all news broadcasts were manually segmented into defined story units
prior to retrieval. At TREC-8 a condition of unknown story boundaries became
available which was intended to represent a more realistic scenario where the news
stories had not been manually segmented. However the task for the participants
was not expressed as finding the relevant segments, they were expected to submit
“hot spots” or a mid-point of the topical relevant section of the transcript. These
hot spots were connected to the known stories, thus allowing the use of traditional
document retrieval metrics.
As described in Section 2.1.3, document expansion can potentially improve re-
trieval performance in cases when there is a mismatch between the query terms
and the terms of relevant documents in the collection. In the case of spoken con-
tent, the words that are pronounced are not always transcribed correctly by the
ASR system, thus the probability of term mismatches is higher than in the case of
textual collections. At TREC-7, the AT&T group carried out document expansion
using an external data collection containing documents closely related to the target
collection (newspapers of the same time as the broadcast recordings) (Singhal and
Pereira, 1999), document expansion methods were also shown to improve results
for the LIMSI submission at TREC-9 (Gauvain et al., 2000). This can serve as an
argument for further document expansion experiments within the SCR framework.
Evaluation
In the case of known-item retrieval task, the single document relevant to a query
is known in advance of retrieval. Ad-hoc search on a large collection represents a
di↵erent situation, since it is not practical to manually assess the relevance of all
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documents in collection. Some relevant documents may be available, if they were
used to help define the queries. However most relevant documents are identified
using a pooling procedure based on the participants submissions. In the pooling
procedure the top N ranked documents for each query for a selected number of
runs for a task are merged to form a union pool set of unique documents. Manual
relevance document assessment is then carried out of the documents in the pool. This
type of pooling procedure benefits from varied submissions created using diverse
retrieval strategies, since the pool is usually designed to maximize the variety of
potentially relevant documents to be assessed (Cormack et al., 1998; Zobel, 1998;
Voorhees and Harman, 1999).
Evaluation Metrics
In the case of a known-item search, such as in TREC-6, when there is only one rele-
vant item in the collection for a query, retrieval e↵ectiveness is most often measured
in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) metric. The reciprocal rank of a query
response is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct answer. The
mean reciprocal rank is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a sample
of queries Q, as shown in Equation 3.1.
MRR =
1
|Q| .
|Q|X
i=1
1
ranki
(3.1)
The main evaluation metric for the TREC SDR experiments targeting ad-hoc
search is mean average precision (MAP), one of the most widely used metrics in
IR research (Bu¨ttcher et al., 2010). MAP combines evaluation of the ranking of
all relevant retrieved documents. Equation 3.2 shows the definition of the standard
average precision (AP) metric for a single query.
AP =
1
n
.
NX
r=1
P [r] · rel(r) (3.2)
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where n is the number of relevant documents, N is the number of retrieved docu-
ments, P [r] is the precision at rank r (the number of relevant retrieved documents
divided by the total number of retrieved documents), rel(r) is the relevance of the
document (rel(r) = 1 if document is relevant, rel(r) = 0 if not). MAP is computed
by averaging AP across the topic set.
Discussion
Analysis of the TREC SDR results shows that SDR e↵ectiveness, as measured by
precision at top ranks and MAP, is largely robust to reasonably high levels of speech
recognition errors of around 30% WER, and that with the application of techniques
such as document expansion, and the use of external collections to train system
parameters, performance comparable to that for accurate manual transcriptions of
the speech data can be achieved. At the end of four years of the TREC SDR task,
speech search was declared to be a largely solved problem with the remaining chal-
lenges being in tasks such as question-answering on speech data and spoken queries
(Garofolo et al., 2000a), and broadcast news search moved to the implementation
of prototype systems that allow the access to large news collections.
However, this conclusion, though solid enough for the data and challenges in-
vestigated in the TREC SDR tasks, is not generally applicable to all SDR tasks.
It overlooks fundamental di↵erences in the nature of informal spoken content from
written text and scripted speech content such as news data, and the speech recogni-
tion challenges of content which is not well matched to the vocabulary of the ASR
system and is recorded in challenging environments.
3.2 SCR for Conversational Speech
Natural non-scripted conversations include di↵erent types of human communication
activities, e.g. lecture presentations, discussions at meetings, and random conversa-
tions in daily life or informal voice messaging. These recordings have less structure
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Name eLectures MIT lectures TalkMiner
Test collection size 6/6 5/6.1 over 10000/NA
(lectures/hours)
Lectures University MIT YouTube, PARC Forum,
source of Exeter U.C. Berkeley, blip.tv,
coursera.org
Use of ASR transcript Yes Yes No
ASR adaptation Yes No
Use of OCR No No Yes
Use of metadata No Yes Yes
Presentation NA Video, Video, OCR transcript,
to the user transcript metadata
Slides alignment Yes Yes Yes
Word alignment NA Yes No
Segmentation method TextTiling MCut NA
Table 3.2: Overview of the lecture browser systems examples.
as compared to broadcast news, their content is harder to retrieve as the content
itself is less self-explanatory and may not contain all relevant information. In this
section we review SCR experiments that have used these more informal data types
in retrieval tasks. Specifically we examine search and browsing of lectures and meet-
ings within a collection of recordings. The variability of content, lack of document or
topical boundaries, and generally more uncertain structure of conversational speech
implies that SCR systems need to address more complicated issues, such as seg-
mentation, definition of regions with more importance, or varying level of transcript
quality, than is the case with earlier broadcast news search tasks. We also focus on
the identification of suitable jump-in points at which playback should begin within
recordings of interviews.
3.2.1 Search of Lectures
The increasing availability of high quality digital recording technologies is promoting
recording in various environments, including academic lectures. These recordings
potentially enable students to access the contents of lectures that they have at-
tended but have incomplete notes for, enabling them to look up explanations in
these recorded lectures, or review specific parts of interest. The growing capacity
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of online streaming and emergence of the websites with online courses where the
course is structured as a sequence of videos, e.g. coursera.org and udacity.com,
is dramatically increasing the potential audience of students of various ages and
background interested in accessing online content for remote study.
Lectures may appear to be similar to broadcast speech because they are gener-
ally prepared presentations. However, in reality they more closely resemble conver-
sational dialogues due to their spontaneous conversational style, including features
such as hesitations, mispronunciations, and question and answer sessions with audi-
ence members (Glass et al., 2004). They are though significantly di↵erent to general
conversations in that they typically use specialized vocabulary relevant to the spe-
cific lecture domain, and also the fact that they are mostly in monologue form with
a planned underlying sequential structure. Domain-specific terms represent a chal-
lenge for ASR systems because they are often either not part of the recognition vo-
cabulary (out-of-vocabulary words (OOV)) or they have very low probability scores
in the language model of the ASR system, due to their low occurence frequency in
the training data which is typically taken from diverse not specified textual content.
These issues mean that such domain specific words are unlikely to appear in ASR
transcripts. Therefore systems developed for browsing lecture datasets make use
of any available additional information to adapt to the recognition domain. For
example by using the texts on the slides of the actual lecture or textbooks related
to the lecture domain the systems can refine the general language model for the
lecture specific topic (Lee and Lee, 2008; Glass et al., 2007). Otherwise the SCR
system can improve the retrieval e↵ectiveness by expanding the lecture transcript
in the index by including search terms from external data sources such as textbooks
or knowledge databases (Jones and Edens, 2002).
Lectures browser system examples
In this section we describe a range of examples of lecture browsers to highlight the
important features of existing prototype systems. The details of these systems are
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of a prototype version of the online MIT Lecture Browser.
summarized in Table 3.2.
A method of alignment of audio-video content with presentation slides for eLec-
tures was introduced in Jones and Edens (2002). This represents a combination of
ASR technologies and IR methods. Retrieval methods were used to assign regions of
a transcript with the audio signal from parts of the lecture to corresponding slides
from the lecture presentation. However individual retrieval results on the level of
lectures or segments for this corpus were not reported.
The MIT lectures system is based on search of recordings of lectures on specific
and general topics (Glass et al., 2007). The language model for the ASR component
is tuned for the lecture either using information from slides or web search results
for the speaker and the topic of the lecture. This method helps to solve some
problems related to OOV words, as in case of the other systems such as TalkMiner
(Adcock et al., 2010). The browser interface provides the user with the whole
lecture transcript with accompanying video, segmented using the MCut algorithm
(Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006). A screenshot of the system search is shown in
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of a search result for the query document retrieval in Talk-
Miner.
Figure 3.1 taken from (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006). In this system the user is
required to listen to di↵erent parts of the lecture in order to find relevant content,
making information access process potentially very une cient.
A system such as TalkMiner regards the problem of SCR for lectures as the task
of detecting distinct slide images. Optical character recognition (OCR) is used to
recognize the contents of the slides in order to create metadata at jump-in points
for the relevant information assuming that the slides are indicative of relevant parts
of the lecture (Adcock et al., 2010). Here the jump-in points are considered to be at
the start of the projection of each slide, as the start of slide projection is assumed to
indicate a switch to a new topic or a sub-topic, and thus this part of the transcript
will be topically coherent. Within this system video lectures originate from video-
sharing platforms such as YouTube, Webcast Berkeley, PARC Forum and blip.tv.
In processing a video, first the distinct slides are located within the video keyframes
using ProjectorBox technology (Denoue et al., 2005), and the OCR of the text on
the slide is assigned to the time of the slide keyframe, this text can be indexed for
use with traditional text retrieval methods. The TalkMiner search interface is built
as a typical search browser with an input field for a query, and an output page with
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of slides viewing in TalkMiner.
the list of potential result videos, an example screeshot is shown in Figure 3.2. The
user can select one of the videos for playback, and then choose the actual section
with the slide of interest, see Figure 3.3 for a screenshot example.
Lectures retrieval in the SpokenDoc and SpokenDoc-2 tasks at NTCIR-9
and NTCIR-10
Lecture retrieval has been formally introduced as a research task at the NTCIR
benchmark initiative. Evaluation task was based on the Corpus of Spontaneous
Japanese (CSJ) that contains lectures recordings (Maekawa et al., 2000). The task
organisers augmented this lecture collection with sets of queries and corresponding
relevance assessment within the CSJ lectures for the NTCIR-9 task (Akiba et al.,
2011). The task contained options for full lecture or passage retrieval on the same
set of lectures, while the NTCIR-10 task provided the Corpus of Spoken Document
Processing Workshop (SDPWS), a smaller collection of more informal recording
of talks given at the 1-6 annual Spoken Document Processing Workshops for the
passage retrieval sub-task (Akiba et al., 2013). For our investigation we use the
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dataset of SpokenDoc task at NTCIR-9. Further details of the test set corpus are
given in Chapter 4.
The NTCIR SpokenDoc tasks introduced several new metrics inspired by MAP
to evaluate search e↵ectiveness of the task, but adjusted for passage retrieval task
(Akiba et al., 2011). We give a detailed description of these metrics later in Chapter
5 of this thesis, in order to compare them with our own proposed new SCR evaluation
metrics.
Overall the initial results of the participants showed the feasibility and at the
same time the complexity of the task, since none of them achieved high results, even
with the use of manual transcripts. The use of overlapping fixed length segments
scoring with subsegment editing of the result list achieved the best scores amongst
the submitted runs (Akiba et al., 2011). The fact that this data contains a set
of manually selected ad-hoc queries and relevance assessments, and thus represents
a challenging lecture retrieval task is the reason to use it within our experiments
reported in this thesis.
Discussion on SCR for lectures
The lecture browsers allow user-friendly interactive exploration of retrieved results,
however the retrieval strategies have certain limitations. The segmentation of lec-
tures can be either manual, making it impossible to generalize them over the vast
archives of data which are becoming available online (Lee and Lee, 2008). Other-
wise the segmentation may rely on the number of segments in the audio data being
provided to the system as an input parameter due to the features of the segmenta-
tion method being used (Glass et al., 2007), thus making it less flexible for capturing
variation in the number of topics in a transcript of a real lecture. When these brows-
ing systems have been developed, the focus has been on providing functionality for
content playback rather than measuring and optimising retrieval e↵ectiveness itself,
and the e ciency of the interaction and satisfaction of user information needs.
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3.2.2 Search of Recorded Meetings
On the scale of naturalness of speech, meetings are an example of more conversa-
tionally free content style that combines informally prepared speech and discussions,
and as such are often a more challenging SCR than lecture search. Thus, the intro-
duction of meetings as a research topic in SCR poses new questions and challenges
compared to broadcast news and lectures. These issues include segmentation of di-
alogues (Dielmann and Renals, 2007), and use of additional data, e.g. minutes can
be added to the sources of metadata together with slides (Jones et al., 1996).
Potential retrieval scenario
Traditionally one participant in a formal meeting is assigned to take minutes which
summarize the activities and conclusions of the meeting, in the case of more informal
meetings there is often no record of the proceedings. Even when taken, minutes often
record only the key elements of the discussions and decisions reached, as understood
at the time of the meeting by the person taking the minutes. Thus, minutes may
be deficient or inaccurate if the minute taker misunderstands some elements of the
discussion or the future significance of some part of the meeting is not apparent to
the participants and no record is kept. If in the future someone wants to know the
process by which a decision was made or how a particular idea arose, they may find
that this information is missing from the minutes. However, if recordings have been
made of the meetings, participants and others can potentially play back parts of
a meeting to access specific information. But in order for this to be e↵ective, an
e cient mechanism for locating relevant sections must exist.
One of the concerns for research in meeting search is identifying a scenario mo-
tivated by real-life information needs. Unlike the lecture case it is less clear what
exactly the users of such a system might be looking for. Possibilities might include
locating jump-in points to places where discussion about a certain topic started or
a decision point was reached, the opinion of a certain person or any person assigned
with a certain role, or all the discussions on a topic in series of meetings. The first
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option involves topic segmentation, discourse analysis, and can be a known-item
or ad-hoc task. Search for a spoken snippet of a certain speaker might be more a
problem of acoustic search. The situation when all of the mentions of a certain topic
are importent and have to be found is a recall-oriented task.
Unfortunately, privacy issues related to the content of meetings generally prevent
actual data from real meetings being made available as public datasets for research
purposes. Therefore research in meeting search is mostly concentrated around meet-
ings recorded in laboratories, such meetings are typically based around predefined
scenarios with actors taking the role of meeting participants (Morgan et al., 2003;
Renals et al., 2008). The artificiality of this setting is not reflected in any unnatural-
ness of the speech itself, because meeting participants get involved in the discussion
according to the roles they are assigned in the meeting, and produce utterances on
the fly in a linguistically and acoustically natural way (Renals et al., 2008).
As in the case of lectures, the research focus in meeting search has mostly been
on developing data, improving performance of speech recognition systems on this
type of data (Morgan et al., 2003), segmentation algorithms (Hsueh and Moore,
2006), and browsing software (Renals et al., 2008), and has not really focused on
proper retrieval experiments.
Among this existing work, the ICSI project on processing speech from meetings
created one of the first widely available meeting speech collections (Morgan et al.,
2003). However it included only audio and transcripts of natural meetings, therefore
lacking one of the natural assets of meetings - the availability of additional data
from slides, minutes etc. Studies using this collection have concentrated on speech
segmentation, speaker activity detection, and dialog act annotation.
The AMI and AMIDA projects (Renals et al., 2007, 2008) coordinated creation
of the AMI meeting corpus consisting of very carefully collected and documented
meeting recordings including slides and minutes, and videos of the meetings. More
than 70% of the data is artificial, based on meetings carried out according to a sce-
nario, the rest are recordings of research meetings where the creation of the AMI
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corpus is discussed. In the former situation the participants were assigned certain
roles and were asked to act accordingly in the recorded discussions. This might
have caused certain di↵erences from the way in which real life participants of these
conversations might have behaved, although the audio itself was natural and spon-
taneous as in any other meeting. Since they are role-playing, the participants were
not engaging in their real employment roles and there was no history of the issues
being discussed or future implications of any decisions made. Also the participants
did not know each other in the roles that they are taking. Thus the value and
significance that would be associated with decisions in a real working environment
were not present, and the participants did not perhaps engage in the same way that
individuals working with each other regularly on a long term basis might. How-
ever, since the scenario-based meetings were recorded over four sessions (4 separate
meetings), each group of participants developed at least some history of interactions
in their assigned roles over the course of the meetings. These resulted in natural
speech behaviour including monologues, dialogues and multiparty discussions.
Research on the spoken corpora collected in the AMI and AMIDA projects has
focused on the development of e↵ective ASR tools for this data, and on means
to provide structure to the content by automatically segmenting the content into
topical segments, assigning topical labels and summarisation of meetings (Renals
et al., 2007).
Retrieval in meetings
While searching these types of corpora is obviously an interesting research topic,
no query set describing specific user information needs was provided with these
collections, and therefore no retrieval study has appeared for these collections.
In reality companies that record their meetings are likely to be interested in at
least browsing facilities, with potential for search in a standard interactive manner by
users posing queries to find relevant segmented units. Therefore several systems have
been developed that help to structure a meeting recording and allow its further reuse.
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The CALO Meeting Assistant (CALO-MA) project is a good example of a browsing
system that structures meetings in order to prepare a browser representation of the
data with segmentation into topic and dialog acts, and summarization (Tu¨r et al.,
2008).
One application of search on meeting data is provided in Chibelushi and Thelwall
(2009), which examines the mining of meeting transcripts to identify elements within
the meeting associated with points related to the making of key decisions. This
application is an example of the situation where high recall is required. In this case
in order to ensure that all relevant information pertaining to the taking of a decision
has been located, all relevant content needs to be identified.
Another alternative to standard search, as introduced by Popescu-Belis et al.
(2009), is query-free or just-in-time retrieval (the AMIDA Automatic Content Link-
ing Device). This system transcribes an ongoing meeting automatically, and uses the
transcript to perform searches of previous meetings and additional material at regu-
lar intervals. The Ambient Spotlight application follows the same scenario, however
it searches for relevant documents not within the meeting dataset, but amongst all
possible relevant documents on the user’s machine (Kilgour et al., 2010).
Summary on SCR for meetings
As discussed above, recording of meetings is becoming a widespread practice in
companies, but content management applications that are becoming available for
these collections involve only functionality for browsing or summarisation. There
is a lack of investigation of retrieval systems and their e↵ectiveness for this data.
For the purposes of research into techniques for retrieval from meeting recordings,
retrieving all parts of the meetings where certain topics were discussed is a reasonable
case to be analysed.
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3.2.3 Search of Interview and Internet Television
Lectures and meetings often contain regions where the conversation is free and un-
structured as in casual conversations. The next step on this path towards unstruc-
tured data is search over recordings of proper conversations. Datasets that comprise
only interviews or ones that are created by di↵erent semi- and non-professional users
over the Internet are examples of more informal unstructured recordings.
Interview retrieval at CLEF
In 2005-2007 the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) Cross-Language Speech
Retrieval (CL-SR) task focused on retrieval of conversational speech which lacked
clear topic boundaries (White et al., 2005). This data consists of interviews with
survivors and witnesses of the Holocaust from the Shoah Visual History Founda-
tion collection. The MALACH project focused on Multilingual Access to Large
Spoken Archives for this collection using large vocabulary continuous speech recog-
nition (LVCSR) systems trained to produce transcripts for this data (Byrne et al.,
2004). For the CLEF CL-SR task interviews were manually divided into mean-
ingful segments, and were augmented by including a number of pieces of manually
and automatically generated metadata for each “document” unit which provided
additional description of the spoken content. This metadata included manually and
automatically assigned keywords and short manually prepared expert summaries for
each document.
In order to minimize the e↵ort required from task participants, the CL-SR or-
ganizers initially adopted a known-boundary item condition in a standard ad-hoc
retrieval setting for English interviews (manual segmentation was provided with the
data made available to task participants), and MAP was used for evaluation of par-
ticipants submissions (White et al., 2005). An unknown-boundary condition was
later introduced for the subtask on this dataset for Czech interviews (Oard et al.,
2006; Pecina et al., 2007). This new unknown-boundary condition task required
the introduction of a new metric for result assessment that would reward systems
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that identified the closest start point for the playback of relevant content – mean
Generalized Average Precision (mGAP) (Liu and Oard, 2006).
The implementation of this score for speech data is described in (Pecina et al.,
2007). It measures the error in finding the start point in time of relevant content
within items by the retrieval system. The calculation of GAP for a single query is
shown in Equation 3.3.
GAP =
1
n
.
NX
r=1
P [r] ·
✓
1  Distance
Granularity
· 0.1
◆
(3.3)
where N is the number of ranks, P [r] is the precision at rank r, Distance is the
distance between the start of the segment and the beginning of relevant part (the
limit was set to 150 seconds by task organizers), and Granularity is the step that is
used for the penalty function (Granularity = 15 seconds at CLEF). Thus segments
that make the user wait for longer than 150 seconds are not considered relevant.
This metric seemed reasonable for reflecting the use case scenario, however, it does
not reflect the time the user will spend on listening to non relevant content in the
retrieved list.
Experiments in the CLEF CL-SR tasks showed that even with ongoing improve-
ments in speech recognition accuracy, speech search for more complex and informal
speech sources such as this still presents significant challenges. It was found that
retrieval for this task using ASR transcripts is enhanced greatly by including manu-
ally generated metadata in the search index and improved marginally in comparison
to ASR transcript only retrieval by including the automatically generated meta-
data. In this case the spoken content itself may not be su cient to enable e↵ective
search without augmentation with additional metadata, since the speakers may dis-
cuss topics without providing details such as names of people or places required to
support e↵ective retrieval.
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Internet video content
With the development of Internet sharing and streaming platforms like YouTube.com
and the growing availability of mobile devices that allow recording of audio and
video for further online distribution to a general audience, e↵ective search through
these collections becomes harder because of the volume and diversity of the created
content.
This informal content that is produced by humans in the freedom of their own
recording facilities poses new challenges to SCR technology. For example, the topics
in a collection may no longer be coherent, since users on Internet sharing platforms
may not share any common interests, and therefore their videos will be dedicated
to completely di↵erent stories and events. The level of education of the content
creators and the quality of their recording devices is not controlled within these new
collections that are growing in size exponentially.
Moreover, this type of content will often have varying quality of recording, with
variations in topics and styles of video setup which pose further challenges to an
ASR system that might be used to attempt to create a transcript for the data. On
the other hand, this data is rarely created by itself, as it generally is accompanied
by metadata that the users who upload the video assign to it, in addition the au-
dience who interacts with it may add comments and additional information that
can potentially be helpful in a retrieval process. However, since there are so many
content providers on the Internet, and there is no general agreement between them
about features or quality of uploaded video presentations or the style of their con-
tent, and additional metadata information, much of this metadata can be considered
informational noise in which will have little positive impact on retrieval.
Previously introduced methods for SCR cannot cope with these issues, because
these technologies make no attempt to take this diversity of descriptive information
into account. Even more importantly, the availability of the techniques to record,
upload and store the content raises the expectation of potential SCR users that
such systems should go beyond simple factual information needs. Systems may
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no longer be limited to factual information of news or interviews about a certain
event or place, aspects of emotions of the speakers, their intent, distinct snippets
or highlights of their speech may be of interest (Larson et al., 2012). These issues
require a deep understanding of the challenges and e↵ective techniques for SCR on
informal multimedia.
Currently new benchmark datasets are being collected from the Internet for
evaluation of di↵erent aspects of multimedia retrieval, involving separate video
and speech analysis or their combination1. This Internet data is created by semi-
professionals and varies in audio and video quality, in organization of the material,
in style, and in the amount and quality of the metadata being added. Thus we use
it within our research experiments. Further description of this data, as used in our
experimental investigation, will be given in Section 4.3.
3.3 SCR: Summary and discussion
In this chapter we have overviewed di↵erent types of human interactions with spoken
content. The content varies in complexity and becomes more unstructured as it
becomes more informal. Initial research in SCR evolved with the availability of
improved speech recognition. This enabled research on more complex speech signals
as the quality of ASR systems improved further. We examined various SCR use
case scenarios associated with di↵erent types of data, including search for whole
news stories, identification of the start of discussion on a relevant topic, and recall
oriented retrieval of all conversations related to a topic.
We observed that data such as meetings, although often recorded, is not widely
available to the research community due to privacy issues, and that research meet-
ing collections created in laboratories do not contain the elements needed for SCR
research, i.e. queries and relevance data. They thus need to be extended to form
retrieval test collections with query sets and relevant information. Therefore devel-
1www.multimediaeval.org
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opment of test collections has to be part of the work in SCR research.
News articles are designed to be self-describing, so that the listener understands
the background of the story. Thus they are generally easy to retrieve, since they
contain a lot of domain-specific contextually relevant words. Lectures may be less
adequate in this regard, but speakers are generally explaining, and again will tend
to include context specific words to ensure that as far as possible their audience
follow their arguments. Similar to lectures, meetings can be accompanied with
additional sources of information, e.g. slides. Though as meetings happen within
a single working environment and might cover one topic over the span of several
meetings, important content words may be absent from these conversations. Internet
TV videos have less structure, and it is harder to generalize principles for their
organisation and pattern of words usage due to their high variability.
Although a large amount of research has been focused on the browsing of collec-
tions, formal comparison of retrieval results has rarely been within the scope of the
investigation for data types such as meetings or Internet TV. Since this data rep-
resents much potential interest for SCR applications, we focus our research on the
development of e↵ective retrieval methods for this informal conversational content.
Previous research has highlighted two aspects of SCR that need to be taken into
account when working with spoken content: the e↵ect of ASR errors on retrieval
behaviour, and the methods available to segment the transcript into suitable retrieval
units. The former decreases the possibility of retrieval of relevant documents. The
latter directly influences the user experience because the boundaries of the document
segments are the positions where they start playback, and decrease the retrieval
behaviour as choice or accuracy of poor segmentation methods will give poor retrieval
results. In the following sections we summarize the findings on the influence of the
ASR errors and transcript segmentation for all types of data, and discuss our research
proposals.
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3.3.1 ASR WER and SCR
ASR is an important component for most speech retrieval applications, since the
cost of manual transcription means that in practice speech retrieval must generally
rely on automated indexing methods. An important question with respect to speech
retrieval research is the e↵ect on search behaviour of the errors made by the ASR
system.
State-of-the-art findings
Using a general purpose ASR system generally produces speech transcripts which
are inferior to those that can be created using an ASR which has been trained for the
specific recognition task to be undertaken (Byrne et al., 2004; Renals et al., 2008).
The basic relationship between average transcription quality and accurate (or near
accurate) manual transcriptions is reported in most speech retrieval studies. For
example, the TREC SDR track illustrated how the relatively low average recognition
error rates on the radio and TV news material used for these studies resulted in little
loss in retrieval e↵ectiveness as measured by MAP for a news retrieval task compared
to still errorful, but much more accurate manual transcripts (Garofolo et al., 2000a).
An interesting and careful examination of the di↵erences in retrieval behaviour
of documents with di↵erent speech transcript accuracy levels for the results of the
TREC-7 SDR task is described in (Shou et al., 2003; Sanderson and Shou, 2007).
The analysis of the distribution of the error rates in the ranked lists retrieved for
topics in this task shows a general tendency for documents with low WERs to be
retrieved at higher ranks, independent of document relevance to the search query.
A natural consequence of this observation is that relevant items with high WERs
could be expected to be retrieved at low ranks or not retrieved at all, although the
extent to which this occurs and the e↵ect of ASR errors on the recall in ranked lists
was not explored in this work, or in any other work of which we are aware.
The impact of the errors according to their types was measured using di↵erent
quality metrics on the level of the document or on the level of the whole collec-
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tion. Such metrics as Named Entity WER and Named Entity Mean Story WER
for Cross-Recognizer Results showed the best correlation with retrieval performance
(Garofolo et al., 1999). The global semantic distortion metric based on the vector
space model and focusing on various types of substitutions (frequent vs infrequent,
semantically similar vs dissimilar) revealed a higher impact of infrequent and seman-
tically dissimilar substitution errors on retrieval behaviour (Larson et al., 2009).
New targets
We are interested in further exploring the relationship between ASR accuracy and
the retrieval behaviour in speech search for tasks. For example, non-relevant docu-
ments will have similar variations in WER to relevant ones, and this factor can be
expected to interact with query-document matching scores to a↵ect the rank of both
relevant and non-relevant content. Thus, it can be expected that non-relevant con-
tent with high transcript WER may be ranked lower than that with a lower WER.
Thus, changes in rank position between accurate and noisy transcripts will be sub-
ject to a range of interacting factors. This aspect of retrieval has not previously
been examined in detail.
In addition, we are not aware of any existing studies which have explored speech
retrieval from the perspective of a recall-focused task.
3.3.2 Transcript segmentation and SCR
As discussed in Chapter 2 and the current chapter, informal conversational content
represents a challenge for SCR since it does not have prior topical segmentation.
Each SCR task requires tests to determine which method achieves better results.
segmentation methods for SCR may be borrowed directly from existing text seg-
mentation research or adapted using spoken content features (Tu¨r and De Mori,
2011).
We are interested in comparison of the performance of di↵erent techniques on
large scale unstructured conversational spoken content, such as lectures, meetings,
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and video content uploaded to the Internet. In order to draw meaningful conclusions
and talk about potential solutions, we focus not only on the experiments themselves,
but on the development of evaluation metrics that allow us to di↵erentiate the e↵ect
on the SCR results.
3.3.3 Summary
In the following chapter we introduce di↵erent datasets that were available or created
as part of work on this thesis. We follow the same logic of increasing conversational
nature of the content. The description contains the details of ASR quality, and
available relevance assessments. Chapter 5 then introduces novel metrics designed
to enable us to evaluate SCR results for more challenging unstructured content
and improve our undestanding of di↵erence between achieved results. The rest of
the thesis shows extensive analysis of SCR performance and ways to improve its
e↵ectiveness.
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Chapter 4
Test Collections for SCR Research
In Chapter 3 we overviewed di↵erent types of unstructured conversational content
that pose challenges to SCR technology. In general people are becoming used to
digital recordings as a natural part of their life, for example when studying, in
their working environment and as part of their entertainment and social experience.
This motivates us to consider all these types of data to fall within the scope of our
investigation of SCR technologies. In this chapter we give details of two datasets in
English and Japanese that are provided for existing SCR benchmarks, and another
SCR research test collection in English created within our research.
First we describe the corpus based on Japanese lectures provided within the
NTCIR-9 benchmark (Akiba et al., 2011). We next introduce an SCR test retrieval
collection that we created on the basis of the openly available AMI corpus (Carletta,
2007). As part of this description we outline the choice of queries and manual
relevance assessment procedure used to complete this test collection. As an example
of the least controlled recording environment and with the greatest freedom of topical
content, we use data from the Internet sharing platform blipTv1. These queries were
collected using crowdsourcing procedures for further use at MediaEval benchmark2.
We overview our experience of retrieval collection creation for this benchmark test
collection using real users and content creators via Internet.
1http://www.blip.tv
2http://multimediaeval.org
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Type Speakers Lectures Data size Number of
of (hours) Inter-Pausal
content Units (IPUs)
Academic 819 987 274.4 359 098
presentations (AP)
Simulated public 594 1715 529.9 486 430
speech (SPS)
Table 4.1: Overview of the CSJ Target Document Collection for the SpokenDoc task
at NTCIR-9.
4.1 Lectures: Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese
(CSJ)
For the exploration of SCR for lectures we used the test collection developed for
the SpokenDoc task at NTCIR-9 (Akiba et al., 2011). This is based on the Corpus
of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) (Maekawa et al., 2000) released by the National
Institute for Japanese Language. The CSJ consists of a variety of content sources.
The two main sources are academic presentations (AP) and simulated public speech
(SPS). The APs are live recordings of academic presentations from 9 di↵erent aca-
demic societies covering the fields of engineering, social sciences and humanities.
The SPS content consists of studio recordings of paid layperson speakers; each of
their speeches is about 10-12 minutes in length. These speeches are on everyday
topics such as “the most delightful/saddest memory of my life”, presented in front
of a small audience in a relatively relaxed atmosphere. The AP and SLS content is
used in combination as the SpokenDoc test dataset. This results in a total of 2702
‘lectures’. Summary details of this data are shown in Table 4.1.
The speech signal was recorded using a head-worn close-talking microphone.
Each lecture was segmented by the corpus developers using pauses that are larger
than 200 ms. These segments are called Inter-Pausal Units (IPUs). An IPU is short
enough to be used as an alternative to a specific position in a lecture. Therefore, the
IPUs are used as the basic units to describe the relevant passages in the SpokenDoc
retrieval task (Akiba et al., 2011).
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Transcrips W.Corr. W.Acc. S.Corr. S.Acc.
REF-WORD 74.1 69.2 83.0 78.1
REF-SYLLABLE — — 80.5 73.3
Table 4.2: ASR performances [%].
In the following subsections we describe the details of manual and ASR tran-
scripts provided by the task organisers, and the search task defined on this dataset.
To illustrate the features of this dataset, we give examples of queries and relevant
content to be retrieved.
4.1.1 Transcript Types
Manual Transcripts
The lectures in the CSJ are provided with manual ‘orthographic’ and ‘phonetic’
transcripts for use as an error free baseline in ASR and other research. The ortho-
graphic transcription is a mixture of Kanji (Chinese logograph) and Kana (Japanese
syllabary) in the manner of ordinary Japanese writing. Phonetic transcription uses
only Kana characters to represent the phonetic details of the speech as accurately as
possible within the limits of syllabary. Various tags are included in the transcripts
to mark spontaneous speech phenomena such as filled pauses, word fragments, mis-
pronunciation, etc. In addition to these tags non-speech e↵ects, such as laughter
and coughing, are also marked.
Automatic Transcripts
A baseline ASR transcript of the spoken data collection is provided to the Spok-
enDoc task participants. Two types of transcripts were included: using word-level
and syllable-level ASR (syllable-level transcripts are appropriate since Japanese is
a syllabic language).
The baseline transcripts were created using the Julius ASR system combining
acoustic and language models (Lee and Kawahara, 2009). All speech was divided into
two groups, two ASR systems were trained on these subsets, and used to recognize
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SDPWG-TA1001-01
“How can we evaluate the performance of information retrieval?”
Figure 4.1: Example of the natural language query NTCIR-9 task
the other subset. The word-based language models were trigrams with a vocabulary
of 27,000 words, while syllable-based trigram models were trained using the syllable
sequences of the training group. The Julius decoder (Lee and Kawahara, 2009) with
a dictionary containing the above vocabulary was used to perform the word-level
ASR. All words registered in the dictionary appeared in both training sets. N -best
speech recognition results were obtained for all spoken content.
Table 4.2 shows the word-based correct rate (“W.Corr.”) and accuracy (“W.Acc.”)
and the syllable-based correct rate (“S.Corr.”) and accuracy (“S.Acc.”) for these
reference transcripts.
4.1.2 Task Definition
In order to complete the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc test collection a set of query topics
and corresponding relevance judgments indicating which sections of the lectures were
relevant to each query were developed for the CSJ spoken corpus.
Two retrieval subtasks were defined for the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc task using the
same spoken dataset and search query set. The two tasks di↵ered in the unit of the
target document to be retrieved, and were defined as follows:
• Lecture retrieval: Find the lectures that include the information relevant to
the query topic.
• Passage retrieval: Find the passages within lectures that exactly include the
information described by the given query topic. A passage is an IPU sequence
of arbitrary length within a lecture.
Within this thesis we are interested in the more challenging passage retrieval
task scenario.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the relevant answer to a query and of its supporting segment
in NTCIR-9 task
Query Set
Information needs for spoken lectures could potentially relate to the contents of a
whole lecture or only part of it. The SpokenDoc task focused on the latter type
since it was felt that this will be more likely than the former in terms of practical
lecture search scenarios.
The test set consists of 86 queries created by 5 developers. It was observed that
the constructed queries tend to be less like a query in a standard ad hoc document
retrieval task, and more like a question submitted to a question answering system.
A query topic is represented by a natural language written sentence as shown in the
example in Figure 4.1, and the list of all the queries is provided in Appendix B.
Relevance Assessment
Relevance judgments for the queries were performed manually after the submis-
sion of results by the task participants. As in TREC SDR tasks, the procedure
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of pooling was used to carry out the evaluation. One of the di culties relating to
the relevance judgments came from the treatment of the supporting information. A
passage was regarded as non-relevant to a given query even if it was a correct answer
to the query in itself, if it had no supporting information that would convince the
searcher who submitted the query of the correctness of the answer. For example,
the query “How can we evaluate the performance of information retrieval?” The
answer “F-measure” is not su cient, because it does not say by itself that it really
is an evaluation measure for IR. The relevant passage must also include supporting
information indicating that “F-measure” is one of the evaluation metrics used for
information retrieval. Figure 4.2 shows an example of an answer and its supporting
information for the query “How can we evaluate the performance of information
retrieval?” (Akiba et al., 2009).
As shown in Figure 4.2, the supporting information does not always appear to-
gether with the relevant passage, but may be somewhere else in the same lecture.
Therefore, a passage was regarded as relevant to a given query if it had some sup-
porting information in some segment of the same lecture. If a passage in a lecture
was judged relevant, the range of the passage and the ranges of the supporting seg-
ments, if any, along with the lecture ID, were recorded in the “golden” file listing
relevant content for each query.
For each query, one assessor, its constructor, searched for its relevant passages
and judged their degrees of relevance. The assessor classified them according to the
degree of their relevance: “Relevant,” “Partially relevant,” and “Non relevant.”
As the retrieval task setup allowed submissions of the runs using word-based or
syllable-based transcripts, there were 2 sources of the sets of potentially relevant
documents to be assessed. In both cases assessment was conducted against the
manual transcript of the target document collection. The relevance assessments
were mapped to the IPUs to enable relevance to be measured at the level of IPUs.
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4.2 Meetings: Searching the AMI Corpus
Experimental investigation and evaluation of IR applications requires a suitable
search collection. For meetings search this must include a rich and well organised
dataset of recorded meetings. As we discussed in Section 3.2.2, construction of such
a meeting collection is a complex and expensive process requiring planning of the
meetings which will be recorded, but also if an analysis is to be made of the impact of
speech recognition errors on retrieval e↵ectiveness, a full accurate manual transcript
of the meetings. Obtaining such a meeting collection and forming an accurate
manual transcript of speech recordings is a very expensive process. Considering
these factors the investigation of meeting search for this thesis was carried out using
the AMI corpus, collected as part of the AMI project and made publicly available for
research purposes (Carletta, 2007). In this section we outline the construction of the
AMI corpus itself, and the work we carried out to create a retrieval test collection.
4.2.1 The AMI Corpus Details
The AMI corpus3 contains 100 hours of annotated recordings of planned meetings
(Carletta, 2007). Meetings last about 30 minutes each, 70% of them simulate a
project meeting on product design, with the other 30% being meetings that hap-
pened in the laboratories working on the ASR for the corpus itself. Meetings usually
involve 4 participants, and were recorded using 6 cameras and 12 microphones: 1
headset microphone for each speaker, and an 8-element circular microphone array.
For the majority of the meetings, both manual and automatic transcripts are pro-
vided, for the latter the developers of the corpus created an ASR system which makes
use of a standard ASR framework employing hidden Markov model (HMM) based
acoustic modeling and n-gram based language models (LMs) (Renals et al., 2007).
The dataset also includes additional materials including slides projected during the
meetings. In this study we use the AMI release 1.4 (automatic and manual tran-
3http://www.amiproject.org/
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scripts) and release 1.5 (automatic segmentation results for ASR transcripts (Hain
et al., 2012)).
The meeting transcripts in the AMI corpus are published separately for each
speaker participating in the meeting. Since we were interested to explore search
of the meeting, rather than information relating to each speaker, we first merged
the per speaker transcripts using the time marking data provided in the corpus to
form a single transcript file for each meeting. We omitted incompletely transcribed
meetings, and used only the fully transcribed ones in this study, since we wished to
work with only complete meeting transcripts. This gave us a total of 160 meetings
for our experiments.
For the purpose of comparison between manual and ASR transcripts, word recog-
nition rate (WRR) was calculated as the proportion of non stopwords in the manual
transcripts recognised correctly in the ASR transcripts. As retrieval systems usually
index stemmed versions of words, we also calculated the WRR after running a pub-
licly available implementation of the Porter stemming algorithm4 on the transcript
(Porter, 1980). Comparison of the transcripts showed that the automatic transcripts
have accuracy ranging between 45–85%, with an average of 72% of the manual tran-
scripts. The stemming of the words did not significantly a↵ect the average WRR
across the corpus (73%), however it increased the WRR for some of the files making
the range between 47–92%. It can be observed that the recognition rate often varies
across the length of meeting transcripts, sometimes dropping much below 45% for
some reasonably long parts of a transcript. While MAP has generally been shown
to be robust with WRRs as low as 70%, WRRs lower than that have been shown to
impact retrieval accuracy (Garofolo et al., 2000a). Thus we can note that while sec-
tions of the ASR transcripts are likely to be retrieved with good reliability, assuming
that they match the content of search queries well and are su ciently selective to
distinguish them from other ones, other regions of the transcript are likely to present
significant challenges for retrieval.
4http://tartarus.org/ martin/PorterStemmer/python.txt
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<top>
<num> Number: 21
<title>
Evaluation
Criteria rating with seven-point scale
Shape biomorphic 1
Size small 2
Color bright warm 1
Feel as soft as possible 3
Functionality
people won’t use it before they buy it paradoxically other features will
be main selling points 5
<top>
Figure 4.3: Example of information present in a slide, AMI Corpus (query 21).
4.2.2 Retrieval Task from within the meetings data
For our investigation of meeting search we assume the scenario of a meeting partic-
ipant who wants to find all locations in meetings where the topic of a PowerPoint
slide was discussed regardless of whether it was projected at that time or not.
The PowerPoint slides provided with the AMI corpus were used in multiple
meetings thus creating di↵erent instances of conversations by di↵erent participants
about the same topic. The topic on the projected slide could also have been discussed
at other points in this or other meetings while the slide was not actually being
projected, leading to other conversations about the same topics possibly by the
same people.
Query set
For our investigation, we took a subset of 35 of the PowerPoint slides provided with
the AMI corpus as a topic set based on the following criteria: the text of the slide
should be reasonably detailed (more than 15 content words), diverse in structure
(lists of actions, sentences describing work to be done), diverse in situation of use
(beginning of the meeting or closing), have a di↵erent number of possible relevant
documents (from uniquely used ones as in a known-item search, to slides that were
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used in almost every set of 4 meetings). Figure 4.3 shows an example of the contents
of a slide used as search topic. We split this set into 10 and 25 queries for the
development and test set respectively, they are all listed in Appendix C.
The search task was to retrieve all segments relevant to the topic being discussed
in the slide. It thus represents a recall-focused search task which aims to support
meeting participants looking to find all discussed material relevant to each query
slide, i.e. missing even one instance of the relevant content is considered as failure
to provide the user with the requested information, because any individual relevant
segment may be the one that the user is looking for, and finding only some instances
of relevant information being mentioned at points in meetings may not be enough
to fulfill the task goal if the target information is not among that retrieved. This
target relevant material may be taken from discussions by the same participants, or
by participants in another discussion examining topically related issues.
Relevance Assessment
In order to carry out our search experiments, corresponding manual relevance as-
sessments identifying the relevant content for each slide topic was generated using a
pooling procedure. As it would have been impractical and overly time consuming to
create the pooling union based on the documents containing the whole meetings and
to look for parts of the relevant documents in them, we started with segmentation of
the content using varying strategies, and then carried out the retrieval on those ver-
sions of test collection. These initial runs that were created to collect the union for
the pooling assessment had to be representative to our further experiments, there-
fore we used varying segmentation methods that correspond to the approaches that
we are interested to explore. In next subsections we describe how we ran various
segmentation methods on the collection, carried out the retrieval procedure, and
these retrieval results were used within our pooling basis. A special tool was writ-
ten in Java that mapped retrieval results from di↵erent runs back to the manual
transcript of the initial document and highlighted the portions that needed to be
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checked manually for relevance. All transcript words have time stamps, therefore
once the relevant segment is defined it can be used for the assessment of any other
run with potentially di↵erent segment boundaries, as long as the time information
is preserved for the new runs. In the rest of this section we outline the segmenta-
tion methods used for creation of initial results that can be further assessed using
pooling procedure, previously used for broadcast news SCR results assessment, as
mentioned in Section 3.1.
Segmentation The AMI collection as provided already contains manually cre-
ated topic segmentations of the transcript. Topics and subtopics form a hierarchical
structure, where labels have been assigned by annotators choosing tags from a list
of suggestions. This topic segmentation was made based on the manual transcripts,
but does not cover all of the meetings in the dataset. These segments are provided
for only for a subset of 139 out of the total of 173 meetings. Since our goal is to
investigate the impact of the segmentation of spoken material on retrieval results
where no manual segmentations are provided, we decided to automatically segment
the AMI meeting transcripts ourselves. We segmented the manual transcript us-
ing simple time- or length-based methods, and content-based algorithms. For the
content-based segmentation we used Choi’s popular C99 algorithm (Choi, 2000) and
Hearst’s TextTiling algorithm (Hearst, 1997), Minimum Cut (Malioutov and Barzi-
lay, 2006), and the method of Hsueh and Moore (Hsueh and Moore, 2006). All
these methods work on the level of sentences. However current ASR systems do
not by default provide punctuation in their transcript output. Thus we needed to
use pseudo-sentences of reasonable length for this collection. The length value was
calculated as the average length of the sentences in the manual transcript.
Retrieval The segments obtained using each segmentation technique from the
manual transcripts were indexed for search using a version of SMART informa-
tion retrieval system5 extended to use language modelling (a multinomial model
5ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/
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with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing) with a uniform document6 prior probability (Hiem-
stra, 2001), as introduced in equation 2.3 in Section 2.1.2. The retrieval model
used  i = 0.3 for all qi, the value being optimized on the TREC-8 ad-hoc retrieval
dataset. Stopwords were removed using the standard SMART stopword list, and the
remaining content words stemmed using a variant of the Lovins stemmer (Lovins,
1968) which is packaged in SMART by default.
Pooling procedure To carry out the relevance assessments, the following pooling
procedure was adopted.
1. Retrieval runs were carried out for each topic using segments created using
the di↵erent segmentation schemes.
2. The top 50 retrieved results for each run were collected and compiled into a
pool for each of the topics. (We chose the number of top ranked documents
to be assessed empirically, assuming that it is reasonable to expect the user in
a real case scenario to try to browse through this number of retrieved docu-
ments.)
3. An interactive application was developed which highlighted the union of the
retrieved segments in the original documents they belong to, i.e. if one meet-
ing had several di↵erent segments in the pool, the whole area between the
beginning of the first of the segments and the end of the last of the segments
was highlighted for assessment.
4. Relevant regions between the beginning of the first segment of each segment
group and the end of the last one were marked manually by an assessor.
5. After defining the relevant region for the manual transcript for each topic, this
information was projected onto each segment unit based on time correspon-
dence in order to create individual relevance files for each of the segmentation
techniques. Thus for each segment in each segment set, we know the beginning
and end points of all assessed relevant content.
6In this section documents refer to indexed segments.
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Figure 4.4: Number of terms with collection frequency equal to 1-10.
While this pooling procedure only uses results generated using one retrieval
model, the diversity of the segmentation schemes used for the content means that
we get a wide variety of content originating in segments generated using di↵erent
methods. Additionally since the relevance labelling tool requires the assessor to ex-
amine all data from the beginning point of the first retrieved content for a meeting
to the end of the last one, the assessor actually looks at content not retrieved by any
schemes giving a greater coverage of the relevance assessment than would otherwise
be the case.
4.3 Semi-professional user generated (SPUG) con-
tent
Development of compact and a↵ordable recording devices is leading to an explosive
growth in the amount of the content created by semi- or non-professionals. Internet
sharing portals such as YouTube7 or Vimeo8 enable videos to be stored and shared
with other users. This new type of multimedia collection presents new challenges
for SCR technologies and potentially more complicated and creative types of user
requests. In order to investigate SCR for this type of multimedia content, we built a
retrieval collection for a SPUG content collection crawled from the Internet using the
7http://youtube.com/
8http://vimeo.com
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technology of crowdsourcing to define the queries and relevance data. The retrieval
task for these experiments aimed to reflect the behaviour of potential real users
of this type of content and their search interests. The creation of the corpora was
carried out in collaboration with Rich Speech Retrieval and Search and Hyperlinking
tasks organising team at MediaEval Evaluation Campaign.
4.3.1 Blip10000 dataset
Our SPUG retrieval task was based on the Blip10000 dataset created by the Peta-
Media Network of Excellence (Larson et al., 2012). This contains 14,838 Creative
Commons videos from blip.tv9, and corresponding user provided metadata. The
data comprises a total of ca. 3,260 hours of data and is divided into development
and test sets, of 5,288 and 9,550 videos respectively. Additionally, two transcripts
were provided for all the videos in the collection, by LIMSI/Vocapia (Lamel and
Gauvain, 2008) and LIUM (Rousseau et al., 2011). Since the main focus of our cur-
rent study is to define suitable techniques and evaluation methods for a search task,
we wished to work only with a monolingual English language dataset. To this end,
we used a subset of the test set classified as English language by LIMSI/Vocapia,
and transcribed by English language versions of both ASR systems. This resulted
in a corpus of 4,890 video files. The audio transcription sytems were treated as
black boxes, since we did not have access to the internal details of the ASR systems.
Thus our comparison of the LIMSI/Vocapia versus LIUM transcripts quality relies
only on the analysis of the transcripts themselves. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison
of the number of terms with a total collection frequency equal to 1-3 for the two
transcripts. It can be seen that this is considerably higher for the LIUM transcript,
suggesting that these transcripts contain more unique terms in the documents than
the LIMSI/Vocapia ones. This may be caused by the fact that the LIMSI/Vocapia
system has a smaller vocabulary in the language modelling component of the ASR
system; otherwise the LIMSI/Vocapia system may be more reliable in recognition
9http://blip.tv
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of rare words. The exact explanation of this di↵erence is not the focus of this work,
as for the SCR experiments we just need to be aware of di↵erent vocabulary sizes
between the transcripts of the collections.
4.3.2 MediaEval Retrieval Task
Query set and relevance data collection procedure
The collection of queries and relevant segments was carried out using crowdsourcing
on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT10) platform and was originally carried out
for the MediaEval 2012 Search and Hyperlinking task (Eskevich et al., 2012a). We
chose this method because the workers on such platforms are doing work online,
and most probably are quite active on the Internet as well, thus performing video
browsing on the web is likely to be quite a regular activity for them.
In the Mechanical Turk (MTurk) setting tasks are referred to as ‘Human Intel-
ligence Tasks’ or HITs. To initiate a task, the requester uploads a HIT consisting
of relevant instructions, questions, files, etc. to be used by the workers while com-
pleting the HIT. When the workers have carried out the HIT, the requester reviews
the completed work and confirms payment to the worker with a previously set re-
muneration. If the requester is not satisfied with the work carried out, they can opt
not to pay the worker.
The questions in the HIT were formulated using a concept with which general
workers will often be familiar when working with the videos – sharing. The concept
of sharing seemed to be part of the everyday experience of people who work with the
Internet and provokes a natural human response setting. An example screenshot of
our HIT is given in Figure 4.5. The workers were asked to watch a video, and to
chose a segment within it that they would like to share with their friends on a social
network, and to identify its start and end time. The status update that they would
put on the social network represents a query to the selected segment in the form of
10www.mturk.com
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natural language sentence (NLS). We explicitly asked the workers to be as neutral
as possible when creating the status text, so that this query would not refer to any
information personal to themselves. We also asked the workers to explicitly give us
a query in the form of a search engine request (SER) that they would use to refind
this segment.
Additionally we asked the workers to write the manual transcript of the segment
of interest. This information allowed us to further analyse the ASR perfomance on
these segments to be retrieved. More details about the use of crowdsourcing for
collection of queries and relevance data can be found in Appendix D.
Query set and relevance segments details
The MediaEval 2012 test query set collected using this HIT consists of 30 textual
queries of both NSL and SED styles. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a NSL and
SER style query collected via crowdsourcing, as well as the corresponding relevant
passage.
The queries were created for videos selected at random from the top 10 genre
categories in the document collection. The genres were assigned to the videos by
their uploaders and are available within the Blip10000 dataset release. The average
frequency of the query terms in the collection lexicon is relatively high (3015 and
2897 for LIMSI and LIUM respectively), although this was lower than those of the
transcripts of the relevant segments (6753 and 6342 for LIMSI and LIUM respec-
tively). 20 queries out of 30 do not contain any out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms,
defined here as terms which do not appear in the transcript; whereas for the re-
maining 10, the ratio of the OOV terms over all the terms in the query is not higher
than 0.25, see Table 4.3. With these statistics in mind, the feature of the transcripts
that has most potential to influence the retrieval performance is ASR errors. Table
4.3 shows the correct word recognition rate for words in relevant segments for the
target segment (word recognition rate (WRR)) for each query.
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query WRR OOV query WRR OOV
ID LIMSI LIUM LIMSI LIUM ID LIMSI LIUM LIMSI LIUM
1 0.90 0.70 0.13 0.13 16 0.92 0.77 - -
2 0.76 0.71 - - 17 0.71 0.59 - -
3 0.83 0.70 - - 18 0.67 0.67 - -
4 0.84 0.74 - - 19 0.70 0.74 - -
5 0.86 0.72 0.13 0.13 20 0.50 0.48 - -
6 0.44 0.33 - - 21 0.53 0.67 0.22 0.22
7 0.67 0.63 0.14 0.14 22 0.86 0.89 - -
8 0.88 0.74 0.15 0.10 23 0.47 0.40 - -
9 0.69 0.62 - - 24 0.72 0.56 - -
10 0.77 0.68 - - 25 0.38 0.08 - -
11 0.65 0.74 0.07 0.13 26 0.52 0.48 0.25 0.25
12 0.42 0.09 - - 27 0.65 0.57 - -
13 0.59 0.64 - - 28 0.73 0.50 0.14 0.14
14 0.75 0.60 0.17 0.17 29 0.54 0.42 - -
15 0.83 0.72 0.09 0.09 30 0.71 0.71 - -
Table 4.3: Overview of the MediaEval 2012 search sub-task query set characteristics.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter we overviewed the datasets used for the experiments reported in this
thesis. Since there is a lack of publicly available test collections for the challenging
types of SCR task explored in this thesis, we created our own test sets for meeting
search and Internet television. While the queries and relevance assessment for the
meetings retrieval test collection were acquired using traditional IR method of pool-
ing across a number of retrieval runs of the results, for the case of Internet SPUG
collection we explored the potential that crowdsourcing platforms can bring to this
procedure. As the Blip10000 collection already contains SPUG content shared on
the Internet, an appeal to an Internet audience for query creation and relevance as-
sessment proved to be useful, and allowed to collect the data that is representative
of the use case scenario, and can be used to its future adjustement.
The next chapter examines evaluation metrics for these SCR tasks that reflect
user experience when searching for relevant content within this challenging informal
data.
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Figure 4.5: Example of the HIT used to collect a set of queries and relevant video
segments for the Search and Hyperlinking task at MediaEval 2012.
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Natural Language Sentence Query Example: Curtis Baylor of Allstate
gives a small piece of planning advice for small business using his basic
three factors.
Question for a Search engine Request Query Example: interviews with
business professionals
Transcript of the relevant passage: I do what I call say needs-based,
planning, dreams. So the first thing you need to come with is your vision,
and then what are the needs that you have and that your business has.
And then, bring me the what is your current situation. And then my
job is to say, Okay, given your vision, which sets your priorities, what do
you need to do in order to be able to survive and make it both in the
business and individually, and the where are you right now, you know,
we need to collectively do what? Tailor the plan to take into account
those three areas.
Figure 4.6: Example of a query in the form of a natural language sentence (NSL),
and a search engine request (SER), and the relevant passage for these queries in the
Search sub-task of the Search and Hyperlinking task at MediaEval 2012.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of Spoken Content
Retrieval
Since initial research on SCR focused on retrieval of spoken documents based on
ASR transcripts using text IR methods, initial research on SCR was evaluated using
standard text IR evaluation metrics. Further development of the SCR field beyond
retrieval of distinct documents introduced a requirement for evaluation metrics de-
signed to evaluate e↵ectiveness of aspects of SCR not relevant to text IR tasks. In
this chapter we review the traditional metrics of IR, and their variations adjusted
for the specific needs of the SCR tasks, and then introduce new metrics designed to
capture the user experience in SCR in forms of the e ciency of accessing relevant
information and allow more detailed evaluation of SCR systems.
Text, written according to standard punctuation rules, already has structural
units, typically in the form of sentences and paragraphs, and often sections and
chapters. Overall, such documents are often structured into topically distinct re-
gions. This means that it is often quite easy to identify meaningful retrieval units
and build a retrieval collection based on well-defined documents that have binary
relevance to the query. In this situation it is reasonable to apply standard doc-
ument based evaluation metrics, since the searcher will generally be interested to
listen to the retrieved document from its beginning. For more spontaneous mate-
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rial, such as the spoken material based on lectures and meetings, and other informal
dialogue based material, introduced in previous chapters, the situation is more com-
plex. Since the material generally lacks formal structure it is not possible to extract
unambiguous topically focused retrieval units, even manually, since people will not
agree on segmentation points, which may in any case be dependent on the search
query.
However, in order to support e cient user access to relevant content, an SCR
system must: i) seek to retrieve relevant content at high ranks, ii) minimize the
amount of non-relevant content in the retrieved unit. These points are particularly
important for SCR, since audition of spoken content is very time consuming.
These factors mean that standard document based evaluation metrics are not
su cient for evaluation of SCR on informal spoken content. Evaluation needs to
reflect the user experience of information access, but also to enable researchers
to investigate and understand the factors which impact on retrieval e↵ectiveness,
including WER, content segmentation, and IR ranking models.
In this chapter we briefly overview relevant evaluation metrics used for the stan-
dard document based retrieval, then follow up with a discussion of metrics that have
already been introduced for segmented text content and SCR in other work. Finally
we introduce new evaluation measures that are inspired by the metrics already in
use, but help to take into account the specificity of working with audio content.
5.1 Textual Content Retrieval Evaluation Metrics
Document level evaluation metrics developed for textual IR show the quality of the
documents ranking. Metrics that target the evaluation of passage element retrieval
can potentially be used for SCR tasks, that need to retrieve spoken segments, and
reflect the experience of reading the transcript. In this section we describe these
metrics in overview.
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5.1.1 Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR)
One of the most widely used document level retrieval metrics is mean average preci-
sion (MAP) (Bu¨ttcher et al., 2010). MAP was widely used in evaluation of SCR in
early work such as TREC SDR task, and was included in our review of early SCR
research in Section 3.1. In order to make our further metrics investigation clearer
we cite here the equation for Average Precision (AP) calculation introduced earlier:
AP =
1
n
.
NX
r=1
P [r] · rel(r) (5.1)
In the case of known-item search mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is used to evaluate
the retrieval results, as introduced in Section 3.1:
MRR =
1
|Q| .
|Q|X
i=1
1
ranki
(5.2)
5.1.2 Mean Average interpolated Precision (MAiP)
Since MAP has a binary score relevance, it generally assumes that if the retrieval
units are taken from within larger documents, they have been perfectly segmented
into coherent topical units. Even for search with multi-topical retrieval units it
is assumed that any relevant content is contained completely in the retrieval unit.
Therefore MAP is not a good measure when relevant content may have been split
between multiple segments.
In order to measure the amount of relevant content contained within a passage
the Mean Average interpolated Precision (MAiP) metric was introduced for the text
passage retrieval task at INEX (Kamps et al., 2008). Document relevance was not
counted in a binary way, but rather it was assumed that the amount of relevant
information retrieved should be reflected in the metric. This metric is based on
the mean generalised average precision (mGAP) that was introduced to deal with
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human assessment of partial relevance (Kekalainen and Jarvelin, 2002).
In MAiP, precision at rank r is defined as the fraction of retrieved text that is
relevant,
P [r] =
 
rX
i=1
rsize(si)
!
/
rX
i=1
size(si) (5.3)
where r is the rank of the document, si is the document at rank r, rsize(si) is the
length of relevant text contained in si in characters (if there is no relevant text in
si, rsize(si)=0), size(si) is the total number of characters in si.
Recall at rank r is defined as the fraction of relevant text that is retrieved,
R[r] =
 
rX
i=1
rsize(si)
!
/ Trel(q) (5.4)
where Trel(q) is the total number of relevant characters across all segments, i.e. the
sum of the lengths of the (non-overlapping) relevant regions.
The INEX organizers were afraid that P [r] can be biased towards systems return-
ing several shorter segments rather than returning one longer segment that contains
them all. This prompted INEX to define MAiP in terms of precision at fixed recall
levels rather than ranks. Thus, the measure interpolated precision iP [x] is defined
as the maximum precision at the selected recall level x. Retrieval e↵ectiveness is
calculated using average interpolated precision AiP calculated by averaging the in-
terpolated precision scores calculated at 101 recall levels (0.00, 0.01, . . . , 1.00),
AiP =
1
101
.
X
x=0.00,0.01,...,1.00
iP [x] (5.5)
MAiP is calculated by computing the mean of the AiP values across the topic set.
Although MAiP looks to be a suitable metric for evaluating speech search using
segments, the way of averaging is inconvenient for speech tasks as discussed later in
Section 5.2.3.
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5.1.3 Discussion
As discussed in Section 3.1, MAP and its variation for the case of only one relevant
document MRR, though suitable for cases of documents with defined boundaries and
binary relevance, do not allow thorough analysis of more challenging SCR cases. On
the other hand, the MAiP measure targets passage retrieval, though it does not take
into account time information of the audio content that plays a crucial role when
the user is to listen to the SCR results.
Only some of the state-of-the-art transcript systems contain punctuation symbols
(Gauvain et al., 2002), therefore a metric that relies on punctuation will have limited
usefullness since it cannot be generally used for spoken data ASR transcripts. Speech
naturally contains pauses (periods of certain length of time when there is no spoken
content, because speakers make a pause on purpose or take a breath), therefore
regions between pauses can be used as potential unit separators (Akiba et al., 2011).
However, they do not always correspond to actual sentence boundaries.
5.2 Spoken Content Retrieval Evaluation Metrics
Mean Generalized Average Precision (mGAP), introduced in Section 3.2.3, was one
of the first attempts to create a metric that incorporates the calculations for the
textual content but also takes into account audio specific features. In this section
we give an overview of measures that treat audio content as documents consisting
of sentences that are separated by pauses. We further discuss new metrics that are
based on precision/recall of the relevant content within the segment, and those that
are time precision oriented. This set of metrics will be used in evaluation of our
experiments to describe the results from di↵erent perspectives in the rest of this
thesis.
In general the dimension of time is important for speech because the same words
can be pronounced with di↵erent speeds, thus the amount of sentences that are of
same or comparable length in a textual version may take di↵erent times for the
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user to listen to. Thus listening to a passage spoken by di↵erent speakers, though
corresponding to a transcript of the same length in terms of text (i.e. number of
symbols, words, sentences), can require a di↵erent amount of time. This aspect of
user experience has to be taken into account by the metrics used to assess SCR
performance.
5.2.1 Metrics using Inter-Pausal Units (uMAP, pwMAP,
fMAP)
The NTCIR SpokenDoc tasks introduced a set of metrics inspired by MAP, but
which are adjusted for passage retrieval (Akiba et al., 2011). The transcript is
divided into units between the pauses in the audio (so-called Inter-Pausal Units
(IPU)). IPUs only partially reflect the user experience in terms of time spent on
auditionning them, because the IPUs themselves can vary in length, and this is not
taken in to account by the metrics. The relevance for the passages was manually
created in terms of number of relevant IPUs that constitute a relevant passage.
Utterance-based MAP (uMAP)
The uMAP metric calculates MAP on the level of IPUs after each retrieved passage
has been expanded into its constituent IPUs and they have been rearranged so that
the relevant IPUs are at the beginning of the sequence.
Suppose the ordered list of passages Pq = p1p2 · · · p|Pq | is submitted as the re-
trieval result for a query q, and further that we have a mapping function O(p) from a
(retrieved) passage p to an ordered list of utterances up,1up,2 · · · up,|p|. We can obtain
the ordered list of utterances U = up1,1up1,2 · · · up1,|p1|up2,1 · · · up|Pq |,1 · · · up|Pq |,|p|Pq ||,
then uAvePq is calculated as shown in Equation 5.6.
uAvePq =
1
|R˜q|
|U |X
i=1
 (ui 2 R˜q)
Pi
j=1  (uj 2 R˜q)
i
, (5.6)
where U = u1 · · · u|U |(|U | =
P
p2P |p|) is the renumbered ordered list of U and
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R˜q =
S
r2Rq{u|u 2 r} is the set of relevant utterances extracted from the set of
relevant passages Rq.
For the mapping function O(p), an oracle ordering mapping function is used to
reorder the utterances in the given passage p so that the relevant utterances come
first. For example, given a passage p = u1u2u3u4u5 where the relevant utterances
are u3 and u4, the mapping function will return the passage as u3u4u1u2u5.
uMAP is defined as the mean of the uAveP over all query topics Q.
uMAP =
1
|Q|
X
q2Q
uAvePq. (5.7)
Point-wise MAP (pwMAP)
The pwMAP metric counts as relevant only segments for which the IPU in the centre
of the segment is relevant. If the center utterance is included in a relevant passage
found in the golden relevance file, then the returned passage is deemed relevant and
the relevant passage is considered to be retrieved correctly. However, if there is
at least one passage earlier in the retrieved list that is also deemed relevant with
respect to the same relevant passage, the returned passage is deemed non relevant
since this relevant passage has been retrieved already. In this way, all the passages
in the result list are labeled by their relevance. Thus any conventional evaluation
metric designed for document retrieval can be applied to the returned list.
For an ordered list of correctly retrieved passages r1r2 · · · rM(M  |Rq|), where
the relevance of each passage is judged according to the process described above.
pwAvePq is calculated as shown in Equation 5.8.
pwAvePq =
1
|Rq|
MX
k=1
k
rank(rk)
, (5.8)
where rank(r) is the rank of passage r in the original ordered list of retrieved
passages.
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pwMAP is defined as the mean of the pwAveP over all query topics Q.
pwMAP =
1
|Q|
X
q2Q
pwAvePq. (5.9)
Fractional MAP
The fMAP metric is designed to capture the relevancy of the segments. This mea-
sure evaluates the relevance of a retrieved passage fractionally against the relevant
passage in the golden relevance files. Given a retrieved passage p 2 Pq for a given
query q, its relevance level rel(p,Rq) is defined as the fraction of the relevant passage
that it covers, as shown in Equation 5.10.
rel(p,Rq) = max
r2Rq
|r \ p|
|r| . (5.10)
Here r and p are sets of utterances. rel can be seen as measuring the recall of p
at the utterance level. Accordingly, we can define the precision of p as shown in
Equation 5.11.
prec(p,Rq) = max
r2Rq
|p \ r|
|p| . (5.11)
Then, fAvePq is calculated as shown in Equation 5.12.
fAvePq =
1
|Rq|
|Pq |X
i=1
rel(pi, Rq)
Pi
j=1 prec(pj, Rq)
i
. (5.12)
fMAP is defined as the mean of the fAvePq over all query topics Q.
fMAP =
1
|Q|
X
q2Q
fAvePq (5.13)
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5.2.2 Precision/Recall of the relevant content within the
segment
The NTCIR o cial metrics described in previous section allow to check how many
of the relevant IPUs have been retrieved. However, even though we process the
transcripts and return as output a list of segments with information about the start
and end times (e.g. in terms of time or IPUs), our ultimate goal is to provide the user
with audio or video segments to listen to. Therefore the actual timing information
of the beginning and end points of relevant data are important for the analysis of
results and is not provided by the uMAP, pwMAP, and fMAP. Thus, in order to
better understand the relationship between retrieved segments and the amount of
relevant content that has actually been retrieved, we calculate the within segment
precision/recall for each retrieved segment which contains some relevant content.
We then calculate the average of these precision/recall values for each query, and
then average these values across the complete query set.
5.2.3 Novel Time Precision Oriented Metrics for SCR (MASP,
MASDwP)
In this section we describe two new metrics for evaluating retrieval e↵ectiveness for
searching informally structured spoken content taking into account time information
in terms of both precision of the retrieved segments and the distance of the beginning
of the retrieved segment to the real start of the relevant content.
Mean Average Segment Precision (MASP)
MASP is a modification of MAP, inspired by MAiP, but specifically adapted to
speech search when no pre-defined segmentation of search units exists. The moti-
vation for MASP is to create a metric that combines both the ranking quality and
the segmentation quality with respect to precision of relevant content in a segment
in a single score. Thus, the ideal state for MASP is not only to retrieve the relevant
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speech segments at the top of the ranked results list, but also to have precision
of 100% for each segment over relevant speech data. Unlike MAP, relevance for
MASP varies from 0 to 1 according to the amount of relevant content present in the
segment. This is similar to the measurement of relevance in MAiP, but there are
two fundamental di↵erences: the amount of relevant content is measured over time
instead of text; and the average segment precision (ASP) is calculated at the ranks
of segments containing relevant content rather than fixed recall points as in MAiP.
Segment precision (SP [r]) at rank r in MASP is calculated as shown in Equation
5.14.
SP [r] =
rX
i=1
rperiod(si) /
rX
i=1
length(si) (5.14)
where length(si) is the length of segment si in time units (minutes or seconds), and
rperiod(si) is the length of the relevant period in the segment si. Unlike MAiP, the
average segment precision (ASP) is calculated at the ranks where relevant content
is found as shown in Equation 5.15:
ASP =
1
n
.
NX
r=1
SP [r] · rel(sr) (5.15)
where n is the number of segments that contain relevant content, and rel(sr) is equal
to 1 if sr contains any relevant content, and 0 otherwise. MASP is defined as the
mean of ASP across a query set Q.
MASP =
1
|Q| .
X
q✏Q
ASPq (5.16)
The motivation behind taking the average of SP [r] over the ranks of relevant content
is the same as that for MAP. The assumption is that the position where a user stops
checking the ranked list is usually a relevant item, which varies for di↵erent users.
The stopping position at a relevant rank is assumed to be uniformly distributed,
which is why the AP is calculated in this way.
The claim for applying the averaging of MAiP at fixed recall points, as described
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Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 Avg
rperiod/length 2/3 0/5 3/4 6/6 0/2 5/10 Value
Prec.[r] 1 1/2 2/3 3/4 3/5 4/6 0.771
SP[r] 2/3 2/8 5/12 11/18 11/20 16/30 0.557
SDWP[r] 2/3 * 1.0 2/8 5/12 * 0.9 11/18 * 0.0 11/20 16/30 * 0.0 0.260
Table 5.1: Example comparing AP, ASP, and ASDWP. The average values are
calculated at ranks in bold, the segment at the first rank starts with the relevant
information, the relevant content at the third rank position starts only later within
the segment, the relevant content starts long before the segments found at ranks 4
and 6.
by the INEX organizers (Kamps et al., 2008), is that the score can be biased towards
retrieving shorter segments. However, we hypothesize that this issue is automatically
resolved within the implementation of MASP. In MASP retrieving shorter segments
of relevant content will increase the number of segments with relevant content (n),
therefore the averaging process will be applied on a larger number of ranks and ASP
will thus not be biased to the length. MASP is low when the percentage of relevant
parts in segments is consistently low, which indicates bad segmentation, or when
the ranks of the relevant contents are deep in the results list.
Table 5.1 shows a simple illustrative example of how ASP is measured and com-
pared to AP. The example topic has 4 relevant segments appearing in the top 6
rank positions. As shown in Table 5.1, ASP takes into consideration the length of
each segment as well as the percentage of relevant content in each one. It can be
seen that long and short segments are not treated the same; the score gets lower
values when long periods of irrelevant speech are returned on the top of the list.
This factor is not measured when using standard AP.
Mean Average Segment Distance-weighted Precision (MASDWP)
Since it takes a lot of time to listen to the spoken content, it is important for the
user to be able to start playback as close to the beginning of the relevant content,
i.e. jump-in point, as possible. Therefore evaluation metrics for SCR should take
into account the distance from the beginning of the retrieval unit to the jump-in
point.
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The ASP metric reflects the amount of relevant content present at di↵erent ranks.
However it does not show how far the user has to listen into the segment at a certain
rank until the relevant part actually begins, or whether the segment starts after the
beginning of the relevant part and the user will have to rewind in the recorded audio
signal beyond the beginning of the segment in order to get to the starting point of
the relevant content. In order to take this information into account we introduce
the same style of penalty function that was used in CLEF CL-SR task evaluation
(Equation 3.3). The new ASDWP metric is shown in Equation 5.17. this can be
seen to combine MASP with mGAP.
ASDWP =
1
n
.
NX
r=1
SP [r] · rel(sr) ·
✓
1  Distance
Granularity
· 0.1
◆
(5.17)
As for the other metrics, MASDWP is calculated by averaging the ASDWP
across the topic set.
In the illustrative example in Table 5.1, if we suppose that the first segment
starts at the relevant point, that the third has a playback drop-in point inside the
segment at one step from the start of the segment and that the fourth and sixth
segments are actually far beyond the limit set for the distance to be of practical
relevance to the user, only the first and third results are included in the calculation
of ASDWP, and thus the metric reflects whether while listening to the results in
the ranked list the user will start the playback close to the beginning of the actual
relevant data. The MASDWP score reflects that the example ranking of the results
is far from being e cient for the user, as s/he would have to listen to a lot of non
relevant information and may even skip some passages that contain the information
too far away from the beginning of the segment.
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter we overviewed a number of metrics that have been used for evalu-
ation of e↵ectiveness of SCR for informally structured data. The metrics reviewed
included the standard document based retrieval metrics (MRR, MAP), and metrics
introduced for SCR in benchmark evaluation campaigns including mGAP, uMAP,
pwMAP, fMAP. Following this we introduced two new measures: one that focuses
on the precision of the relevant content in the list of retrieved documents (MASP)
and another that combines this calculation with the information about the jump-in
point distance (MASDWP) to fully understand the retrieval behaviour and its im-
pact on the user experience. We argue that SCR results should be evaluated using
a set of measures, since although MAP reflects overall ranking performance (even
though for segments with unknown boundaries, this metric requires certain adjuste-
ment); mGAP helps to relate ranking and closeness to the jump-in point; while
MASP and MASDWP introduce factor of the user experience, i.e. how much of the
relevant versus irrelevant content the user will have to listen to. The calculation
of the precision and recall of the relevant content within the segment describes the
segments quality.
In the following chapter we describe our experiments on the datasets introduced
in Chapter 4, and carry out an extensive analysis of retrieval behaviour in context of
varying ASR transcript quality and di↵erent segmentation methods used. Further
on in the thesis we use evaluation metrics examined and introduced in the current
chapter to trace the impact of applied methods to improve SCR.
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Chapter 6
Exploring the impact of ASR
errors and alternative
segmentation methods on SCR
behaviour
In the previous chapters we gave an overview of the IR and ASR fields that are
combined within the SCR process, and demonstrated the SCR development with
the increasing availability of diverse data collection. In this chapter we use three of
the described datasets (AMI, NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc, and BlipTV) to carry out an
analysis of the impact of ASR errors and di↵erent segmentation techniques on SCR
behaviour. In order to be able to do a fair comparison, we use one segmentation
method for both ASR and manual transcripts for our experiments. Therefore, we
first describe the principle that enables this cross comparison, and then discuss the
influence of di↵erent factors on the results.
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Figure 6.1: Example of “man” segmentation projection on ASR transcript
(“asr man”)
6.1 Using consistent segment boundaries for both
manual and ASR transcripts
Corpora that contain both ASR and manual transcripts provide a significant oppor-
tunity for direct comparison of the influence of ASR errors on all SCR behaviour,
since all manipulations can be carried out on both sets of transcripts (manual and
ASR).
In this thesis we aim at implementing automatic methods for data processing in
SCR, thus we chose to use automatic segmentation methods. However it is extremely
time consuming and expensive to obtain manual assessment of the segmentation
results for di↵erent segmentation techniques over a large corpora. Moreover, the
details of topical segmentation may vary depending on the specifity of the request
for information in a potential user’s query, which makes it impractical to attempt
to judge only one segmentation result as correct for all future applications. At the
same time, the manual transcript represents an ideal case of input to the segmenta-
tion algorithm since it corresponds to the perfect automatic recognition transcript.
Therefore we consider the output of all segmentation approaches carried out on the
manual transcript to be a reliable baseline. We understand that for SCR experi-
ments it cannot be claimed to be the best possible segmentation of the data; and
the reference to it as manual in our experimental study refers only to the source
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transcript input, not the segmentation method. Thus, although we consider the
manual transcript to be the ideal version of the speech recognition transcript, we do
not suppose that it forms a gold standard for our segmentation runs.
While we can of course run the segmentation methods on the ASR transcript
separately, tracking the influence of the ASR accuracy on SCR for the segments will
not be possible if the two segmented collections (manual and ASR) have di↵erent
segment boundary points. Thus we project the segment borders of the manual
transcript onto the ASR transcript by using the word timing information of the
transcripts, see Figure 6.1 for an illustration. This results in a third collection of
segments (labelled asr man in our experiments) where the only di↵erence between
this and the manual transcript segment collection is that the content of the segments
is formed from the ASR transcripts.
Sometimes manual transcripts do not cover the whole region of the ASR tran-
scripts since they do not include areas regarded as not relevant to the meetings by
the manual transcribers, in these cases the additional words in the ASR transcript
are placed in the adjoining manual segment.
6.2 Analysis of SCR for meeting search using the
AMI corpus
As introduced in Section 3.2.2, we can consider many meeting retrieval tasks to
be recall focused activities where the user needs to find all relevant items. In recall
focused search, the user typically goes much deeper into the ranked retrieval list than
in standard precision focused search tasks. For example, patent examiners may look
more than 100 items deep into the returned list. From a practical perspective due
to the temporal nature of speech content and the time taken to review content of
this type, we assume that the users can reasonably be expected not to look for
relevant items as deep into the list as for a text-based patent examiner. For this
study we thus chose the rank 50 as the cut o↵ for retrieved results that a user will
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be ready to listen to in order to attempt to find the relevant content. We thus take
retrieval at rank 50 as the cut o↵ point for our experimental analysis. Clearly in
practice if the user is looking for a known relevant item and has not found it after
inspecting the first 50 items they may be willing to continue searching. Similarly if
the information that they are looking for is particularly valuable they may continue
to keep searching. It should be noted that while we have chosen a cut o↵ of 50
retrieved items for this study, similar trends to those observed and examined here
in the ranking of retrieved items would be observed if a di↵erent cut o↵ point in the
list were to be used.
6.2.1 Segmentation of the AMI Corpus
The meetings in the AMI corpus have an average duration of approximately 30-
minutes. This is too long to expect the user to listen to them in their entirety or
even to read through a transcript in their search for relevant information. Addi-
tionally since they cover multiple topics, it is likely to be di cult to distinguish
between similar multi-topic meeting transcripts in the retrieval process to identify
those containing relevant information. Thus we need to segment the meetings to
identify suitable more topically focused retrieval units. This segmentation is moti-
vated both by the need for segment cohesion to promote the selectivity of relevant
content in retrieval, and also for e cient location of specific information of interest
within a relevant segment.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, since the topic segmenation provided with the AMI
collection does not cover all 160 meetings that have both ASR and manual tran-
scripts, and thus are taken into consideration, we decided to automatically segment
the AMI meeting transcripts ourselves. We used implementations of several statisti-
cal algorithms based on lexical cohesion (C99, TextTiling, Minimum Cut) and fixed
length based segmentations that take into account number of words or time units.
We gave a short description of each of these algorithms in Section 2.3, and in the
next section we introduce the details of their application to the AMI corpus.
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Lexical Cohesion Based Algorithms
The C99, TextTiling and Minimum Cut algorithms work with the fundamental unit
of the sentence, placing segment boundaries between the end of one sentence and
the start of the next one. Thus since we do not have punctuation in the ASR
transcripts, we perform segmentation for both manual and ASR transcripts using
pseudo “sentences.” We found the average length of real sentences in the manual
transcripts to be 15 words, and we thus used this as the length of our pseudo-
sentences.
After application of the C99 algorithm, the total number of segments for the 160
meetings dataset was found to be 2462 for the ASR transcripts, and very similar,
2476, for the manual ones. This yielded an average word count per segment of
approximately 351 and 347 respectively for the two transcripts sets. In terms of
the absolute number of segments, it appears that the algorithm behaves in the
same way for the di↵erent transcripts. However when the actual segmented files are
compared, many instances of, sometimes large, variations in the number of segments
are revealed between di↵erent transcripts of the same meeting. Less than 10% of
the meetings were found to have the same number of segments for manual and ASR
transcripts, some have significantly more segments for the ASR transcript or for the
manual one. Even where the same overall total number of segments are found for
a meeting, this does not mean that the borders are positioned in similar locations.
Manual analysis of segmented files showed that within an individual file while a
number of the segments may line up well between the transcripts, in other localised
regions there are significant variations in the number of segments. We examined a
number of factors to explain this e↵ect, the one that appears to correlate in many
cases is the word recognition rate of content words (WRRC), i.e. words that were
taken into account by the segmentation algorithm. This revealed that consistent
low WRRC across a region usually corresponds to the undersegmentation of the
ASR transcript, i.e. there are more segments in the manual transcript for this
region; while significant local variations in WRRC for short regions between average
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Segmentation Algorithm Average Segment Length (words)
MANUAL ASR
C99 346.6 351.3
TextTiling 363.6 374.5
Time 60 160.5 159.4
Time 90 240.2 236.4
Time 120 313.0 312.7
Time 150 389.5 387.8
Time 180 464.1 461.3
Length non stop words 100 275.1 292.5
Length non stop words 200 560.7 597.3
Length non stop words 300 855.7 916.5
Length non stop words 400 1157.8 1242.3
Length non stop words 500 1448.9 1556.0
Length non stop words 600 1752.2 1864.5
Length non stop words 700 1995.6 2130.9
Length non stop words 800 2292.7 2430.1
Length non stop words 900 2456.0 2629.5
Length non stop words 1000 2685.5 2772.7
Table 6.1: Average segment length (words)
WRRC and low WRRC are generally associated with greater numbers of segments
in the ASR transcript for this region.
The MCut algorithm requires as one of its input parameters the number of
the segments into which the input document is to be divided. The authors of
the algorithm set this based on manual analysis of examples of their input data
(Malioutov, 2006). Since we assume that there is no manual segmentation available,
and that the desired number of segments will di↵er for each input file, we used the
number of segments generated by one of the other algorithms for each transcript
file as the input parameter for the MCut algorithm. This resulted in runs named
mcut C99 for C99, and mcut tt for TextTiling.
Length-based Segmentation
In order to examine the value of lexical cohesion based segmentation in our speech
retrieval task, we also carried out segmentation of the manual and ASR transcripts
based only on timing information and the number of words in a segment. For the
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time-based segmentation, segment boundaries were placed at regular intervals of
60, 90, 120, 150, 180 seconds. These time intervals were chosen as the range from
minimal to average length of automatically created segments. The time boundary
points were applied with flexibility to prevent words at the boundaries being split
between segments. Segmentation based on the number of words had two variations:
all the words were taken into account and the segment point placed after every
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 words; and alternatively only
non-stop words that were actually used by the segmentation and retrieval system af-
terwards were considered when counting the segment length (100-1000) and marking
the boundary (length non stop words or length nsw).1
Table 6.1 summarizes the average length of segments created using the lexical co-
hesion based algorithms, fixed time intervals and the number of non stop words. As
would be expected, the average number of words increases for longer time segments
and with the number of non stop words counted.
6.2.2 Metrics scores comparison
In this section we report retrieval results for the test set of the search collection.
Initially we ran the experiments with varying segment length on the development
set in order to narrow the list of the length based segmentation methods to be used
for the main runs on the test query set. The results for the development set are
consistent with those of the larger number of the queries in the test set (25 in the
test set against 10 in the development). Results on this larger query set can though
be expected to be more reliable. Therefore we describe only the results for the test
set in this thesis.
All evaluation metrics are calculated for alternative segmentation methods that
produce segments of comparable average length (tt, mcut tt, C99, mcut C99, time 120,
time 150, time 180, len 300, len 400, len nsw 100, and len nsw 200), we include two
1Stop words were taken from the list at http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/
english/stop.txt
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Figure 6.2: Mean Average Precision (MAP) for three types of content (ASR tran-
script (asr), ASR transcript with manual segmentation boundaries (asr man), man-
ual transcript (man)) for di↵erent segmentation schemes (cut o↵ at rank 50)
Figure 6.3: Mean Generalized Average Precision (mGAP) for three types of con-
tent (ASR transcript (asr), ASR transcript with manual segmentation boundaries
(asr man), manual transcript (man)) for di↵erent segmentation schemes (cut o↵ at
rank 50)
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Figure 6.4: Mean Average Segment Precision (MASP) for three types of con-
tent (ASR transcript (asr), ASR transcript with manual segmentation boundaries
(asr man), manual transcript (man)) for di↵erent segmentation schemes (cuto↵ at
rank 50)
Figure 6.5: Mean Average Segment Distance-weighted Segment Precision (MAS-
DwP) for three types of content (ASR transcript (asr), ASR transcript with manual
segmentation boundaries (asr man), manual transcript (man)) for di↵erent segmen-
tation schemes (cuto↵ at rank 50)
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Figure 6.6: Precision of the relevant content within segments containing relevant
content for three types of content (ASR transcript (asr), ASR transcript with man-
ual segmentation boundaries (asr man), manual transcript (man)) for di↵erent seg-
mentation schemes (cuto↵ at rank 50)
shorter versions of time segmentation (time 60 and time 90) for additional analysis
of retrieval performance on the shorter segments.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show MAP and mGAP respectively calculated for the dif-
ferent segmentation schemes with the three segment types. These figures allow
evaluation of the retrieval results from the perspective of ranking of segments con-
taining relevant content, and ranking of the segments containing the jump-in point
or being within the allowed window distance from the jump-in point. Figures 6.4
and 6.5 show MASP and MASDwP for the same retrieval runs. These figures show
the di↵erence between retrieval performance for the di↵erent segmentation methods
where the retrieval performance metrics are based on the length of the segments
in time combined with rank, and rank and distance to jump-in point. Overall, as
would be expected the manual content with automatic segmentation shows better
results than ASR content with both forms of segment boundaries. We calculate a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test with significance level equal to 0.05 (Wilcoxon, 1945) for
these MAP values, and further for mGAP, MASP, MASDWP values. The results
for MAP show that higher MAP values for the runs based on manual transcripts
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are statistically significant for most of the segmentations present (all except len 400
and len nsw 100). The di↵erence in results between two segmentations based on
the same segments containing di↵erent transcripts (asr man vs man) is statistically
significant only for tt, ncut tt, len 300, len 400, len nsw 100, and len nsw 200 runs.
For Figures 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that for segments based on time seg-
mentation MAP is higher for the longer segment units. However, according to the
mGAP metric the time 90 segmentation retrieves more segments which are close to
the jump-in point. We can see from Figure 6.4 that there is no significant di↵erence
between time 90, time 120, time 150 and time 180 runs in terms of MASP accord-
ing to Wilcoxon signed-rank test with significance level equal to 0.05 (Wilcoxon,
1945). This arises since they retrieve approximately the same proportion of relevant
content across the length of the segments in the top 50. In general, the precision
of the relevant content within the segments containing relevant content is lower for
longer segments, cf Figure 6.6. Of course, it should be noted that for longer seg-
ments there are less relevant and irrelevant segments within collection. This leads to
better MAP, but due to the lower precision of relevant content within the retrieved
segments, MASP remains at the same level. In the case of time 60 segmentation, the
segments have the highest precision of relevant content. However, these segments
are harder to retrieve because they contain less potentially relevant content, and
there are more relevant segments to be accounted in the collection which can match
with the query. Overall this means that retrieval is more di cult and that relevant
segments are spread out over a longer list of retrieved items.
Looking further at these figures, retrieval of length-based segments follows the
same pattern for all cases (len 300 vs. len 400, and len nsw 100 vs. len nsw 200):
longer segments have better MAP, but the precision of the relevant content is lower,
and the retrieved segments begin further from the jump-in points. This will degrade
the e ciency of user access to relevant information, since they have to rewind or
listen to long parts of irrelevant content.
The lexical cohesion based methods show similar levels of performance for all
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four metrics that are not statistically significant accroding to Wilcoxon signed-rank
test with significance level equal to 0.05 (Wilcoxon, 1945). Comparing the MAP
results for asr, asr man and man runs in Figure 6.2, it can be seen that as we might
expect, man runs are better than asr man runs which are better than asr runs. This
corresponds to the average ranking of relevant content. While this trend is consistent
for MAP, except for very long fixed length segments, looking at the mGAP results
in Figure 6.3 shows di↵erent behaviour where in many cases the asr ranking results
are better. This can be explained by the fact that for the lexical cohesion methods,
the di↵erence in segmentation between the asr and asr man runs is much greater
than for the fixed length segments. This arises due to the di↵erence between the
segmentations for the manual and ASR content. Thus the segments that might be
lower in the result list for the asr runs, as compared to the asr man runs as shown
by the lower MAP, in a number of cases have a better starting time which is closer
to the ideal jump-in point. This is reflected in the higher mGAP values for the asr
results in these cases.
The results in Figure 6.4 for MASP are quite similar across all segmentation
schemes. These results are a combination of rank and precision of relevant content
in the segment at each relevant rank. The results show that the precision of the
content in the individual segments can often be higher where the MAP is lower. This
is most noticeable for time 60, where the MAP result in Figure 6.2 is much lower,
but the MASP value in Figure 6.4 is comparable to that of other segmentation
schemes. These relative di↵erences are most noticeable for shorter segmentation
schemes, indicating that while the query-document match may be less strong due
to lower numbers of terms in short segments, the absence of non-relevant content in
them, leads to better segment precision.
Finally, Figure 6.5 showing MASDwP records much greater variation when com-
bining rank of relevant items, distance to jump-in point and segment rank precision.
The fact that time 90 outperforms the other methods according to this metric shows
that retrieval using these segmentation units has the best balance of the ranking of
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Table 6.2: Average number of changes in rank for man (m) and asr man (a m) runs
within the top 50 retrieved results
Segmentation Type of change
type a m<m a m50<m a m=m m<a m50 m50<a m
C99 9.8 1.6 2.9 6.1 3.8
MCut C99 9.8 1.6 2.9 6.1 3.8
TextTiling 9.5 2.2 2.2 6.8 3.4
MCut tt 8.9 1.5 3.0 7.3 3.1
Time 120 10.2 2.0 2.2 6.5 3.5
Time 150 9.9 1.9 2.2 7.2 3.4
Time 180 9.4 1.5 2.2 7.5 3.2
Len 300 10.4 8.9 0.3 1.9 0.8
Len 400 9.8 2.2 2.3 6.2 3.5
Len nsw 100 10.0 2.5 2.2 6.5 4.1
Len nsw 200 10.0 1.6 1.9 6.6 3.2
the segments that start close to the actual jump-in point, while minimizing the
amount of irrelevant content in each segment. This result opens another direc-
tion of discussion which is out of the scope of this research: whether users would
prefer to examine a greater number of shorter segments while auditioning less non-
relevant material, or to examine less segments but to spend more time auditioning
non-relevant content.
Detailed example comparing results for single segmentation boundary
condition with di↵erent transcript content
It is interesting to take a more detailed look into the changes that happen in the
ranks of retrieved segments when the only di↵erence underlying the ranking is the
transcript input. We compare the asr man and man results across all the segmen-
tation methods. In order to compare these, we calculate the average number of
changes in the rank of retrieved segments containing relevant content between the
asr man and the man runs for the 25 test queries. These results are presented in
Table 6.2. Items retrieved in top 50 for the manual segments are divided into four
groups: asr man segment receives improved rank (a m<m), it remains at the same
level (a m=m), it achieves a degraded rank (m<a m50), it disappears from the
top 50 items in asr man (m50<a m). In the last column we show the number
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of segments that are retrieved in top 50 for asr man transcript, but fall below the
cuto↵ of 50 in the manual transcript (a m50<m).
As only a small number of relevant segments stay at the same rank (0.3-3.0
segments on average across di↵erent segmentation methods), the vast majority of
the relevant data changes its position. Since the errors in the ASR transcripts
may cause the loss of content words important for the topic of the query, it is
not surprising that half of the segments are at reduced rank in the retrieved list.
However, it is important to note that most of the remainder of the items move up
the list. If we choose a certain threshold (as we do with the rank 50 throughout this
investigation), certain parts of the relevant information retrieved in the top 50 for
the man run drop below this threshold for the asr man run and are lost to the user,
based on our assumption that they will not look beyond the top 50 ranked items.
On average for all types of segmentation the number of asr man segments that move
up the list (a m<m) is higher than the number at reduced rank (m<a m50) or are
lost after the set cuto↵ point (m50<a m). Also, it should be noted that there is
a certain amount of content that appears in the top 50 ranks for asr man while not
being retrieved in top 50 man at all (a m50<m). This partially compensates for
the amount of relevant content present in the man ranked lists that is lost in asr man
ranked lists (m50<a m) when the ranks at which relevant content is retrieved are
averaged.
Overall except for len 300, the average number of segments containing relevant
material present in man (m<a m50 and man<50<a m) and asr man (a m<m and
a m50<m) are roughly comparable or higher, showing that as we would anticipate,
on average man runs retrieve more segments with relevant content. However in the
case of len 300 there are many more relevant segments retrieved in the asr man
list than lost (‘a m50<m’ = 8.9 versus ‘m50<a m’ = 0.8)). Also it should be
noted that the ranks of relevant segments that move up the list for asr man are
usually lower than the ones for which the rank is reduced or which are lost. Overall
this provides a clear explanation for the small reduction in MAP observed between
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man and asr man. We are not aware that this e↵ect has been observed or properly
examined in any previous SCR studies.
Examination of changes in rank of relevant content between man and
asr man transcripts
In this section we first examine the ranked list result for a single search request
taken as an example, looking at changes in ranks between man and asr man runs,
and when di↵erent segmentation methods are used to preprocess the collection. We
then show that the e↵ects for this query can be seen over all the segmentation
methods averaged across the whole test query set.
Detailed analysis of example query While Table 6.2 presents information
about rank changes on average, we next show the specific changes in rank position of
relevant content for our single search request. Figure 6.7 illustrates the connection
between the number of changes in the rank of relevant content and the amount of
relevant content which changes place in the example case for one query (query 21)
and our overall preferred segmentation method (C99). The three parts of the figure
depict the changes that happen within the top 50 results for man and asr man runs.
The left side (a) shows movements up and down the list for relevant items retrieved
in the top 50 for both man and asr man, the middle section (b) shows relevant items
retrieved in the top 50 for man transcripts that drop out of the top 50 for asr man,
and the left side (c) shows relevant items promoted to the top 50 for asr man which
are below the top 50 man transcripts. In all three sections, next to the rank we
provide information characterizing the segment: length in seconds (e.g., 105/125 if
there is 105 seconds of relevant content in a segment that is 125 seconds long, or
simply 105 if the segment contains only relevant material); WRR on this segment
(e.g. 0.67); the sign “JP” means that the segment contains the jump-in point for
the relevant content associated with this relevant region of a meeting.
Although the amount of relevant content with higher ranks in the asr man run
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Figure 6.7: Rank changes within top 50 man and asr man runs for C99 segmentation
for query 21: a) changes within the top 50 (a m < m, a m =m, m < a m < 50); b)
segments present in the top 50 for the man run and falling below the top 50 in the
asr man (m < 50 < a m) run; c) segments present in the top 50 of the asr man run
and falling below the top 50 in the man run.
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within the top 50 is higher in absolute terms (2370 seconds versus 1694, as shown
in Figure 6.7), the corresponding ranks in the manual run are higher in the list.
Looking at columns (b) and (c) of Figure 6.7, we can see that the loss of a number
of relevant segments below rank 50 between man and asr man is to some extent
compensated for by segments that were not found within the top 50 for the man
run, but are promoted for the asr man run. However both the amount of relevant
content for asr man that moves into the top 50 is lower than the amount lost (515
seconds versus 810 seconds) and the ranks at which relevant content is found are on
average lower in the list.
For this example, especially in columns (b) and (c) we can see that the segments
that move down the list have on average lower WRR (e.g., 0.51, 0.58, 0.47) than the
WRR of the segments promoted in the top 50 of the asr man run (0.67, 0.77, 0.82),
the same trend can be distinguished in the changes that happen within column (a)
for relevant segments present in both lists.
The segments that move up the list in columns (a) and (c) often contain the jump-
in point for the relevant content. In the cases of the top ranks within asr man (ranks
4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14) the retrieved segments contain the longest part of the relevant
content which is spread across several segments. Within the top 50 retrieved results
of the manual run there are two cases where the relevant content is split into two
parts by the segmentation methods. Both of these adjacent segments are present
in the retrieved list (case 1: rank 8 (segment 2), rank 24 (segment 1), these change
to the following positions in the asr man rank 13 (segment 2), rank 9 (segment 1);
case 2: rank 6 (segment 2), rank 45 (segment 1) that move to rank 4 (segment 2)
and rank 48 (segment 1)). In both examples, the segments that have more relevant
content and are longer (segment 1 in first case and segment 2 in the second case, 350
and 243 seconds of relevant content respectively) move up the list in the asr man
run, whereas the shorter adjacent segments (90 seconds and 80 seconds respectively)
move down the list, even when the WRR is relatively high (0.71 ad 0.74 respectively).
Figure 6.8 allows us to compare the changes illustrated in Figure 6.7 for the seg-
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Figure 6.8: Length of the relevant content within di↵erent types of changes in ranks
for man and asr man runs, query 21
mentation methods exhibiting the most interesting behaviour in the earlier analysis
on the development set. The left part of the figure represents the amount of relevant
content that was present in the top 50 and which changes its position or stayed the
same, including changes where the segment falls below rank 50. The right hand side
shows the amount of relevant data that appears in the top 50 for the asr man run
which was not present in top 50 results for the man run. The numbers above each
bar represent the length in seconds, and the ones below the number of segments
that this content is present in for each type of rank position change.
Comparison between length-based algorithms and lexical coherence based algo-
rithms shows that the latter outperform the former (the amount of relevant content
present in the top 50 manual and not lost in the top 50 asr man is higher for C99,
mcut C99 and mcut tt than for the results of all length and time based runs).
In the case of length-based segmentations, runs with longer segments based runs
contain more relevant content within the top 50 than ones with shorter segments of
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Table 6.3: Total amount of relevant content and number of ranks with relevant
content in top 50 for asr man and man runs, query 21
Segmentation Relevant content (seconds) Number of ranks
type man asr man man asr man
C99 4922.47 4627.42 30 27
MinimumCut C99 4922.47 4627.42 30 27
TextTiling 3038.12 3177.8 24 28
MinimumCut tt 4738.83 3910.02 31 26
Time 120 2405.34 2212.18 26 26
Time 150 3099.87 2901.78 32 29
Time 180 4020.13 3334.07 31 31
Len nsw 100 2942.74 2493.10 33 30
Len nsw 200 3591.35 2675.34 26 25
Len 300 1569.06 2260.88 14 26
Len 400 3131.47 2697.09 27 25
the same type: (len nsw 200 (2287 sec) vs len nsw 100 (2074 sec), and len 400 (2242
sec) vs len 300 (1507 sec). Although if we take all the content present in the top
50 of the man runs as 100% and look at the position changes of this content, then
the shorter segments have better statistics: 56% and 75% of the content moving
up the list in len nsw 100 and len 300, against 47% and 56% for len nsw 200 and
len 400, 30% and 4% lost against 36% and 29% respectively. Only the amount of
relevant content going down the list is better for longer segments: 6% and 9% for
len nsw 200 and len 400 against 14% and 21% for len nsw 100 and len 300.
As we assume the scenario of a user looking for as much relevant information
in the list as possible and not being willing to listen beyond a certain number of
items in the list, we can see that segmentation runs that find more information in
absolute length in time should be considered better than those that have better
scores in terms of the percentage of position changes of improved rank or smaller
reduction in the ranks of relevant content present in top 50 of the manual run against
the asr man run. Comparing len 300 to len 400: 1182 seconds of relevant content in
the segments move up the list in the asr man run vs. 1758 seconds, corresponding
to 75 % vs 56% in percentage terms.
We can see that in general segments where rank is promoted in the case of
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Table 6.4: Word recognition rate (WRR) using Porter stemming for segments with
relevant content in the top 50 retrieved results, query 21
a m<m50 a m50<m a m=m50 m<a m50 m50<a m
C99 0.74 0.70 0.75 0.70 0.64
MCut C99 0.74 0.70 0.75 0.70 0.64
TextTiling 0.74 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.69
MCut tt 0.73 0.67 – 0.71 0.67
Time 120 0.75 0.74 0.78 0.72 0.64
Time 150 0.75 0.76 0.69 0.70 0.64
Time 180 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.69 0.69
Len 300 0.73 0.76 – 0.70 0.49
Len 400 0.73 0.70 0.86 0.79 0.63
Len nsw 100 0.74 0.75 – 0.72 0.69
Len nsw 200 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.61 0.70
asr man are in general longer, have high segment precision and high WRR. These
features of such segments are to be expected. However, this does highlight the
challenges of retrieving items whose rank is reduced in the asr man run, which are
typically shorter, and have lower segment precision and WRR.
Table 6.3 shows the total amount of relevant content present in man and asr man
top 50 ranked segments for each segmentation type, and the number of retrieval
ranks where this relevant content is found. Only two segmentations (tt, len 300)
have more relevant content in the asr man than in the man runs in absolute numbers.
This is explained by Figure 6.8, where we can see that only these two runs have a
larger amount of relevant content moving up from below the list for the asr man run
relative to the man run, than that which falls below rank 50 in the man run (773
seconds versus 633 seconds for tt and 754 seconds versus 62 for len 300). This trend
is consistent for most of the queries for len 300, i.e. more content moves up the list
in the asr man run than falls below rank 50 in the manual run. This is the reason
for the unusual behaviour of the manual run of this segmentation when evaluated
using all 4 metrics in Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
The analysis so far has examined the length of the relevant content which changes
position, but another feature that is important to look at when analyzing the chang-
ing of ranks is the WRR of these segments. Table 6.4 shows the average WRR for
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Table 6.5: Word recognition rate (WRR) using Porter stemming for segments with
relevant content in the top 50 retrieved results, average across test set
type a m<m50 a m50<m a m=m50 m<a m50 m50<a m
C99 0.76 0.65 0.75 0.75 0.68
MCut C99 0.76 0.65 0.75 0.75 0.68
TextTiling 0.76 0.61 0.74 0.72 0.65
MCut tt 0.76 0.60 0.75 0.71 0.65
Time 120 0.77 0.60 0.75 0.75 0.68
Time 150 0.75 0.63 0.73 0.75 0.68
Time 180 0.75 0.63 0.75 0.74 0.69
Len 300 0.76 0.65 0.73 0.75 0.67
Len 400 0.76 0.63 0.76 0.75 0.68
Len nsw 100 0.76 0.63 0.77 0.75 0.66
Len nsw 200 0.75 0.64 0.75 0.73 0.70
Table 6.6: Word error rate (WER) using Porter stemming for segments with relevant
content in the top 50 retrieved results, average across test set
a m<m50 a m50<m a m=m50 m<a50 m50<a m
C99 0.26 0.26 0.32 0.30 0.36
MCut C99 0.26 0.26 0.32 0.30 0.36
TextTiling 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.32 0.37
MCut tt 0.28 0.24 0.27 0.29 0.31
Time 120 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.32 0.32
Time 150 0.29 0.27 0.23 0.33 0.34
Time 180 0.30 0.17 0.27 0.35 0.31
Len nsw 100 0.32 0.28 0.21 0.32 0.36
Len nsw 200 0.33 0.22 0.25 0.35 0.33
Len 300 0.32 0.30 0.12 0.29 0.24
Len 400 0.30 0.29 0.31 0.35 0.35
relevant segments according to the changes of ranks in asr man compared to the man
runs for the same example query. The WRR of the segments that fall in rank below
top 50 in the asr man (m50<a m) is lower than the WRR of the relevant segments
that compensate for this loss (a m50<m) for all the segmentation methods. For
all the segmentation methods except len 400, the average WRR of the segments that
move up the list is higher than the average WRR of the segments that get lower
ranks within top 50 of asr man. Examining the reasons for the di↵erences in the
lists we find that segments retrieved at high rank for the asr man segments generally
have high WRR, this observation agrees with the findings reported in (Sanderson
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and Shou, 2007). Consistent with this, segments which experience reduced rank
generally have lower WRR. This e↵ect is particularly noticeable when examining
relevant segments which disappear from the top 50 ranked items. This poses a ma-
jor challenge to achieving high recall in meeting search when some regions of the
ASR transcripts of the meetings experience low WRRs.
WRR and WER of segments containing relevant content across the test
set In the previous section we focused on the details of one query taken as an
example. Table 6.5 shows that the behaviour for this query is consistent across the
test query set. This table shows the overall average values that correspond to the
transcript quality of the segments that change ranks between asr man and man runs
within the same segmentation method. The asr man segments present within the
top 50 ranks have higher WRR values than those that fall below the cut o↵.
Thoughout the investigation so far we have used the WRR metric because it
better reflects the behaviour of the indexing and retrieval systems (the order of
the words in the transcript is not important; only the stems of the non-stop words
corresponding to the query that are recognized by the ASR system influence the
results). However we also calculated word error rate (WER), the standard metric
that is used to define the quality of ASR system output in speech recognition. Tables
6.5 and 6.6 show the WRR and WER averaged across the set of test queries. WRR
of segments that stay within the top 50 rank positions (a m<m50, a m=m50,
m<a m50) is higher than that of the ones which fall below the top 50 cut o↵
rank for one of the transcript types (a m50<m, m50<a m). In the case of
m50<a m, asr man segments that fall below the top 50, do so because important
content words have been misrecognized. The case of a m50<m illustrates the
situation where non relevant content has low WRR, thus it falls lower in the ranked
list allowing the relevant asr man content to move up the list. WER values have a
more straightforward relation with the rank changes: the asr man segments that are
higher than man segments in the list (a m<m50, a m50<m) have lower WER
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than the asr man segments that are lower in rank than their manual counterpart
(m<a50, m50<asr man). This trend illustrates that the cut o↵ value of 50 does
not a↵ect the trend observed in the results.
6.2.3 AMI test example: summary and discussion
In previous sections we have described our initial extensive investigation into re-
trieval of transcripts of multi-party meetings based on the AMI corpus. We carried
out an investigation into the segmentation of transcripts using the C99 algorithm
and other methods to provide suitable retrieval units. Our examination of results
of the outputs of these segmentation methods shows significant variations between
segmentation behaviour for manual and ASR transcripts of the meetings. Initial
investigation beyond this study reveals that these di↵erences arise from the impact
of word recognition errors on topical matching between related sentences and the
resulting topic boundary decisions of the segmentation algorithms, further exami-
nation of this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.
As we discussed in Chapter 5, SCR results require an evaluation based on a
combination of di↵erent metrics to explore the retrieval behaviour of SCR systems.
Use of multiple metrics in this way enabled us to address di↵erent facets of system
behaviour in terms of e ciency in locating relevant content in temporal spoken
content.
Experiments with this retrieval collection show that the lexical cohesion based
segmentation methods perform consistently better compared to length- and time-
based segmentation methods when the set of diverse metrics are used to evaluate the
retrieved results. C99 outperforms both TextTiling and the Minimum Cut method
that uses the number of segments from TextTiling as input. However detailed analy-
sis of the behaviour of the segments shows that retrieval with the C99 segmentation
method would need to be augmented to take into account word recognition errors
in order achieve more reliable retrieval behaviour.
Overall we can see that longer segments achieve superior MAP at the expense
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of time consuming browsing of non-relevant content. By contrast, shorter segments
reduce the browsing time, but more segments must be explored to find the relevant
content. ASR errors make the ranking of short documents less reliable, while content
redundancy can compensate for this in longer segments.
Thus, ideally segments should have the highest possible precision within the
segment while being as long as possible to help compensate for word recognition
errors. As our results illustrate, extracting such segments is a very challenging task,
results of our investigations and other studies examining topical segmentation of
standard text, show that current segmentation methods are often inaccurate.
We continue our investigation into the use of lexical cohesion based segmentation
methods for SCR in the next section, as we are interested to trace whether there is
a consistency in SCR system behaviour across di↵erent types of data and languages.
6.3 Analysis of SCR for lecture retrieval using the
NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc collection
The NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc test collection represents another type of data, i.e. lec-
tures in contrast to the meetings as in case of the AMI corpus, as well as di↵erent
language, i.e. Japanese versus English. In the following sections we describe our
experiments when using the lexical cohesion based segmentation methods on this
di↵erent type of data, and the retrieval results in context of o cial NTCIR metrics
and precision/recall information.
6.3.1 Preprocessing and segmentation of the NTCIR corpus
and queries
The NTCIR-9 Spoken-Doc dataset, as described in overview in Section 4.1, is pro-
vided with n-best word-based and syllable-based automatic recognition transcrip-
tions of the lectures. For our experiemnts, we use only the 1-best word-based tran-
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scripts and manual transcript of the corresponding lectures taken from the Corpus
of Spontaneous Japanese (Maekawa et al., 2000).
Transcript and queries preprocessing details
Since in Japanese the individual morphemes of the sentences need to be recognized
for further processing. We used the ChaSen system, version 2.4.02, based on the
Japanese morphological analyzer JUMAN, version 2.0, with ipadic grammar, version
2.7.0, to extract the words from the sentences in ASR and manual transcripts.
ChaSen provides both conjugated and base forms of the word, for later processing
we used the latter since it avoids the need for stemming of di↵erent words forms.
In order to have a consistent representation of all the data, we follow the same
preprocessing procedure for the query set.
Text Segmentation details
Following our investigation on the AMI corpus example described in the previous
sections, for the NTCIR corpus we focus on the segmentation of the transcripts into
topically coherent passages to be used as retrieval units. Our objective here is to
explore the use of segment units to retrieve relevant content on the assumption that
these units will capture relevant passages. As C99 and TextTiling do not depend
additional input parameters as Minimum Cut, we explored the application of these
two segmentation algorithms.
Both algorithms work with the fundamental unit of the sentence placing segment
boundaries between the end of one sentence and the start of the next one. Since the
ASR transcripts did not contain punctuation, we considered each Inter-Pausal Unit
(IPU) to be a sentence on its own. We ran the segmentation algorithms on both
ASR and manual transcripts, and on the ASR transcript when stop words had been
removed from the text3 (asr nsw).
2http://chasen-legacy.sourceforge.jp
3Stop words were taken from SpeedBlog Japanese Stop-words: dnnspeedblog.com/SpeedBlog/
PostID/3187/Japanese-Stop-words
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Transcript Segmentation uMAP pwMAP fMAP
type type
BASELINE 0.0670 0.0520 0.0536
manual tt 0.0859 0.0429 0.0500
manual C99 0.0713 0.0209 0.0168
ASR tt 0.0490 0.0329 0.0308
ASR C99 0.0469 0.0166 0.0123
ASR nsw tt 0.0312 0.0141 0.0174
ASR nsw C99 0.0316 0.0138 0.0120
Table 6.7: Scores for o cial metrics
6.3.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
The segments obtained using each segmentation technique from the manual tran-
scripts were indexed for search using a version of the SMART information retrieval
system4 extended to use language modelling (a multinomial model with Jelinek-
Mercer smoothing) with a uniform document prior probability (Hiemstra, 2001), as
described in Section 2.1.2. Separate retrieval runs were carried out for each topic
for each segmentation scheme for segments created from the manual and ASR tran-
scripts. In this section we present results and analyse for these experiments.
Analysis of experimental results
The o cial evaluation metrics for this task are variations of the standard MAP. As
described in Section 5.2.1, these are applied to the list of the retrieved items after
expanding the retrieved passages into IPUs. In case of the uMAP metric, relevance
is assigned to individual IPUs in a relevant region of the lecture, where uMAP is
calculated for relevant segments at the level of IPUs. For pwMAP, relevance is
assigned to the whole passage retrieved at a certain rank if its centre IPU is part of
the relevant content, the score is then calculated for retrieved passages classified as
relevant according to this criteria. Recall of a passage and precision up to its rank
at IPU level are taken into consideration in the fMAP calculation.
Table 6.7 shows our experimental results for these metrics along with the base-
4ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/
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line scores provided by the task organisers. It can be seen that, as would be
expected, runs using manual transcripts show better results than those based on
ASR trascripts. However manual runs outperform the baseline only for one met-
ric (uMAP): 0.0859 and 0.0713 for TextTiling and C99 respectively versus 0.0670.
It can be seen that transcript segmentation using TextTiling consistently achieves
higher scores than segmentation using the C99 algorithm for all types of transcript.
The remainder of this section provides a more detailed analysis of our results for
each of the evaluation metrics.
uMAP Results The uMAP metric calculates MAP on the level of IPUs after
each retrieved passage has been expanded into its constituent IPUs and they have
been rearranged so that the relevant IPUs are at the beginning of the sequence.
In order to better understand the relationship between our retrieved segments
and the amount of relevant content that we had actually retrieved, we calculated
the precision of the content for each retrieved segment which contained at least
one relevant IPU, as described in Section 5.2.2. We then calculated the average
of these precision values for each topic and then the average of these values across
the completed topic set. Although we process the transcripts and return as output
the numbers of start and end IPUs (passages), our ultimate goal is to provide the
user with segments to listen to. Therefore the actual timing information of the
beginning and end points of relevant data are important for the analysis of results.
This is especially true since IPUs may di↵er considerably in time length and this
is not included by any of the metrics. Thus the precision value of each segment
was calculated using the length in time for each IPU unit provided with the ASR
transcript.
Figure 6.9 shows these averaged values for both TextTiling and C99 for manual,
ASR and ASR with stop words removed transcripts. From these results it can be
seen that, similar to the o cial results in Table 6.7, TextTiling outperforms C99 in
all cases. Comparing the results for the three di↵erent transcripts in each case, no
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clear trend emerges in terms of precision of the contents of the individual segments,
which is perhaps a little surprising, since the results in Table 6.7 show a clear trend
that manual transcripts outperform ASR with respect to uMAP which outperforms
ASR without stop words.
pwMAP Results pwMAP metric counts as relevant only segments for which the
IPU in the centre of the segment is relevant. The results in Table 6.7 show that
none of our methods was competitive with the provided baseline result with respect
to pwMAP. This contrasts with the uMAP results, and indicates that although we
are able to retrieve similar amounts of relevant content at similar ranks, the content
segmentation methods that we are applying do not reliably place relevant content
at the centre of the retrieved segments.
In order to analyze the scores further, we calculated the number of the segments
in each run that were counted by the metric as relevant and the ones that had rel-
evant content, but where it was not located in the centre of the retrieved segment
and was therefore overlooked by the pwMAP metric. Figure 6.10 shows the average
numbers of these relevant captured and relevant non-captured retrieved segments.
From the figure, it can be seen that the runs on the manual transcript (manual tt
and manual c99) contain more segments with relevant content. All of the runs us-
ing TextTiling segmentation (manual tt, ASR tt, ASR tt nsw) have more retrieved
segments with relevant content that are included in the pwMAP score than C99
segmentation runs. This means that in general TextTiling segmentation is more
likely to have the relevant content in the centre of the retrieved segment than C99
segmentation, and that thus the boundaries formed using TextTiling are not just
more e↵ective for retrieval of relevant content, but are more likely to place the rel-
evant content towards the centre of the segment. However, it should be noted that
in all cases the proportion of segments containing some relevant content, but where
it is not in the centre of the segment is very high.
Since the pwMAP metric is based on standard MAP, it gives higher scores to
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Figure 6.9: Average of Precision for all passages with relevant content.
Figure 6.10: Number of ranks with relevant content that are taken or not taken into
account for calculation pwMAP
Figure 6.11: Average of Precision for the passages with relevant content that are
taken or not taken into account for calculation pwMAP
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techniques that place relevant documents higher in the ranked list. Therefore a
larger number of retrieved segments containing relevant content does not automat-
ically imply that the run will be scored better. The pwMAP scores of the runs
using TextTiling segmentation on manual and ASR transcripts have better rankings
than all the other methods, including C99 segmentation of the manual transcript.
The same trend exists between the C99 runs: the average number of retrieved seg-
ments considered relevant for each topic using C99 segmentation is the highest for
ASR nsw, but apparently the rank of the relevant passages is better for both man-
ual and standard ASR transcripts, since their pwMAP values are higher, suggesting
that ASR nsw is the worst one in terms of content ranking.
Comparing the numbers of retrieved segments containing relevant information
and the breakdown by content included and not included in pwMAP calculations
in Figure 6.10, it can be seen that while TextTiling and C99 segmentation retrieve
similar numbers of segments containing relevant content, that the number of included
segments is much lower in the case of C99. This indicates that the balance of many of
these segments is poor, i.e. that they are not centred on relevant material. Looking
at this finding in the context of Figure 6.9, we can see that poor segmentation in
this way correlates with the rankings of relevant segments even where all available
segments containing relevant content are taken into account when calculating uMAP.
Figure 6.11 shows the average of the precision of segment content for segments
averaged across the topic set, counted as relevant for the pwMAP calculation and
those not included by pwMAP. It can be seen that on average the precision is much
higher in all cases for segments which are included in the pwMAP calculation than
those which are not. This could be expected since segments for which the central
IPU is not relevant are likely to have lower precision on average than those for which
the central IPU is relevant. It can further be noted that all results for segmentation
using TextTiling are superior to the corresponding results for C99 segmentation.
Precision for the passages that have the relevant segment in the middle is always
more than twice as high as that for passages that do not. Again these results indicate
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Rel Length Total Length
Run centre non centre centre non centre
manual tt 83.65 142.06 260.73 1153.38
ASR tt 73.88 110.53 210.01 805.26
ASR nsw tt 71.99 117.59 212.19 1026.69
manual c99 60.45 171.32 372.34 4710.93
ASR c99 59.57 154.46 332.99 4203.04
ASR nsw c99 65.36 144.87 332.48 3496.67
Table 6.8: Average relevant and total length of segments with relevant central IPU
and segments with non-centered relevant content (in seconds)
that these segments are associated with segments which are topically consistent, as
measured against their relevance to the topics. Looking again at Figure 6.9, this
further emphasizes the role of good segmentation in superior ranking in retrieval as
measured by uMAP.
fMAP Results The fMAP metric is designed to capture the relevancy of the
segments. In this evaluation none of our segmentation methods outperformed the
baseline, shown in Table 6.7. This result is probably caused by the low precision
of the segments containing relevant content, as observed in Figure 6.9 (low average
of precision) and in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (where the number of the segments hav-
ing lower precision due to the fact that the relevant content is not located in the
centre of the segment, is considerably higher than the number of the segments with
centered relevant content). It is interesting to note that for this metric TextTiling
segmentation not only shows better results for each of the same transcript types as
C99, but even its ASR transcript outperforms C99 scores for the manual transcript.
To calculate the fMAP score, precision and relevance is counted in IPU units.
Following the same reasoning as in Section 6.3.2 when calculating the average of
precision from the user perspective, the actual length of the segments which must be
auditioned is important, we decided to look at the precision in terms of the length in
time (in seconds). Table 6.8 shows the average lengths of relevant content retrieved
per topic in each run and the average of the total length of the passages containing
the relevant content per topic. We keep the distinction between the segments with
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a relevant central IPU and with non centred relevant content. The average lengths
of the relevant content for segments with relevant central IPU are figures of the
same order for both segmentation schemes, with TextTiling segmentation runs being
slightly higher. In the case of non-centred relevant IPU, C99 segmentation runs
have longer relevant content than TextTiling ones. The total average lengths of
the relevant content retrieved in the list is higher for all C99 runs. Unfortunately
due to less accurate segmentation, retrieving more relevant content is correlated
with having much longer segments: the total lengths of C99 segmentation runs are
considerably higher than the TextTiling ones and therefore a metric focused on
precision gets lower scores for the C99 segmentation runs. Also they contain more
non-relevant content and are thus likely to be ranked more unreliably as observed
in the uMAP results in Figure 6.9.
6.3.3 Summary of NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc Findings
Our experiments show that for the task of retrieving passages from the Japanese
lecture archive, TextTiling segmentation is a more suitable algorithm than C99 for
preprocessing the data collection in order to obtain retrieval units better corre-
sponding to the actual relevant content, confirming our assumption that there is no
single segmentation method that addresses all possible challenges of the SCR task.
However, these results are consistent with results and analysis for the AMI SCR
collection reported in the previous section, and confirms that better precision of the
content within the retrieval unit is important for SCR e↵ectiveness. In the next
section we report a simple analysis for the MediaEval 2011 Rich Speech Retrieval
task.
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6.4 Analysis of SCR for Semi-Professional User
generated content in the MediaEval Rich Speech
Retrieval task
Following the exploration of the SCR behaviour on varying type of conversational
spoken content, we next examine the less controlled and more free example of SCR
for Internet TV data. The Rich Speech Retrieval (RSR) task at MediaEval 2011
(Larson et al., 2011) used a subset of the BlipTV corpus, described in Section
4.3, and a di↵erent set of queries, though created in the same way, through the
crowdsourcing procedure (Eskevich et al., 2012b). As organisers of the task we
carried out extensive analysis of the submissions following similar procedures to
those used for our previous investigations described earlier in this chapter. In this
section we overview our findings on the MediaEval 2011 RSR task that highlight
its consistency with our hypothesis of the importance of precision and recall of the
relevant content within retrieval unit.5
6.4.1 Details of the ME10WWW corpus
The RSR dataset includes 1727 videos that are predominantly in English. These
were segmented using the following approaches: lexical cohesion based approaches
(C99 and TextTiling) (Eskevich and Jones, 2011b), speech segments provided by
the transcripts (Aly et al., 2011), and a sliding window of a number of words
(20-40 words) (Wartena and Larson, 2011). These runs are further referred to as
LC asr {segmentation method (c99 or tt)}, Sp asr, and SW asr respectively, with
{meta} standing for additional use of metadata.
Within these experiments we also addressed the question of potential for using
the metadata provided with the videos as source for additional information to help
improve SCR e↵ectiveness. This metadata as assigned to a video by its uploader.
5This section draws on joint work reported in (Eskevich et al., 2012c)
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RunName WindowSize
60 30 10
MRR mGAP MRR mGAP MRR mGAP
LC asr c99 0.28 0.19 0.21 0.15 0.07 0.07
LC asr meta c99 0.33 0.21 0.23 0.16 0.08 0.08
LC asr tt 0.36 0.25 0.29 0.18 0.09 0.09
LC asr meta tt 0.39 0.28 0.30 0.20 0.14 0.14
Sp asr 0.34 0.27 0.27 0.22 0.16 0.16
Sp asr meta 0.34 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.15 0.15
SW asr 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.22 0.10 0.10
SW asr meta 0.39 0.33 0.39 0.28 0.15 0.15
SW asr sh 0.37 0.32 0.32 0.27 0.19 0.19
Table 6.9: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and mean Generalized Average Precision
(mGAP)
Run Name AVR Precision AVR Recall
in time in time
LC asr c99 0.2326 0.5147
LC asr meta c99 0.2023 0.4701
LC asr tt 0.2592 0.4867
LC asr meta tt 0.2602 0.4898
Sp asr 0.2188 0.5074
Sp asr meta 0.2188 0.5074
SW asr 0.2103 0.3787
SW asr meta 0.2385 0.4337
SW asr sh 0.2741 0.2586
Table 6.10: Average Precision and Recall, Window size = 60 sec
We observed that on this dataset the di↵erence between runs using ASR transcript
only and combining it with metadata use is not statistically significant for any of
the retrieval frameworks.
The Blip10000 collection does not provide manual transcripts. However, as the
workers who chose the query and assigned its relevant segment, were also asked to
type in what was pronounced within the relevant segment, as described in Section
4.3, we have the manual transcript for these segments. This allows us to calculate
and use the information about segment WER and OOV in our results analysis.
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6.4.2 Metrics scores comparison
Table 6.9 shows MRR and mGAP scores for all the runs with di↵erent window
size (60, 30, and 10 seconds). As expected the smaller window size decreases the
scores, however the trend of di↵erence between approaches stays the same. Runs
that have a larger drop between MRR and mGAP have the start of the segment with
relevant content further from the jump-in point. For example MRR for LC asr tt
and SW asr sh is 0.36 and 0.37 (window size = 60s), but mGAP is 0.25 and 0.32,
meaning that the second run has segments closer to the jump-in points.
Table 6.10 presents average precision and recall for the runs. The mGAP metric
was designed to reward approaches that retrieve the beginning of the relevant seg-
ment better, the runs that have higher mGAP values have higher precision and lower
recall values. However the analysis of the results per query shows that the recall
within the segment is likewise important for the ranking of the segment containing
relevant content.
Topic segmentation e↵ects
The words present in the relevant content or metadata do not always overlap with the
query terms. On average the overlap with the manual transcripts is 0.30, with ASR
transcript - 0.25, and with metadata - 0.22 (after standard stopword removal). 19
queries out of 30 were found not to have any overlap at all with the ASR transcripts,
and 15 had no overlap with the manual transcripts, while most of the queries (27
out of 30) that have an overlap with metadata attached to the document containing
the relevant passage.
Non-zero overlap of query vocabulary of content words with ASR tran-
script In case of runs with non-zero overlap of the query vocabulary and relevant
content vocabulary, there is no direct correlation between ASR WER and retrieval
results, because the good ranking of the segment containing relevant content de-
pends on the good topic segmentation around relevant area: if the non-relevant
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Figure 6.12: Illustrative example of the relationship between retrieval e↵ectiveness
and segmentation methods: all relevant content within one segmental unit with high
WER.
Figure 6.13: Illustrative example of the relationship between retrieval e↵ectiveness
and segmentation methods: all relevant content within one segmental unit that
contains also content on another topic.
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Figure 6.14: Illustrative example of the relationship between retrieval e↵ectiveness
and segmentation methods: all relevant content within di↵erent segmental unit in
two segmentation approaches.
Figure 6.15: Illustrative example of the relationship between retrieval e↵ectiveness
and segmentation methods: relevant content is split into two adjacent segments.
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Run query 24, WER = 0 %
Name MRR Precision Recall
LC asr c99 0.14 0.16 0.45
LC asr c99 meta 0.50 0.16 0.45
LC asr tt 1.0 0.22 1.0
LC asr tt meta 1.0 0.22 1.0
Sp asr 1.0 0.73 1.0
Sp asr meta 0.13 0.73 1.0
SW asr 1.0 0.37 1.0
Sw asr meta 1.0 0.37 1.0
Run query 36, WER = 46 %
Name MRR Precision Recall
LC asr c99 0.11 0.13 1.0
LC asr c99 meta 0.16 0.13 1.0
LC asr tt 1.0 0.30 1.0
LC asr tt meta 1.0 0.30 1.0
Sp asr 0.003 0.13 1.0
Sp asr meta 0.002 0.13 1.0
SW asr 1.0 0.56 1.0
Sw asr meta 1.0 0.56 1.0
Run query 6, WER = 62 %
Name MRR Precision Recall
LC asr c99 1.0 0.23 1.0
LC asr c99 meta 0.5 0.0 0.0
LC asr tt 1.0 0.23 1.0
LC asr tt meta 0.33 0.0 0.0
Sp asr 0.14 0.22 1.0
Sp asr meta 1.0 0.22 1.0
SW asr 0.07 0.23 0.83
Sw asr meta 1.0 0.23 0.83
Table 6.11: Example of MRR, Precision, Recall results for queries with di↵erent
ASR WER
content present in the retrieved segment belongs to the same topic, even segments
with ASR WER = 55, 46, 44 % are retrieved at the 1st or 2nd rank, cf. Figure 6.12,
whereas when the same relevant content is contained in a segment that also contains
a part of the transcript on another topic, its retrieval rank is much lower, cf. Figure
6.13. For example, cf. Table 6.11, for query 36 with WER = 46 %, LC asr tt and
SW asr runs have 100 % recall, a high level of precision (30 and 56 %), and retrieve
the relevant content at the 1st rank, whereas segments created for LC asr c99 and
Sp asr, though containing all the relevant content, have lower precision and expand
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to cover a di↵erent topic, thus the segment is lower down in the list. The case of
query 6, WER = 62 %, is even more representative because SW asr, LC asr c99, and
LC asr tt runs have the same level of precision (23 %), although the non-relevant
content is after the relevant segment in the case of SW asr run, and before it in the
case of the LC asr c99 and LC asr tt runs, meaning that segments of the SW and
LC runs overlap only within the relevant content, cf. Figure 6.14. For the SW asr
segment, the non-relevant part contains a change of the topic, and this causes the
drop in retrieval rank to 15th position. The same trend is observed for the queries
with much lower ASR WER (even when it is equal to 0.0. as in case of query 24).
Query 24 shows another e↵ect of transcript segmentation on the ranking of the
results. When the relevant content is divided between two segments, it influences
the retrieval process, cf. Figure 6.15. LC asr c99 segment will be counted in the
mGAP metric (because the segment starts within a window of 30 seconds), however
its ranking is a↵ected by non-100% recall of the segment.
Non-overlap of query vocabulary of content words with ASR transcript
There are 10 queries that do not have any overlap of stemmed content words with
both metadata and ASR transcript, and 9 queries that have an overlap with the
metadata and not the ASR transcript. For the first type of queries retrieval results
highly depend on the segmentation of the area surrounding the relevant content.
If the topic of the discussion stays similar or the same, these segments are usually
retrieved at the top of the list, and then if these segment are within the window used
for mGAP metric, they are taken into account, although precision and recall are 0
%. Results of the runs for the queries of the second type are not a↵ected by the use
of metadata when the surrounding segments have another topic or have di↵erent
vocabulary from the query. In cases when the surrounding queries are on the same
topic, and fit within the mGAP window, adding metadata decreases the results.
Non-zero overlap of query vocabulary of content words with both ASR
transcript and metadata In these cases runs that have high recall of relevant
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content in broader segments that have a topic within them, are ranked better when
metadata is added to the index, see for example run SW asr meta versus SW asr
for query 6.
However, when the relevant segment is very short (query 46, ‘Dear democrats!
don’t count your chickens before they hatch’) and the query itself is very vague and
short (‘democrats’) even 100 % overlap with the ASR transcript and metadata do
not help in the retrieval process.
6.4.3 Summary of MediaEval 2011 RSR Results and Anal-
ysis
In this section we described a comparative investigation of the retrieval behaviour
of di↵erent systems for an Internet video dataset. These experiments add to the
evidence that segmentation of the content plays the main role in retrieving the
relevant content. When the segments have high recall and precision, and the rest of
the segment belongs to the same topic, all ranking methods tend to rank relevant
items on the top of the list. Also, textual metadata can be useful when the segment
(with high recall and non relevant content, or with low recall) would otherwise be
ranked low in the retrieved list.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we overviewed SCR experiments that serve as examples of trends
across multiple types of content and retrieval tasks: precision and recall of the
relevant content within the segmentation unit play an essential role in its e cient
retrieval, no matter what ranking scheme is used as the IR model.
A detailed example on the AMI data that compares the changes in the ranking of
a number of relevant segments showed that the ASR errors exerts more complicated
influence on averaged retrieval behaviour than only decreasing the ranking of the
relevant segments. As the segments containing nonrelevant content may be a↵ected
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by ASR errors, they may be moved lower in the result list, thus allowing segments
with relevant content that would otherwise be lower to move up within the list.
These findings define the strategies of the retrieval experiments that are intro-
duced in the following chapters: to target higher ranking of relevant content through
segmentation adjustement in terms of relevant content precision, to explore the seg-
ment combination to improve ranking for each individual query, and to investigate
the possibilities of document expansion that can help to deal with ASR transcript
errors.
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Chapter 7
Filtering of Overlapping Ranked
Results and Segment Boundary
Adjustment
Following on from the findings and analysis in the previous chapter, in this chapter
we report experiments that aim to examine whether the use of overlapping segments
combined with subsequent filtering approaches adjusted to each query, can improve
overall ranking of relevant segments and proximity to their ideal jump-in points. We
also investigate whether these boundaries can be further adjusted at a more detailed
level using additional features such as the position of pauses or certain words within
the sentences.
We run SCR experiments on two datasets: the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc collection
and our AMI corpus collection, since they both have ASR and manual transcripts
that enable us to compare evaluation of the real case (ASR transcripts) and ideal
case (manual transcripts). Both these datasets are structured in a way that enables
us to carry out segmentation in units of fixed length with an overlap step.
The NTCIR collection is split into interpausal units (IPUs) (Akiba et al., 2011)
that can be regarded as sentences for dataset segmentation, and we evaluate the
results using IPU-based metrics (uMAP, pwMAP, fMAP), introduced in Section
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5.2.1.
Since the AMI corpus collection is provided with a transcript that includes time
stamps for words, but lacks sentence punctuation, we carry out the dataset seg-
mentation in terms of temporal units. The presence of word boundary information
permits further experiments that evaluate closeness to the actual jump-in point in
the retrieved segment with imperfect start time. Thus we explore the use of pauses
and energy peaks in the audio to help to identify potential ideal jump-in points for
the relevant content. As lexical cohesion based methods are based on the actual con-
tent of the transcripts, we investigate another approach to adjust the boundaries of
segments of fixed length by using the boundaries for the segments in this region that
are created using the lexical cohesion based segmentation methods. Since we base
segmentation and boundary adjustment on the time information, at the evaluation
stage we use not only MAP, Section 3.1, but also such time-based metrics as mGAP,
introduced in Section 3.2.3, and MASP and MASDWP introduced in Section 5.2.3.
An overview of filtering methods and boundary adjustment, that will be further
described and discussed in this chapter, is shown in Table 7.1. The main idea is to
start with di↵erent types of initial segmentation and to carry out post-processing
of the retrieval results by: i) filtering the result list, in cases when initially the
collection is represented with overlapping segments, and ii) adjusting the result seg-
ment boundaries using various sources of information (other types of segmentation,
acoustic information about pauses or loudness). Each line in Table 7.1 represents
potential segment ranking and boundary adjustments that are implemented for the
initial segments, e.g. ‘time overlap’ means that all the content is segmented in units
of the same length in seconds, and ‘+’ in each column means that the results of the
run are modified first by one of the filtering approaches using removal or combina-
tion, and second using boundary adjustment.
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Target: Target: to improve closeness to JP
Initial to improve ranking (Boundary adjustment for JP)
segmen Filtering Lexical Use of Use of
tation overlap overlap cohesion pauses loudness
type removal combined based first longest (energy
“RemSeg” “CombSeg” peaks)
lexical
cohesion – – – + + +
based
len – – + + + +
len nsw – – + + + +
time overlap + + + + + +
Table 7.1: General framework of the experiments that target ranking improvement
via filtering and jump-in point (JP) closeness via boundary adjustment.
7.1 Filtering approaches for segmentation with
sliding window
Previous research has shown that the use of sliding windows to segment a speech
transcript into segments that are close to the length of the target segments with
further filtering of the overlap in the result list can achieve higher evaluation scores
(MAP, mGAP, MASP, IPU-based metrics) as compared to runs based on lexical
cohesion or turn of speakers (Wartena and Larson, 2011; Wartena, 2012; Akiba et al.,
2011). This result is achieved when the target units are of approximate known length
(e.g. where Rich Speech Retrieval relevant items were known to be no longer than
60 seconds, methods could be tuned to this value (Larson et al., 2011; Wartena and
Larson, 2011)), therefore segmentation with overlapping windows into units of this
tuned length enables creation of segments with higher internal precision, and recall
of relevant content which increases the possibility of these segments being retrieved
higher in the result list in a subsequent retrieval phase, as discussed in Chapter 6.
However, in the case where the queries require varying amounts of information to be
retrieved, as they di↵er in the level of specificity, this approach appears less useful,
since it is impossible to define what size the segments and sliding window should be
to achieve the same level of retrieval e↵ectiveness across a set of queries.
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Figure 7.1: Segmentation adjustment per query within qrel after type RemSeg fil-
tering approach (removal of overlapping segments at the lower ranks)
Figure 7.2: Segmentation adjustment per query within qrel after type CombSeg
filtering (combination of overlapping segments into longer single ones)
When fixed length segments with a sliding window are used for collection segmen-
tation, we increase the probability of creation of segments with a level of precision
and recall of the relevant content within each segment being high enough to help the
segment to be retrieved at high rank. At the same time as these segments are of the
same length across the collection, they might be used more as anchors that define
the region of potential relevance with its boundaries to be adjusted individually for
each query. With this assumption we implement two filtering approaches that target
either the creation of a result list that contains the regions of relevant information,
but does not contain an abundance of long non-relevant content, or one that targets
finding regions of relevance that are longer than the initial retrieval units, and hence
may contain increased amounts of non-relevant content in addition to the relevant
material. These filtering methods and their evaluation are described in the following
sections.
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7.1.1 Filtering methods
We implement two filtering approaches on retrieved potentially overlapping seg-
ments. These are illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, which show the segments that
appear in the result list after filtering. We denote the filtering schemes RemSeg and
CombSeg defined as follows:
• RemSeg : Delete overlapping segments that are present at lower ranks in the
result list. This approach normalizes the results list, as all segments continue
to be of the same length. The user is not forced to listen to audio segments
from the same region that will already have been presented to them earlier in
the result list.
• CombSeg : Combine overlapping segments that are present in the result list
into one single segment and place it at the rank of the appearance of high-
est rank amongst the segments of which it is composed. With this filtering
approach the segments in the result list di↵er in length. Our assumption is
that retrieval of overlapping segments in the list shows that the boundaries
should be enlarged within this file to create segments that are longer than ini-
tial segmentation units, as they are semantically coherent, and the presence of
multiple overlapping regions in the retrieved result list indicates an increased
chance of relevance of this material.
7.1.2 Evaluation of filtered runs
Changes imposed on the segments by a filtering process may require adjustment
in the evaluation framework. This occurs if the relevance is represented in terms
of content within a set of segment boundaries, since if the segments are adjusted
then so must the relevance data. This problem is avoided when metrics are based
on the sentences that constitute the retrieval units, as is the case for the NTCIR-
9 SpokenDoc metrics (uMAP, pwMAP, fMAP) that can be used directly on the
retrieval results regardless of the segmentation method used.
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The qrel files of metrics are based on prior knowledge of the set of segments
containing relevant information in the collection, e.g. MAP, mGAP, MASP, intro-
duced in Sections 3.2.3 and 5.2.3, are adjusted. We store the information about
the relevance of each non-overlapping segment to indicate the amount of relevant
information each adjusted segment contains, in order to use this in assessment of
retrieval results.
The adjustment of the qrel files is carried out once the result list has been
filtered by using the revised segment boundaries and overall knowledge of the start
and end time of the relevant content. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate this adjusted file
segmentation in the qrel file. These adjustments allow us to calculate the evaluation
metric values, though they do not enable us to run direct comparison of the runs,
since the qrels used vary with each combination of segment length and overlap.
However, we can compare the results of further boundary adjustments on the same
filtered results (when we suggest a jump-in point for a segment that is di↵erent from
the segment start time), since the only change is in the jump-in point, and not the
details of the relevant segments in the qrel file.
7.2 Filtering experiments on the NTCIR-9 Spok-
enDoc Collection
We segmented the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc collection into units of 5 to 15 IPUs, with
a sliding window that varied from 1 to 10 IPUs. The values of the segment units
were chosen partly based on previous work that has demonstrated that segments
of shorter fixed length (Kaneko et al., 2011) produced better results than those
of longer average length (Eskevich and Jones, 2011a), see (Akiba et al., 2011) for
a direct comparison of results. Another reason for the values chosen is based on
analysis of the average length of the relevant segments measured in IPUs. Figure
7.2 shows that for most queries relevant segments are between 1 and 20 IPUs in
length, with only 3 queries having relevant passages longer than about 50 IPUs.
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Query AVR Query AVR
length length
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0060 1.17 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0032 8.75
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0024 1.20 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0027 8.80
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0057 1.70 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0079 9.00
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0058 1.79 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0074 9.09
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0014 2.00 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0013 9.25
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0021 2.00 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0034 9.43
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0010 2.30 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0040 9.53
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0047 2.39 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0044 9.60
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0086 2.44 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0009 10.00
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0078 2.54 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0031 10.25
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0073 3.00 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0072 10.28
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0022 3.11 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0081 10.30
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0059 3.31 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0084 10.50
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0035 3.53 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0012 10.58
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0004 3.60 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0011 11.44
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0064 3.90 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0003 11.60
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0046 3.93 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0048 11.66
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0007 4.13 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0050 11.97
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0020 4.17 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0075 12.09
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0041 4.21 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0052 12.25
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0053 4.26 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0066 12.43
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0018 4.29 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0076 12.71
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0015 4.33 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0042 12.82
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0037 4.52 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0067 13.17
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0028 4.55 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0016 13.61
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0002 4.66 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0061 14.03
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0029 4.75 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0045 14.10
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0019 4.90 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0069 14.90
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0008 4.95 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0085 15.20
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0070 5.20 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0062 15.40
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0026 5.41 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0056 15.53
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0030 5.98 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0051 15.95
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0017 6.40 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0065 16.31
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0033 6.60 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0005 17.33
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0068 6.79 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0083 18.17
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0006 6.85 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0063 18.28
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0023 7.11 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0077 18.48
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0025 7.14 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0080 18.86
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0043 7.18 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0054 19.43
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0049 7.29 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0036 20.20
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0001 7.79 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0055 49.23
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0038 8.40 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0082 92.89
SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0039 8.63 SpokenDoc1-SDR-formal-0071 111.75
Table 7.2: Average length of relevant segments (in IPUs) for the NTCIR-9 Spok-
enDoc task.
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Figure 7.3: uMAP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.4: uMAP after filtering, MAN transcript
The retrieved results list was evaluated using the IPU-based metrics discussed in
detail in the next sections.
7.2.1 uMAP
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show that longer segments perform better than shorter ones for
both ASR and manual transcripts when RemSeg filtering is applied, whereas results
for the CombSeg filtering approach only follow this trend for the ASR transcript,
and the di↵erence in uMAP values between shorter (5 to 10 IPUs) and longer (10
to 15 IPUs) initial segments for the manual transcript is smaller.
For further analysis of these results we checked the precision within these seg-
ments in terms of IPUs and length calculated in seconds for segments that contain
relevant content that are taken into account by uMAP and fMAP metrics (Figures
7.5 and 7.6 for precision based on IPUs for ASR and manual transcripts respectively,
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 for precision based on time for ASR and manual transcripts
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Figure 7.5: Precision of the content within all the segments containing relevant
content, calculated in IPUs, ASR transcript
Figure 7.6: Precision of the content within all the segments containing relevant
content, calculated in IPUs, MAN transcript
Figure 7.7: Precision of the content within all the segments containing relevant
content, calculated in temporal length (seconds), ASR transcript
Figure 7.8: Precision of the content within all the segments containing relevant
content, calculated in temporal length (seconds), MAN transcript
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Figure 7.9: pwMAP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.10: pwMAP after filtering, MAN transcript
respectively). As could be expected, precision within segments that are longer be-
fore filtering is lower for both transcript types. The CombSeg filtering approach
shows lower precision, although of comparable values to RemSeg ones. However, as
the uMAP metric shows better performance for longer segments which have lower
precision for both RemSeg and CombSeg filtering approaches, it means that these
segments are retrieved at higher ranks, and there is less non-relevant content at
higher ranks in comparison with runs based on shorter segments.
7.2.2 pwMAP
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show that filtering a↵ects results for ASR transcript based
runs di↵erently for longer segments (between 10 and 15 IPUs). In the case of
ASR transcript based runs, the RemSeg filtering approach achieves higher scores
for intially shorter segments (between 5 and 10), while for the CombSeg filtering,
pwMAP results stay within the same value range for all types of segments.
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Figure 7.11: Precision of the content within the segments with relevant IPU in the
middle, calculated in IPUs, ASR transcript
Figure 7.12: Precision of the content within the segments with relevant IPU in the
middle, calculated in IPUs, MAN transcript
Figure 7.13: Precision of the content within the segments with relevant IPU in the
middle, calculated in temporal length (seconds), ASR transcript
Figure 7.14: Precision of the content within the segments with relevant IPU in the
middle, calculated in temporal length (seconds), MAN transcript
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Figure 7.15: fMAP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.16: fMAP after filtering, MAN transcript
Figures 7.11 – 7.14 show precision of the relevant content for segments included
in the calculation of pwMAP, i.e. those segments where the central IPU is relevant.
As could be expected, in the case of precision for all segments (Figures 7.5 – 7.8),
the overall trend across both types of transcripts and filtering approaches is that the
longer the segments are, the lower the average precision within the segments is, with
the only di↵erence being that the segments that are used for pwMAP calculation
have precision in a higher range of values (0.25–0.7 versus 0.2–0.45 for precision
calculated in IPUs, and 0.25–0.7 versus 0.15–0.55 for precision calculated in time
units).
7.2.3 fMAP
fMAP addresses both the precision and recall of the relevant IPUs within the re-
trieved segments. Results for this metric distinguish the two filtering approaches,
since RemSeg achieves higher scores for longer segments for both ASR and manual
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Overlap Transcript Type
Step ASR MAN
Overlap Step
10 30 60 10 30 60
10 – 0.325 0.204 – 0.304 0.168
30 0.539 – 0.425 0.556 – 0.413
60 0.637 0.638 – 0.647 0.649 –
Table 7.3: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after RemSeg
filtering for runs with initial segments of 60 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
Overlap Transcript Type
Step ASR MAN
Overlap Step
10 30 60 10 30 60
10 – 0.084 0.075 – 0.074 0.061
30 0.498 – 0.152 0.508 – 0.173
60 0.617 0.599 – 0.623 0.614 –
Table 7.4: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after Comb-
Seg filtering for runs with initial segments of 60 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
transcripts, while CombSeg performs better for shorter segments for both types of
transcript, see Figures 7.15 and 7.16. In the case of RemSeg filtering on the ASR
transcript, pwMAP is lower for longer segments, and uMAP is higher for these seg-
ments. Since fMAP is higher for longer segments, we can assume that this method
retains more segments with relevant content at the beginning or end of the segments
than those with the relevant content in the centre in the top ranked segments.
7.3 Filtering and boundary adjustment experiments
for the AMI corpus collection
We follow the same SCR framework, as introduced in Section 7.1 (segmentation with
overlapping window followed by filtering of the results), for retrieval experiments
using the AMI corpus with the only di↵erence from the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc based
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Overlap Transcript Type
Step ASR MAN
Overlap Step
10 30 60 90 10 30 60 90
10 – 0.308 0.125 0.163 – 0.306 0.123 0.153
30 0.542 – 0.286 0.323 0.559 – 0.279 0.309
60 0.473 0.482 – 0.466 0.491 0.502 – 0.443
90 0.667 0.565 0.612 – 0.679 0.586 0.619 –
Table 7.5: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after RemSeg
filtering for runs with initial segments of 90 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
Overlap Transcript Type
Step ASR MAN
Overlap Step
10 30 60 90 10 30 60 90
10 – 0.083 0.020 0.045 – 0.064 0.014 0.035
30 0.491 – 0.136 0.081 0.504 – 0.117 0.052
60 0.430 0.442 – 0.121 0.445 0.454 – 0.090
90 0.620 0.522 0.554 – 0.629 0.534 0.562 –
Table 7.6: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after Comb-
Seg filtering for runs with initial segments of 90 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
experiments being that the segmentation unit and window overlap step are defined
in terms of seconds. We set segmentation boundaries at varying time lengths (from
60 seconds to 180), with a sliding window varying from a small step within the
segment to the full length of the segment (from 10 seconds to 180 seconds) that
e↵ectually produces a run with no overlapping segments at all.
Since the AMI transcripts contain time stamp information for each word in both
types of the transcripts, we carry out segment boundary adjustment of di↵erent
types as shown in Table 7.1 on retrieval results for both RemSeg and CombSeg
filtered runs:
• Lexical cohesion based segment boundary adjustment: As retrieval from lexi-
cal cohesion based segments might be biased due to the varying length of the
segments, we assume that this impact can be avoided when using segments
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of fixed length, while use of the lexical cohesion boundaries as jump-in point
adjustment might bring the user closer to semantically coherent part of the
retrieved segment. If a fixed length retrieved segment contains a lexical co-
hesion based boundary (C99, TextTiling) then its starting point is used as a
jump-in point.
• Use of the first pause in the segment: This adjustment demonstrates improved
performance in our experiments on other datasets of semi-professional and pro-
fessional broadcasts, as described in (Eskevich and Jones, 2012) and (Eskevich
and Jones, 2013) respectively. Therefore we use the same value to define pause
length 0.5 seconds or longer.
• Use of the longest pause in the segment:. As discussed previously in Chapter 6,
in cases when the content is split between several segments, the non-relevant
part of these segments contains additional information that might help in its
retrieval, if it is on the same topic, or decrease the results, when it covers
another topic of conversation. With segment boundary adjustment we cannot
change the rank of such segments, but we might be able to usefully shift the
jump-in point of the segment to this potential place of topic change. Here we
use the longest pause in the segment as a potential alternative start time, as
introduction of new topics or change of topics might change the dynamics of
the conversation, thus causing a significant break indicated by a long pause.
• Use of the loudness (energy peaks) in the segment: This adjustment aimed to
use information about the loudest word in the segment, assuming that this
word should be in an area of prominence that consequetly might be correlated
to relevant content within the segment. Across all the collection we calculated
the loudness within a window of one fixed length across all audio content, these
values were then averaged for each word in the transcript according to their
time stamps. To obtain the initial loudness results we used the OpenSmile
software (Eyben et al., 2010), default configuration, with window length equal
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Over- Transcript Type
lap ASR MAN
Step Overlap Step
10 30 60 90 120 10 30 60 90 120
10 – 0.333 0.169 0.143 0.147 – 0.331 0.153 0.132 0.142
30 0.559 – 0.434 0.294 0.236 0.580 – 0.378 0.287 0.214
60 0.481 0.561 – 0.279 0.445 0.496 0.567 – 0.299 0.452
90 0.302 0.365 0.381 – 0.221 0.317 0.377 0.391 – 0.214
120 0.691 0.550 0.589 0.346 – 0.695 0.566 0.604 0.361 –
Table 7.7: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after RemSeg
filtering for runs with initial segments of 120 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
Over- Transcript Type
lap ASR MAN
Step Overlap Step
10 30 60 90 120 10 30 60 90 120
10 – 0.075 0.027 0.019 0.052 – 0.059 0.017 0.013 0.037
30 0.490 – 0.196 0.119 0.055 0.507 – 0.160 0.092 0.034
60 0.409 0.466 – 0.089 0.101 0.417 0.471 – 0.084 0.081
90 0.259 0.305 0.319 – 0.043 0.269 0.314 0.330 – 0.033
120 0.609 0.482 0.501 0.300 – 0.609 0.494 0.506 0.311 –
Table 7.8: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after Comb-
Seg filtering for runs with initial segments of 120 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
to 10 seconds). Then for each segment we find a word with the highest loudness
score, and assign the jump-in point to its starting time.
7.3.1 Adjustment of evaluation framework for metrics using
segments in case of filtered runs
The evaluation of these runs was done using the metrics of MAP, mGAP, MASP. In
all the results, the numbers in the left column represent RemSeg filtering (removal of
the overlapping segments), and in the right column, CombSeg filtering (combination
of the overlapping segments). In order to be able to analyse the impact of segment
boundary adjustment, we calculate all metrics, including MAP, using a window of
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Overlap Overlap Step
Step 10 30 60 90 120 150
ASR
10 – 0.343 0.210 0.124 0.136 0.147
30 0.571 – 0.521 0.317 0.255 0.201
60 0.387 0.522 – 0.344 0.421 0.192
90 0.302 0.369 0.384 – 0.215 0.162
120 0.246 0.289 0.416 0.285 – 0.153
150 0.701 0.541 0.402 0.325 0.280 –
MAN
10 – 0.268 0.154 0.104 0.082 0.133
30 0.589 – 0.537 0.302 0.249 0.201
60 0.409 0.534 – 0.320 0.416 0.187
90 0.324 0.382 0.402 – 0.250 0.152
120 0.263 0.299 0.422 0.299 – 0.144
150 0.710 0.558 0.420 0.342 0.298 –
Table 7.9: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after RemSeg
filtering for runs with initial segments of 150 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
Overlap Overlap Step
Step 10 30 60 90 120 150
ASR
10 – 0.071 0.014 0.017 0.009 0.040
30 0.501 – 0.126 0.119 0.082 0.019
60 0.326 0.419 – 0.084 0.165 0.022
90 0.244 0.285 0.311 – 0.061 0.025
120 0.196 0.226 0.313 0.232 – 0.024
150 0.575 0.445 0.330 0.262 0.232 –
MAN
10 – 0.058 0.023 0.010 0.010 0.027
30 0.516 – 0.106 0.079 0.085 0.021
60 0.341 0.431 – 0.080 0.196 0.015
90 0.260 0.299 0.326 – 0.047 0.015
120 0.206 0.228 0.320 0.244 – 0.021
150 0.576 0.460 0.344 0.278 0.246 –
Table 7.10: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after Comb-
Seg filtering for runs with initial segments of 150 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
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Overlap Overlap Step
Step 10 30 60 90 120 150 180
ASR
10 – 0.327 0.189 0.151 0.102 0.081 0.162
30 0.583 – 0.414 0.299 0.199 0.167 0.204
60 0.461 0.552 – 0.317 0.469 0.186 0.354
90 0.455 0.456 0.419 – 0.237 0.178 0.467
120 0.327 0.332 0.470 0.312 – 0.149 0.316
150 0.205 0.230 0.231 0.237 0.233 – 0.157
180 0.713 0.537 0.495 0.545 0.380 0.229 –
MAN
10 – 0.303 0.175 0.120 0.092 0.077 0.131
30 0.608 – 0.378 0.289 0.175 0.163 0.174
60 0.468 0.559 – 0.268 0.444 0.175 0.324
90 0.467 0.466 0.427 – 0.215 0.172 0.431
120 0.335 0.345 0.472 0.326 – 0.145 0.360
150 0.217 0.242 0.247 0.255 0.247 – 0.147
180 0.719 0.559 0.499 0.551 0.387 0.246 –
Table 7.11: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after RemSeg
filtering for runs with initial segments of 180 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
Overlap Overlap Step
Step 10 30 60 90 120 150
ASR
10 – 0.071 0.014 0.017 0.009 0.040
30 0.501 – 0.126 0.119 0.082 0.019
60 0.326 0.419 – 0.084 0.165 0.022
90 0.244 0.285 0.311 – 0.061 0.025
120 0.196 0.226 0.313 0.232 – 0.024
150 0.575 0.445 0.330 0.262 0.232 –
MAN
10 – 0.058 0.023 0.010 0.010 0.027
30 0.516 – 0.106 0.079 0.085 0.021
60 0.341 0.431 – 0.080 0.196 0.015
90 0.260 0.299 0.326 – 0.047 0.015
120 0.206 0.228 0.320 0.244 – 0.021
150 0.576 0.460 0.344 0.278 0.246 –
Table 7.12: Average amount of segments with the same qrel boundaries after Comb-
Seg filtering for runs with initial segments of 180 seconds. Values in bold correspond
to segments containing relevant content, while non-bold ones represent segments
without relevant content.
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tolerance (60 seconds), i.e. we consider a segment relevant if the relevant content is
present within a window of 60 seconds of its beginning.
Since the qrels are changed according to the filtering results for each run, the
values on each figure are not directly comparable. We calculate average amount of
segments with same boundaries in qrel relevance files between pairs of runs that
di↵er only by the size of overlapping step while being based on the same type of
transcript and same filtering scheme. This data is shown in Tables 7.3 – 7.12. The
average is calculated separately for segments that contain relevant content (in bold
in the tables) and the remainder of the segments which do not.
Across di↵erent values of initial segments RemSeg filtering produces a consider-
ably larger amount of segments with the same boundaries, e.g. for initial segment
equal to 60 it is 0.325 between overlapping steps 10 and 30, 0.204 between overlap-
ping steps 10 and 60, 0.425 between overlapping steps 30 and 60 against 0.084, 0.075,
0.152 respectively for the ASR transcript (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). This result may be
caused by the nature of CombSeg filtering approach that changes the boundaries
of the regions with the relevant content. The average amount of change for the
non-relevant segments is within similar range of values across both types of filtering,
types of transcripts, and size of initial segment units.
Another trend that is consistent for shorter initial segments (Figures 7.3–7.6),
and is present for most of the comparison combinations for longer segments, is that
the runs based on ASR transcripts have a higher average amount of segments with
the same boundaries than the runs based on the manual transcript. This may be
explained by the fact that the better quality of manual transcript allows these runs to
find more segments in the region of relevant content, thus increasing the probability
of various non-overlapping segments being present in the top of the ranked list.
Overall, this comparison of relevance qrels across di↵erent runs confirms that we
cannot directly compare the retrieval results. However as the result list does not
change when the boundary adjustment is introduced, the results can be compared
for the same transcript type, the same initial segment and overlap step, and the
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same filtering approach across di↵erent boundaries adjustments, i.e. the results in
each column for the same metric are comparable. For example, RemSeg results in
the left column in Figures 7.17 and 7.18 are calculated for the same result list of
each filtered run, and only the start times of the segments are adjusted using the
C99 segments boundaries for the calculations in Figure 7.18.
Figures 7.17-7.22 and 7.23-7.28 show MAP values for ASR and manual tran-
scripts; Figures 7.29-7.34 and 7.35-7.40 - mGAP respectively; Figures 7.41-7.46 and
7.47-7.52 - MASP respectively; and precision of relevant content in the segments is
shown in Figures 7.53-7.58 and 7.59-7.64 respectively. In the following sections we
analyse how these scores reflect the trends in SCR, and which techniques improve
its e↵ectiveness.
7.3.2 Impact of filtering
CombSeg filtering for the shortest segments (60 segments) and longer non-overlapping
segments (initial length and overlap step equal to 90/90, 120/120, 150/150) achieves
the highest MAP scores for both ASR (0.216-0.234) and manual (0.221-0.268) tran-
scripts when compared to other runs following the same filtering approach and
RemSeg filtering, see Figures 7.17 and 7.23. This means that these runs manage to
retrieve the relevant content at higher ranks.
MAP values for RemSeg filtering show less variability in scores compared to
CombSeg filtering, see Figures 7.17 and 7.23. Runs with segments of length 90
seconds and longer containing non-overlap segments get higher MAP scores than
overlapping ones for CombSeg filtering approach for both ASR and manual tran-
scripts. mGAP and MASP scores show similar behaviour (Figures 7.29 and 7.35,
and 7.41 and 7.47).
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7.3.3 Impact of boundary adjustment
Use of C99 and TextTiling start times for jump-in point adjustment:
This type of boundary adjustment is shown to be more e↵ective for the CombSeg
filtered runs, while results for RemSeg filtering stay the same or di↵er insignificantly,
see Figures 7.18-7.19 and 7.24-7.25 compared to baseline filtered runs results before
boundary adjustement presented in Figures 7.17 and 7.23 respectively.
For CombSeg filtering cases with overlapped sliding window show improvement
in the results and decreased scores for the runs without it for both ASR and manual
transcript measured using MAP and mGAP (with initial segment equal to 90 seconds
and longer), see Figures 7.18-7.19 and 7.24-7.25 for MAP, Figures 7.30-7.31 and 7.36-
7.37 for mGAP. CombSeg filtering with longer initial segments can produce longer
segments as result of overlap. In the cases when the relevant content is shorter than
these combined segments, or some segments of non-relevant content are grouped
together, the use of lexical cohesion based boundaries enables us to get closer to
the beginning of di↵erent sections of large segments, i.e. potentially closer to the
beginning of the relevant content, if it is present in the segment closer to its end.
This method enables the amount of non-relevant content for the user to audition
to be reduced. The latter statement is confirmed by the scores achieved by the
MASP scores for these runs, see Figures 7.42-7.43 and 7.48-7.49. Figures 7.53-7.55
and 7.59-7.61 confirm this argument demonstrating that both C99 and TextTiling
boundary adjustment increase precision of relevant content when compared to initial
filtered results.
MASP results for CombSeg filtering demonstrate more di↵erence between C99
and TextTiling segmentation, as can be seen by the latter version of adjustment
achieving higher scores than the former one, as well as the initial filtering before any
adjustment, see right columns of the Figures 7.48-7.49 against 7.42-7.43, and 7.41
and 7.47.
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Use of pauses for boundary adjustment: Use of first pause1 in the segments
does not show significant impact on the results across MAP, mGAP and MASP
metrics (Figures 7.20 and 7.26 for MAP, Figures 7.20 and 7.26 for mGAP, Figures
7.20 and 7.26 for MASP).
Use of the longest pause in the segment shows improvement only for some of
the segmentation runs with overlap (90 seconds) using the manual transcript with
CombSeg filtering across all the metrics, and for runs with short segments evaluatec
using MASP (Figures 7.21 and 7.27 for MAP, Figures 7.21 and 7.27 for mGAP,
Figures 7.21 and 7.27 for MASP).
In previous experiments, boundary adjustment using pauses was implemented for
a known-item task (Eskevich and Jones, 2013), and in the case of ad hoc retrieval
experiment this approach appear to have little impact on the results. This is caused
by the fact that the right adjustment of a boundary for the only relevant segment
which is calculated by the evaluation metrics produces more significant impact, and
it is neutralized in case of the ad-hoc task with more than one relevant segment that
are taken into account by the scores.
Use of loudness for boundary adjustment: Another method of boundary
adjustment relied on the calculation of the average loudness for each word in the
segment. This type of adjustment achieved the lowest scores across the metrics as
compared to the non-adjusted result runs (Figures 7.22 and 7.28 for MAP, Figures
7.22 and 7.28 for mGAP, Figures 7.22 and 7.28 for MASP). This suggests that the
most prominent word in the segment might not be the best candidate for a jump-in
point. Potentially the beginning of the sentence containing this prominent word
might be a better candidate, as the relevance assessment was created manually, and
people tend to set the boundaries of the relevant content in terms of full sentences.
1We consider the distance between 2 words that is longer than 0.5 seconds a pause.
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Figure 7.17: MAP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.18: MAP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries, ASR transcript
Figure 7.19: MAP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, ASR
transcript
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Figure 7.20: MAP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries, ASR
transcript
Figure 7.21: MAP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
ASR transcript
Figure 7.22: MAP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, ASR transcript
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Figure 7.23: MAP after filtering, manual transcript
Figure 7.24: MAP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries , manual tran-
script
Figure 7.25: MAP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, manual
transcript
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Figure 7.26: MAP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.27: MAP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.28: MAP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, manual transcript
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Figure 7.29: mGAP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.30: mGAP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries, ASR tran-
script
Figure 7.31: mGAP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, ASR
transcript
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Figure 7.32: mGAP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries,
ASR transcript
Figure 7.33: mGAP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
ASR transcript
Figure 7.34: mGAP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, ASR transcript
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Figure 7.35: mGAP after filtering, manual transcript
Figure 7.36: mGAP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries , manual
transcript
Figure 7.37: mGAP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, manual
transcript
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Figure 7.38: mGAP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.39: mGAP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.40: mGAP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, manual transcript
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Figure 7.41: MASP after filtering, ASR transcript
Figure 7.42: MASP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries, ASR tran-
script
Figure 7.43: MASP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, ASR
transcript
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Figure 7.44: MASP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries, ASR
transcript
Figure 7.45: MASP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
ASR transcript
Figure 7.46: MASP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, ASR transcript
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Figure 7.47: MASP after filtering, manual transcript
Figure 7.48: MASP after filtering and use of C99 segment boundaries , manual
transcript
Figure 7.49: MASP after filtering and use of TextTiling segment boundaries, manual
transcript
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Figure 7.50: MASP after filtering and use of first pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.51: MASP after filtering and use of longest pause as segment boundaries,
manual transcript
Figure 7.52: MASP after filtering and use of a word with maximum loudness as
segment boundaries, manual transcript
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Figure 7.53: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering,
ASR transcript
Figure 7.54: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of C99 segment boundaries, ASR transcript
Figure 7.55: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of TextTiling segment boundaries, ASR transcript
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Figure 7.56: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of first pause as segment boundaries, ASR transcript
Figure 7.57: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of longest pause as segment boundaries, ASR transcript
Figure 7.58: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of a word with maximum loudness as segment boundaries, ASR transcript
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Figure 7.59: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering,
manual transcript
Figure 7.60: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of C99 segment boundaries , manual transcript
Figure 7.61: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of TextTiling segment boundaries, manual transcript
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Figure 7.62: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of first pause as segment boundaries, manual transcript
Figure 7.63: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of longest pause as segment boundaries, manual transcript
Figure 7.64: Average precision of relevant content in the segment after filtering and
use of a word with maximum loudness as segment boundaries, manual transcript
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7.4 Summary
In this chapter we implemented two approaches to filtering of ranked results con-
taining overlap (removal and combination), and investigated potential improvements
that can be gained when these segments are adjusted using information based on
semantic (segmentation boundaries that are based on lexical cohesion) or acoustic
(pauses, level of loudness) content.
Results on the AMI corpus collection demonstrate that CombSeg filtering achieves
higher scores across a range of evaluation metrics for shorter segments which is con-
sistent with the fMAP metric results for the NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc data. When
boundary adjustment based on lexical cohesion methods is implemented, CombSeg
results for longer segments are improved, since this a↵ects precision of the relevant
content in these segments and decreases the amount of non-relevant content that is
present at the top retrieval ranks
Use of acoustic information, though helping to improve e↵ectiveness in some
cases, does not significantly change the performance.
In the next chapter we deal with imperfect segmentation results not by explicitly
changing the boundaries, but by using the context of the segments to expand the
segment list of terms that are used for retrieval. In cases when this document
expansion experiments are carried out on segments with fixed length, boundary
adjustment using lexical cohesion information is implemented to continue discussion
of its usefulness in di↵erent frameworks of SCR.
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Chapter 8
Document Expansion for SCR
E↵ective information retrieval relies on the match between the search terms in
the query entered by the user and the relevant documents in the collection be-
ing searched. In the case of SCR, the indexed contents of the relevant documents
may not match the query e↵ectively due to ASR errors, common knowledge between
conversation participants that allows them to avoid using relevant terms, imperfect
segmentation of the content that brings too much of non-relevant data into a seg-
ment or divides the relevant content across segments, or the relevant document is
too short to match the query reliably.
Previous work has shown that for manually segmented spoken documents based
on broadcast news, document expansion using an external data collection containing
documents closely related to the target collection improves the retrieval results, even
in case of high word error rates, especially for short documents (Singhal and Pereira,
1999). This improvement can arise both due to the expansion terms introducing
terms actually spoken which are missing due to ASR errors and to the introduction
of additional terms that are closely related to the spoken topic, but were not used
in the conversation.
In this chapter we explore the e↵ect of using a standard document expansion
method and new variations of combinations of document expansion methods to seek
to improve SCR performance.
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8.1 Document expansion in Information Retrieval
Although an external collection proved to be useful for document expansion (Singhal
and Pereira, 1999), topically related external collections may not always be available.
Therefore alternative methods of document expansion using the target retrieval
collection itself have been explored in other studies on document expansion. The
main idea is to use the document to be expanded as a query to the target collection,
then to assume that the top N retrieved documents are relevant, and finally to
extract additional terms from these documents, and to add them to the original
document and reweight the terms in the document (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001; Tao
et al., 2006).
In the case of audio/video recordings across time, variation in speech quality
means that ASR errors will not be spread uniformly. Thus, once the content has
been segmented, depending on the segmentation approach adopted, there may be
search units of di↵erent length and varying level of errors. This means that the
search units within the collection with lower error rate might serve as a potentially
useful source for the e↵ective document expansion.
8.2 Document Expansion for SCR
For our SCR experiments we implement previously developed text document expan-
sion methods (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001), we examine the use of immediate context
and introduce novel ways of combining them. These are summarised in Figure 8.1
and described in more details below:
1. AD: This approach assumes that the adjacent context of a document can
provide useful contextual expansion since speakers may cover the same topic
in the preceding or following parts of the conversation. The speakers might use
di↵erent words that better describe the topic or pronounce the words relevant
to the topic more clearly in other context that allow better ASR performance.
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Figure 8.1: Di↵erent document expansion schemes.
We take terms t1, ..., tn of 2 neigbouring documents, and calculate their weight
using the standard tf-idf equation, as introduced in Equation 2.1 in Section
2.1.2. Afterwards we add N of these terms to the original document.
2. RLM: This approach assumes that there will be other segments covering the
same topic within the collection which may provide useful expansion terms,
therefore the initial document is used as a query to target the collection. The
top 10 retrieved documents are considered to be of topical context, and are
used to reweight the terms of the segment and as a source of expansion terms
using standard relevance language model (RLM).
Within this document expansion approach, we first run retrieval within the
collection using each of its documents as a query. Afterwards, we calculate
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the tf-idf weights of the terms within these documents, and add them to the
each original document in the collection.
3. AD RLM: This approach follows the same procedure as RLM with only one
significant di↵erence that the initial document already contains the expansion
terms taken from the immediate context, i.e. AD procedure have already been
carried out on it.
4. RLM AD: This approach first retrieves a number of potential relevant doc-
uments within the collection (we use top 10 documents as in the RLM proce-
dure), then use these 10 documents and 2 adjacent documents to reweight the
terms of the initial document and add N expansion terms.
The AD approach might correct the errors in segmentation, as some parts of the
relevant content may have been cut o↵, and with this method more relevant terms
might be added to the document. It has previously been shown that documents with
better ASR transcripts tend to be retrieved at higher ranks (Sanderson and Shou,
2007), which assumes that the methods using the retrieved top ranked documents
(RLM, AD RLM, RLM AD) will tend to retrieve more reliable documents to use as
source for additional terms.
We explored varying values of N terms to be added for expansion, and focus on
using the N value equal to 10, since this gave optimal and consistent results across
di↵erent segmentation and document expansion methods in trial experiments.
8.3 Retrieval setup
For the experiments described in this chapter, we chose four segmentation methods
that produce segments of similar average length and represent di↵erent segmentation
approaches: lexical cohesion based (C99, TextTiling), and 2 examples of fixed length
segments using information about length in terms of transcript words (len 400, and
len nsw 150), see Tables 6.1 and 8.1. All retrieval and expansion experiments are
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Segmentation Average Segment Length
Algorithm for manual transcript
words seconds
C99 346.6 129.1
TextTiling 363.6 136.0
Len 400 400 154.8
Length nsw 150 416 160.0
Table 8.1: Average segment length (words, seconds)
implemented and carried out within the framework of the open-source Terrier toolkit
(Ounis et al., 2006) 1. We use the Terrier implementation of Hiemstra’s language
modelling method (Hiemstra, 2001), which is the same as used in all previous ex-
periments throughout this thesis2, and here we vary with lambda value from the
Equation 2.3 from its minimum to maximum.
8.4 Results and Analysis
In this section we describe our results for SCR experiments using document expan-
sion. First, we overview overall results for all segmentation methods and varying
settings of the IR system. Second, we show a few examples of system performance
on di↵erent types of queries.
8.4.1 Document expansion performance with varying   value
In order to evaluate the proposed methods we vary the settings of the retrieval lan-
guage model, assigning more or less weight to the terms present in the document,
as introduced in Equation 2.3, and calculate evaluation results using MAP, mGAP,
MASP, and MASDWP metrics for the segmentation types defined in previous sec-
tion.
The main parameter of the IR system based on language modelling that we have
1www.terrier.org
2We switch from SMART to Terrier in these experiments simply for the practical reason of
methods implementation. There is no significant di↵erence in results due to di↵erent retrieval
systems.
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to set up before running SCR experiments is the value of   that defines the impor-
tance of the words from the query to be present in the result document (Hiemstra,
2001). We vary this value from 0.05 to 0.95 (the smaller is the value, the less im-
portance the presence of the query term in a document has) to assess document
expansion performance in these settings. Experimental results are presented in Fig-
ures 8.2-8.5 for MAP, Figures 8.6-8.9 for mGAP, Figures 8.10-8.13 for MASP, Figures
8.14-8.17 for MASDWP, and Figures 8.18-8.21 for average precision of the relevant
content in the segments.
Across all metrics the variation of   does not result in significant variation in in
the runs based on segments with fixed length (len 400, len nsw 150).
Runs based on segments with di↵erent length tend to have higher MAP and
mGAP scores when   value is higher, while their MASP and MASDWP scores
decrease for the same increasing   value.
When the   value increases, the language model assigns more value to the pres-
ence of exact query terms in the document. The expansion terms added to the
documents help to improve the ranking of relevant segments, as demonstrated by
higher MAP and mGAP (Figures 8.2-8.3 and 8.6-8.7), although at the same time
bring longer non-relevant segments into the top ranking positions. This is demon-
strated by the fact that MASP and MASDWP values decrease (Figures 8.10-8.11
and 8.14-8.15), while precision of the relevant content stays on average almost the
same (Figures 8.18-8.19).
8.4.2 Statistical significance across di↵erent document ex-
pansion methods
In order to assess the e↵ectiveness of new document expansion methods in these
SCR experiments, we check these results for statistical significance. Within each
segmentation and transcript type, we select the best MAP score for each document
expansion method, as well as a baseline that does not use any document expan-
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sion; and calculate a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with significance level equal to 0.05
(Wilcoxon, 1945) for these MAP values, and further for mGAP, MASP, MASDWP
values that this run with same   value scores. We present results of these signifi-
cance tests in Tables 8.2– 8.5 for lexical-cohesion based runs, and in Tables 8.6–8.9
for fixed length based runs, where statistically significant combinations are marked
in bold font. Since we combine two segmentation types into one table, we put the
  values in the brackets for each run type, e.g. in Table 8.2 the title of the first line
called “Baseline (0.4/0.25)” means that for the C99 run we use baseline run with
the   value equal to 0.4, and equal to 0.25 for the TextTiling run.
Overall, these tables show our RLM AD document exansion method achieves
statistically significant higher MAP scores, not only over the Baseline, but also over
AD and RLM methods for the segments containing ASR transcript for all types of
segmentation. In the case of the manual transcript, while RLM AD approach out-
performs the Baseline, AD and RLM methods for fixed length segmentation based
runs, it has statistically significant improvement only over the Baseline and RLM
methods for lexical cohesion based runs. This suggests that the terms from imme-
diate context of a document have more importance in improving SCR performance
for manual transcript. In the case of the ASR transcript these terms might not be
correctly recognised, therefore the combination of the terms from the immediate and
broader context within the collection is needed to enhance ranking of the relevant
content with significant SCR e↵ectiveness improvement. The same trend is followed
in statistical significance of the mGAP scores. Statistical significance of improve-
ment of the MASP and MASDWP scores is not as straighforward, as we take for
comparison the runs with   values that correspond to the highest MAP scores.
8.4.3 E↵ect of Document expansion on example queries
As the previous section showed, introduced document expansion methods can achieve
statistical significant improvement over baseline results, in this section we focus on
two example queries that demonstrate the processes that underlie these improve-
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ments.
We take the runs with the   value of 0.85 that produce highest MAP scores
as shown on Figure 8.2, and these scores are also shown in details in Tables 8.10-
8.14. We take our example queries from the C99 segmentation runs. One query
is the same as the one used in Section 6.2, shown in Figure 4.3, with its scores
being shown in Table 8.15. The other query example, see Figure 8.22, we use has
larger improvement across the scores for all document expansion methods and overall
significantly higher scores as compared with the other example query, as shown in
Table 8.15.
Figures 8.24 and 8.26 show that the top 50 ranks for query 21 contains consid-
erably more non-relevant content (the range of values for query 21 is between 2500
and 11237 seconds, while for query 13 it varies between 300 and 1820 seconds), while
the range of the amount of the relevant content present in the top 50 fits within the
same range of values for both queries.
Figures 8.23 and 8.25 show that the relevant content that is present in the top
50 retrieved segments, and may be moved down the retrieval list in one of the runs
based on di↵erent transcript is segmented di↵erently for the queries. In case of query
21, most of the content is contained in the segments that contain jump-in points,
while most of the relevant content of the query 13 is spread across the segments that
are following the ones with the jump-in point.
For further analysis we introduce Figures 8.27-8.28 that show average distance to
the jump-in for the segments in the top 50 that contain relevant content, and Figures
8.29-8.30 that reflects average precision of the relevant content in those segments.
As discussed before in Chapter 6, it can be seen that for the baseline runs and all
document expansion methods the segments that are present in the top 50 for both
asr man and man runs have their strating points close to the actual jump-in point
whether it is in the segment or in the previous one, Figures 8.27-8.28 these segments
also contain high precision of the relevant content in them, Figures 8.29-8.30. RLM
and RLM AD methods move asr man transcript based runs within the top 50 ranks
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(a m <= 50 < m) the segments that have lower precision of the relevant content
and are further from the jump-in points for the query 13, see Figures 8.29 and 8.27.
8.5 Discussion
We have shown that our document expansion approaches using immediately adjacent
and topical collection context improves the retrieval e↵ectiveness. The use of imme-
diate context of di↵erent type allows to address the issues of incorrect segmentation,
as potentially important terms from the context are being added to the segment.
Combination of these adjacent documents with those from the topical collection
context enables addition of the terms that potentially come from the segments with
better ASR quality, and thus are more reliable.
Improvement over the baseline and state-of-the art document expansion meth-
ods is statistically significant for fixed length segmentation and most of the runs
that use lexically coherent segments. Variation of the IR system settings that as-
signs importance of the term presence in the documents shows consistently better
performance for the document expansion runs across a set of metrics.
In the next chapter we overview the work described in all previous chapters of
the thesis and summarize the insights on the SCR framework that this work covered.
Basing our discussion on the gained knowledge we introduce future work potetial
directions.
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Figure 8.2: MAP for various document expansion methods based on the c99 seg-
mentation with varying   value
Figure 8.3: MAP for various document expansion methods based on the TextTiling
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.4: MAP for various document expansion methods based on the len 400
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.5: MAP for various document expansion methods based on the len nsw 150
segmentation with varying   value
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Figure 8.6: mGAP for various document expansion methods based on the c99 seg-
mentation with varying   value
Figure 8.7: mGAP for various document expansion methods based on the TextTiling
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.8: mGAP for various document expansion methods based on the len 400
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.9: mGAP for various document expansion methods based on the
len nsw 150 segmentation with varying   value
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Figure 8.10: MASP for various document expansion methods based on the c99
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.11: MASP for various document expansion methods based on the TextTil-
ing segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.12: MASP for various document expansion methods based on the len 400
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.13: MASP for various document expansion methods based on the
len nsw 150 segmentation with varying   value
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Figure 8.14: MASDWP for various document expansion methods based on the c99
segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.15: MASDWP for various document expansion methods based on the Text-
Tiling segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.16: MASDWP for various document expansion methods based on the
len 400 segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.17: MASDWP for various document expansion methods based on the
len nsw 150 segmentation with varying   value
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Figure 8.18: Precision of relevant content for various document expansion methods
based on the c99 segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.19: Precision of relevant content for various document expansion methods
based on the TextTiling segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.20: Precision of relevant contentfor various document expansion methods
based on the len 400 segmentation with varying   value
Figure 8.21: Precision of relevant contentfor various document expansion methods
based on the len nsw 150 segmentation with varying   value
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MAP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.65) (0.85/0.8) (0.85/0.85)
Baseline (0.4/0.25) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.8) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
MAP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.75) (0.85/0.9) (0.85/0.9)
Baseline (0.5/0.55) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.9) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
Table 8.2: Statistical significance of the highest MAP scores for lexical-cohesion
based runs (C99, TextTiling), statistical significance in bold.
mGAP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.65) (0.85/0.8) (0.85/0.85)
Baseline (0.4/0.25) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.8) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
mGAP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.75) (0.85/0.9) (0.85/0.9)
Baseline (0.5/0.55) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.9) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
Table 8.3: Statistical significance of the highest mGAP scores for lexical-cohesion
based runs (C99, TextTiling), statistical significance in bold.
<top>
<num> Number: 13
<title>
Tool Training
Try out whiteboard
Every participant should draw their favorite animal and sum up their
favorite characteristics of that animal
<top>
Figure 8.22: Example of information present in a slide, AMI Corpus (query 13).
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MASP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.65) (0.85/0.8) (0.85/0.85)
Baseline (0.4/0.25) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.8) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
MASP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.75) (0.85/0.9) (0.85/0.9)
Baseline (0.5/0.55) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.9) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
Table 8.4: Statistical significance of the highest MASP scores for lexical-cohesion
based runs (C99, TextTiling), statistical significance in bold.
MASDWP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.65) (0.85/0.8) (0.85/0.85)
Baseline (0.4/0.25) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.8) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
MASDWP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.55/0.5) (0.85/0.75) (0.85/0.9) (0.85/0.9)
Baseline (0.5/0.55) C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
AD (0.55/0.5) – C99, TT C99, TT C99, TT
RLM (0.85/0.9) C99, TT C99, TT – C99, TT
Table 8.5: Statistical significance of the best retrieval scores (MASDWP) for lexical-
cohesion based runs (C99, TextTiling), statistical significance in bold.
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MAP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
MAP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
Table 8.6: Statistical significance of the highest MAP scores for fixed length based
runs (len 400, len nsw 150), statistical significance in bold.
mGAP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
mGAP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
Table 8.7: Statistical significance of the highest mGAP retrieval scores for fixed
length based runs (len 400, len nsw 150), statistical significance in bold.
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MASP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
MASP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
Table 8.8: Statistical significance of the highest MASP retrieval scores for fixed
length based runs (len 400, len nsw 150), statistical significance in bold.
MASDWP: ASR MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
MASDWP: MAN
Types of document expansion methods
AD AD RLM RLM RLM AD
(0.25/0.2) (0.4/0.3) (0.7/0.7) (0.4/0.6)
Baseline len 400, len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.5/0.3) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
AD – len 400, len 400, len 400,
(0.25/0.2) – len nsw 150 len nsw 150 len nsw 150
RLM len 400, len 400, – len 400,
(0.4/0.6) len nsw 150 len nsw 150 – len nsw 150
Table 8.9: Statistical significance of the best retrieval scores (MASDWP) for fixed
length based runs (len 400, len nsw 150), statistical significance in bold.
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Figure 8.23: Amount of relevant content in the top 50 ranks in asr man and manual
runs based on C99 segmentation, query 21.
Figure 8.24: Amount of non-relevant content in the top 50 ranks in asr man and
manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 21.
Figure 8.25: Amount of relevant content in the top 50 ranks in asr man and manual
runs based on C99 segmentation, query 13.
Figure 8.26: Amount of non-relevant content in the top 50 ranks in asr man and
manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 13.
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Figure 8.27: Average distance to the jump-in points in the top 50 ranks in asr man
and manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 21.
Figure 8.28: Average distance to the jump-in points in the top 50 ranks in asr man
and manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 13.
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Figure 8.29: Average precision of the relevant content in the segment in the top 50
ranks in asr man and manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 21.
Figure 8.30: Average precision of the relevant content in the segment in the top 50
ranks in asr man and manual runs based on C99 segmentation, query 13.
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Transcript type: asr man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.397 0.376 0.435 0.407
AD 0.414 0.388 0.450 0.418
AD RLM 0.436 0.408 0.468 0.437
RLM 0.445 0.407 0.466 0.434
RLM AD 0.456 0.431 0.477 0.447
Transcript type: man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.447 0.437 0.466 0.453
AD 0.466 0.438 0.472 0.450
AD RLM 0.470 0.448 0.478 0.468
RLM 0.472 0.467 0.493 0.477
RLM AD 0.485 0.475 0.503 0.490
Table 8.10: MAP scores for varying segmentation types and document expansion
methods applied,   = 0.85
Transcript type: asr man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.199 0.200 0.227 0.215
AD 0.222 0.213 0.230 0.223
AD RLM 0.247 0.235 0.241 0.236
RLM 0.242 0.229 0.243 0.235
RLM AD 0.250 0.249 0.250 0.243
Transcript type: man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.241 0.243 0.242 0.241
AD 0.263 0.252 0.244 0.241
AD RLM 0.274 0.270 0.251 0.255
RLM 0.266 0.275 0.258 0.256
RLM AD 0.277 0.283 0.265 0.266
Table 8.11: mGAPscores for varying segmentation types and document expansion
methods applied,   = 0.85
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Transcript type: asr man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.164 0.181 0.218 0.213
AD 0.186 0.192 0.225 0.213
AD RLM 0.217 0.217 0.239 0.227
RLM 0.208 0.213 0.237 0.232
RLM AD 0.216 0.230 0.243 0.239
Transcript type: man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.192 0.206 0.233 0.237
AD 0.210 0.215 0.233 0.235
AD RLM 0.237 0.234 0.239 0.249
RLM 0.229 0.251 0.253 0.258
RLM AD 0.239 0.257 0.259 0.265
Table 8.12: MASP scores for varying segmentation types and document expansion
methods applied,   = 0.85
Transcript type: asr man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.095 0.103 0.114 0.119
AD 0.114 0.112 0.117 0.120
AD RLM 0.138 0.132 0.126 0.129
RLM 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.133
RLM AD 0.133 0.140 0.129 0.138
Transcript type: man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.116 0.120 0.123 0.132
AD 0.133 0.130 0.122 0.1330
AD RLM 0.154 0.146 0.127 0.142
RLM 0.145 0.155 0.135 0.146
RLM AD 0.153 0.160 0.139 0.151
Table 8.13: MASDWP scores for varying segmentation types and document expan-
sion methods applied,   = 0.85
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Transcript type: asr man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.504 0.496 0.465 0.493
AD 0.499 0.500 0.463 0.487
AD RLM 0.495 0.505 0.462 0.486
RLM 0.504 0.504 0.463 0.494
RLM AD 0.496 0.506 0.461 0.490
Transcript type: man
Expansion Segmentation type
method c99 tt len 400 len nsw 150
BASELINE 0.509 0.505 0.465 0.493
AD 0.504 0.501 0.465 0.488
AD RLM 0.503 0.505 0.462 0.487
RLM 0.504 0.505 0.465 0.491
RLM AD 0.502 0.504 0.463 0.488
Table 8.14: Average Precision for varying segmentation types and document expan-
sion methods applied,   = 0.85
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QUERY 21: Transcript type: asr man
MAP mGAP MASP MASDW AVRPrecision
BASELINE 0.2252 0.1536 0.1691 0.112 0.5446
AD 0.2419 0.1696 0.1573 0.1083 0.5487
AD RLM 0.2855 0.209 0.2304 0.1668 0.5342
RLM 0.2818 0.1986 0.2319 0.1586 0.5417
RLM AD 0.2857 0.2041 0.2425 0.1679 0.5358
QUERY 21: Transcript type: man
MAP mGAP MASP MASDW AVRPrecision
BASELINE 0.2802 0.1873 0.2093 0.1359 0.5557
AD 0.3135 0.2226 0.2228 0.1596 0.5280
AD RLM 0.3314 0.2393 0.2691 0.1951 0.5445
RLM 0.3335 0.2322 0.2795 0.1909 0.5494
RLM AD 0.3451 0.2446 0.2940 0.2048 0.5308
QUERY 13: Transcript type: asr man
MAP mGAP MASP MASDW AVRPrecision
BASELINE 0.5418 0.4362 0.4082 0.3240 0.7788
AD 0.7372 0.5965 0.5609 0.4502 0.7643
AD RLM 0.7843 0.6398 0.6415 0.5190 0.7475
RLM 0.6570 0.5298 0.5332 0.4266 0.7793
RLM AD 0.6981 0.5664 0.5609 0.4508 0.7731
QUERY 13: Transcript type: man
MAP mGAP MASP MASDW AVRPrecision
BASELINE 0.6111 0.4876 0.4731 0.3739 0.7703
AD 0.7984 0.6493 0.6020 0.4853 0.7713
AD RLM 0.8078 0.6613 0.6295 0.5118 0.7544
RLM 0.7196 0.5862 0.5624 0.4548 0.7484
RLM AD 0.7491 0.6122 0.5832 0.4724 0.7452
Table 8.15: MAP, mGAP, MASP, MASDWP metric scores and average precision of
the relevant content for one example query (queries 21 and 13) using Baseline and
all document expansion methods on the collection with C99 segmentation.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
This concluding chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis to the state-of-
the-art SCR research field. We provide answers to the research questions introduced
in Chapter 1, and outline potential direction for future work that can be based on
these findings.
9.1 Summary of the thesis contributions
In this thesis we overviewed SCR experiments across varying types of conversational
content: lectures, meeting, and Internet TV. We addressed such problems of dataset
creation as choice of potential real case scenario, and use of crowdsourcing technolo-
gies for query set creation and relevance assessment; we analyzed and extended
evaluation strategies that enable us to reflect various aspects of user experience, in
Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. We showed that the power of the crowd proves to be
useful for collecting the queries for challenging video collection in natural language,
as well as for getting the feedback from the users about their general interest in a
given SCR task at the same time. Even though this approach requires an extensive
manual analysis on the part of any researcher setting up a task, we are rewarded
with a good coverage of collection on a big scale within our final query/relevance
set.
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Our detailed analysis of the impact of the ASR errors and segmentation variation
on the SCR results, presented in Chapter 6, highlighted that these do not only
decrease the ranking, but also promote relevant content, as non-relevant content is
a↵ected. Through all the data types precision and recall of the relevant content
within the segmentation unit plays an essential role in its e cient retrieval, no
matter what weighting scheme is used as the IR model, as it was shown in Chapters
6-8.
In Chapter 7, we investigated segmentation approaches that can potentially ad-
dress precision and recall issues, and we demonstrated how boundary adjustement
using the lexical-cohesion based segmentation when imposed over fixed length seg-
mentation methods improves the results. These findings extend the discussion about
evaluation framework because traditional IR metrics do not allow cross comparison
between all the runs created using this approach due to segment length di↵erences
in the runs and their relevance representation.
New document expansion methods that use a combination of immediate doc-
ument context and overall collection robustly improve SCR e↵ectiveness, as they
target both imperfect content segmentation and make use of collection knowledge,
see Chapter 8.
9.2 Answers to research questions and further dis-
cussion
In this section we return to the research questions introduced in Chapter 1 to discuss
the answers that this thesis has reported, and outline potential follow-up research
goals that these helped to define.
• Research Question 1 (RQ1): What is the relationship between ASR errors in
the transcript and retrieval behaviour?
Our experiments described in Chapter 6 have confirmed previous studies that
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argued that better ASR quality of the relevant segments influence the retrieval
e↵ectiveness of those. However, our analysis extended this knowledge to the
understanding that lower ASR quality has impact on the non-relevant content
that moves down the retrieved rank lists and enables improvement of segments
that had lower retrieval ranks otherwise.
On the other hand, spoken content that is created in situations when conver-
sation participants share common knowledge about the topic of the discussion,
may be hard to retrieve even in cases of high ASR quality. Since this com-
mon knowledge may be present in the other modalities (slides or any other
additional information shown on a screen or printed and thus accessible to
conversation participants in the room) or it may become a tacit information
that was discussed at previous meetings, lectures or any other recordings, in
these cases e↵ective SCR can benefit from the use of external sources of data,
e.g. metadata as discussed in Chapter 6, or immediate or general collection
context as described in Chapter 8.
• Research Question 2 (RQ2): Do current evaluation techniques su ciently re-
flect all the most important aspects of the user experience in SCR?
Our experiments have shown that even though MAP evaluation metric is use-
ful in reflecting the general ranking of the content, it does not correspond
to the amount of e↵ort on the part of the user that browsing through the
audio/video content implies. Our introduced metrics MASP and MASDWP
take into account the amount of relevant and non-relevant content that the
user is exposed to, and use information about jump-in points. These met-
rics require time information about the segments and are not associated with
content segmentation into sentences or utterances, which enables their use for
the experiments with the data that has time stamps information and lacks
punctuation information, and the relevance assessment is stored in terms of
time.
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• Research Question 3a (RQ3a): How does segmentation of spoken data a↵ect
retrieval behaviour? Research Question 3b (RQ3b): What are the characteris-
tics of a segmentation method that maximizes SCR e↵ectiveness?
As discussed in Chapter 6-8, high precision and recall of the relevant content
within the segment and closeness of the start time to the actual jump-in point
enable their retrieval at high ranks. The segmentation into units on the same
topic is preferable, as it might recover the fact that the actual relevant segments
do not have many terms overlapping with the query. Splitting of the relevant
content across several segments decreases their ranking.
Unified segmentation of the collection into units that are used for all queries
does not allow flexiblity of providing the user with segments of di↵erent size
depending on the specificity of their queries. Therefore we invesigated di↵erent
approaches of filtering for the runs with overlapping segments (removal or
combination of these segments), see Chapter 7 for details.
• Research Question 4 (RQ4): How can regions of di↵erent speech recognition
quality be identified and processed in order to improve overall speech retrieval
performance (detection, special treatment in the speech retrieval process)? Oth-
erwise, how can the regions of good recognition be used most e ciently in re-
trieval process?
In this thesis we focused on the analysis of the behaviour of the speech segments
with varying quality, and use of the regions that potentially contain good
recognition results.
• Research Question 5 (RQ5): Can we implement a meaningful approach to SCR
of conversational content incorporating task specific segmentation?
Use of the context documents has proven to improve results for di↵erent types
of segmentation: immediate context can resolve potential segmentation disflu-
encies, and use of top ranked segments enables document expansion based on
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terms from the documents that might have better ASR scores. Our experi-
ments have shown that fixed length segmentation results can be improved by
implementing further bounday adjustment using lexical cohesion information,
see Chapter 7 for details. Opening the discussion about use of audio signal
features for boundary adjustment, we started with low level aspects as words
loudness and pauses between them. On di↵erent types of data, they proved to
improve the SCR e↵ectiveness when used before indexing (addition of bound-
aries in the collection) or after the retrieval stage (boundary adjustment for
general segments from the collection). These initial experiments suggest fur-
ther work using these features across datasets, and gradual incorporation of
more complicated prosodic features that reflect the structure of the content
and may help to better understand importance of terms for retrieval.
9.3 Proposed future directions for SCR research
A number of possible future research directions can be introduced based on the work
and analysis of SCR experiments framework presented in this thesis.
These include futher development of filtering, boundary adjustment, and docu-
ment expansion techniques using deeper knowledge of the spoken content transcript,
i.e. going beyond 1-best transcript or making use of the confidence score information
in the weighting scheme of the documents.
Considering that spoken data may contain relevant content for some queries that
varies not only in recording quality and subsequently ASR transcript quality, but
also in terms of the amount of information present and tacit knowledge between
conversation participants, while not being explicitly spoken, a complex approach to
query processing that assumes these di↵erent scenarios need to be investigated.
In general, all the assumptions about use case scenarios introduced and implied
throughout the experiments described in this thesis represent a separate field for
potential analysis and exploration. The user behaviour and interaction with a SCR
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system might di↵er depending on the type of device that is being used, on the
nature of the task, and the level of user engagement. These aspects can be further
incorporated into the evaluation strategy of the SCR results.
9.3.1 Use of acoustic features and transcript quality
As our SCR performance analysis across di↵erent tasks has shown, ASR transcript
quality influences retrieval in a complex way as its impact is tied to the segmentation
quality and closeness to the jump-in points of the segments to the relevant content.
Therefore potential ways to improve SCR e↵ectiveness lie in further exploitation of
the acoustic features and statistical details of the transcript itself.
Boundary adjustment
In a real-life scenario users that issue an information request may already have
di↵erent knowledge about the content, thus they may require broader or narrower
scope of topic coverage, i.e. di↵erent jump-in points within the same files for each
information request. In Chapter 7 we examined filtering of the overlapping context
that finds segments of di↵erent length and start time within the same collection for
each individual query. We also opened the discussion about the use of knowledge
about acoustic features of the segments to adjust the boundaries of already retrieved
segments. We started with low level potential jump-in points such as pauses and the
loudest words in each segment. While at this stage pauses produce better results,
we believe that use of prominent words, or maybe utterances that contain them,
have more potential to improve SCR e↵ectiveness. The next step is to pay attention
to the prosodic structure of the whole utterances present in the segments and what
speaker intention these utterances might represent, thus adjusting the boundaries
accordingly if this type of intent is assumed in a query.
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Selection of candidate terms for document expansion or reduction
In the SCR experiments reported in this thesis, we did not make any distinction
between the words in the transcript, apart from filtering out the common words.
However, as the ASR system output contains di↵erent confidence levels that these
are the correct representation of what was pronounced, in further work we could
take this information into account. Low confidence scores may suggest that these
words may need to be filtered out before indexing stage as unreliable and potentially
errorful to reduce the documents to their reliable content only.
On the other hand, as the active vocabulary of the ASR system may di↵er from
the topic vocabulary of the audio, the words with low confidence score are not to
be discarded without further analysis. The ASR system weight can be taken into
account by the SCR system while indexing the documents, and especially when
choosing the terms for document expansion.
Knowledge about confidence of the ASR system in the words can be combined
with their prominence level and roles in the prosodic structure of the sentences to
define better candidates for document expansion or deletion of terms.
9.3.2 Retrieval of relevant content with tacit information
Within the framework of spoken content recording, relevant information can be ex-
pressed in terms that can be incorrectly recognized by the ASR system. However,
100% correctness of the ASR transcript does not guarantee presence of the pro-
nounced relevant terms as they may be unknown to the vocabulary of ASR. These
types of issues are addressed by use of metadata that might be assigned to the audio
files or videos. In real case scenarios the absence of the query terms from the doc-
uments may be overcome by use of external information provided by the metadata
or other knowledge source, e.g. use of text from the slides shown at the time of a
lecture or meeting.
In other cases, the relevant terms might be used earlier in the recording, but
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further on referred to using pronouns. Document expansion that targets solving
pronoun resolution might be an additional approach to improve retrieval e↵ective-
ness of these segments, or might be combined with current methods as we already
use the immediate document context.
Overall, one query might require the retrieval of segments with the relevant
information being explicitly expressed in the content, or implied by the speakers. As
these two types of segment require di↵erent approaches to achieve the best retrieval
performance, we assume that a combination of the retrieved lists might represent a
solution that covers all types of relevant content.
9.4 Concluding remarks
The work completed in this thesis targeted deep analysis of SCR. We analyzed
all stages of the retrieval process, from collection creation using state-of-the-art
crowdsourcing platforms and traditional manual choice of data for specific tasks
such as meeting search, segmentation of the content and its retrieval, to evaluation
methods and techniques that achieve significantly better results. We implemented
di↵erent segmentation approaches and tracked their influence on system behaviour,
we opened potential new research directions of use of acoustic information to address
specific SCR challenges. We hope that this work will inspire further investigations
in SCR, and will provide valuable inspiration for real-world applications.
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Appendix B
NTCIR-9 Queries
In this Appendix we list all the 86 of the NTCIR-9 queries in Japanese with their
approximate translations into English. They are organised into groups whether they
appear to be more like a query for an ad-hoc search (37) or for a query answering
system (49).
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Query type
Ad-hoc search
4.  ıB'KR˝÷⌫ ı +$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about the research using the Fujisaki model.”
6. (⌃ I⌫R1# $⇥+/)S*B. ⇥J>⇡↵⇤
“What dishes do you have that use chilli pepper?”
11. Ø˝∆r…DØ˝∆R÷⌅KÆ+$⌅&âL&⌅KÑR'J ⌅⇤
“I would like to know stories about kansai dialect or people who use kansai dialect.”
12. Ñõ.±*B.+$⌅&âL&⌅KÑ⇤
“Stories about the narrator/speaker’s weaknesses.”
14. ÷⌦°+R # ı R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know (about) research on picking up the location of a sound source.”
16. ±Í.KÅ+ ◊ó R÷⌅&⌅Kı R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know research that contains a section that uses,regression analysis.”
25. Dä+ä9K$⇥/⁄ ⇥K↵⇤
“What’s to eat for lunch?”
42. ⇥àã.A\ËÍR⌫J ⌅⇤
“I want to know how to extend the search question.”
43. „\.<fDOŸ.¬✓+IÁø*ä9ïR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the food e↵ective in the prevention of disease and maintenance
of good health.”
44. 2(✓.@(/⁄Ro⇡.↵'J ⌅⇥
> 2(✓.@+Øc⇡KâË.ı +$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about actual research related to the human genome and also want
to know what shows the human genome.”
45. ÆL ¡‹DeÜ8ƒ KÉTR'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥ .ÉT+À⇡KÓ .UÀR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what influence the population has on organization and the economy.
Also, I want to know what impact policy has on that influence.”
46. ;4/).H⌃*º3R⇡K.↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what kind of games children play.”
47. ⇧;2ﬁ⁄)).ﬁ⁄ËÍ.∂C(⇥ .6^R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know some features of non-nuclear power.”
48.  ÍÂ &⌅Kõ@ãÂ+À⇡KJ ⌅✏K.IÁR'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥âË++).H⌃*ï J ⌅✏K L&⌅K.↵'J ⌅⇤
“Also, I want to know what,those are what are actually recycled.”
49. ⌦JS4#✏'aù⌫  h8.G±+Ø⇡KÑÂ⇤
“Topics about athletes who took part in the Olympics.”
50. o%+ú⌧⌫ )û ﬁ .£ÿR'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥o%(⇡)û.z Ë.B⌅R'J ⌅⇤
“Also, I want to know the di↵erence in the,way of thinking of other countries
and Japan.”
51. 0Ì.[+Ø⇡KÑ⇤
“Stories about future dreams.”
52. ûU'AÉ.s'a√'⇥Ko✏+Ø⇡Ksﬁ ;⌫⌅⇤
“I want information about places in the country that are bad for tra c.”
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Query type
Ad-hoc search
54. (≠+À⇡K◊⇧&D✓›ËÍ(⇥
âË+ﬁ˜⌫ g.ÀªËÍ+Ø⇡KÑÂ⇤
“Topics and disaster prevention and how to prepare for earthquakes below
on how to respond when it actually occurred.”
55. «áa#'˜⌫ Å•D⇥«á4.ã+Ø⇡KÑÂ⇤
“A story of criminal failure when jobhunting and the resulting anguish.”
59. o%)).„ C#+/).H⌃*B. ⇥K.↵'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥C#.⇥Ko✏B'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know world heritage sites outside of Japan and their locations.”
60. JSR1# $⇥R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know recipes using apples.”
58. ≤e*✏I⌫#✏÷S. ⌅(K(⇥ .˘]õR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the title and the composer of the famous classical music.”
61. ⌃⇤ ⌧)⌃⌦6⌃⌦⇢R÷⌅&'⌧ ƒ›RÅ# ı _FR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about case studies using Wizard of Oz.”
63. 2(✓.@»⇤(/)S*»⇤'⇡↵⇤
“What is your plan with the Human Genome Project.”
65. ✏M⇡0J'⌧⌫GSR1÷⌫&Q—⇥K‹â⇥RÅ#&⌅Kı ﬁJ⇤
“Research presentations that tutor cross validation and that are about evaluation
experiments.”
67. C÷ø7M⇣I?S⇣⇥C÷ø⇥KJ⇢@(/).H⌃*B.↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what it looks like genetic programming and genetic algorithm.”
69. âË+‰  ⇧;2Ø©._ +$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about the accident of nuclear power relationship that actually
occurred.”
71. ↵L⌧.˘JËR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know how to make a curry.”
72. à⇡*ﬁg+$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
' L0⇥  ⁄R⌅$).H⌃+ﬁg⌫ ↵R'J ⌅⇤
“,I want to know about di↵erent kinds of invention. If possible, I want to know
who invented what and when.”
75.  ⌅ #(.ËÍ+$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know how to diet.”
77. 1J®F.L2(/⁄'⇡↵⇤
“What is the charm of Paris tourism.”
80. „\ø*»Y.ØJËR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know how to take healthy sleep.”
81. È=.ò÷ãÂ+$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥Æ*ò÷.⇧W+$⌅&6+'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about the noise problem of the city. Also I want to know
in particular about the cause of the major noise.”
82. B⌅0‘..✏R'J ⌅⇤
> ⇥0‘.7M/).H⌃+*K.↵R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the strategy of strong Japanese chess. Also I want to know how
people have become Japanese chess professionals”
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Query type
Ad-hoc search
83. 06K.≠.ô +$⌅&'J ⌅⇤
06K4+)⌃ºO# .↵B'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know about,society at the time of the economic bubble. I want to
know what has changed post-bubble.”
85. ⌃  +Ø⇡K÷8R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know folklore about rabbits.”
86. (>( 1OLK$⇥R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know recipes using tomatoes.”
Query type
Question answering system
1. ïr+/)⌃⌅⌃B. ⌅K↵⇤
“What sort of things could be called ‘wild birds’?”
2. 7Mï⇢G±.eMR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the name of the professional baseball player.”
3. S,¯+/)S*B. ⇥J>⇡↵⇤
“What things are in Nara Pref?”
5. ø¨+/)S*#ï Á#&⌅K↵H &✏  ⌅⇤
“In the picture book, please tell me what animal is sleeping.”
7. óJ'óLK0+/)S*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“Did you catch any fish (while fishing)?”
8. óJ.∂C+/)S*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What kinds of fishing do you have?”
9. ⇡⌃⌥⌧'SÆ/)S*Æ↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what kind of people Swedes are.”
10. H⌧⇣K(R1# $⇥R'J ⌅⇤
“I would like to know some recipes/dishes using yoghurt.”
13.  ä'/)S*B. ı LK↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what is being served for lunch.”
15. -ˆ≤.eM+/)S*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What things are in the name of the museum?”
17. sﬁ ⇥Q (/)S*B.↵⇤
“What is the Information Processing Society of Japan?”
18. ¸#+≠› ‰  o✏R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know where the earthquake has,occurred in the past.”
19. ª‡¿+/(⇢))+)⌃⌅# B. ⇥K↵⇤
“Are there places in the solar system other than earth that,people have gone to?”
20. ‚î/)◆+⇥K↵⇤
“Where is the Great Buddha.”
21. AMS+/)S*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What types of melon are there?”
22. ># ⌧⇠/….).Åó+ÅOL>⇡↵⇤
“What part of the body is massage done to?”
23. 3 ?S/).H⌃*B.+µ>L&⌅K↵⇤
“What kind of thing contains vitamins?”
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24. U‡.È'_/ *.↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know who the successive governors are.”
26. ' ⌧(+/)S*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What’s for dessert?”
27. è›+À⇡KÀ /⁄ ⇥K↵⇤
“What are some measures against hypertension.”
28. ⌧ '≤e*B./⁄↵⇤
“What well-known things are there in Yamanashi?”
29. ⇥⌅⇡D 5(✏J⌧@+/)◆.B. ⇥K.↵⇤
“Do you have any ice or soft-serve ice cream?”
30. ÒÎ‚ /o%.)◆'D#&⌅K↵⇤
“Where in Japan are you doing fireworks display.”
31.  $>Q/).H⌃+⌫&ä9K↵⇤
“And how do eat Satsuma potato.”
32.   EJ&⇤⌧+/).H⌃*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What type of thing do you have for security?”
33. ⌦∞J+/).H⌃*B. ⇥K↵⇤
“What types of amulets do you have?”
34. >✏)*K)/)◆.û+⇥K↵⇤
“What countries have McDonalds?”
35. ⇥<J⇠+⌧/)◆.û+⌅K↵⇤
“What countries have aborigines?”
36. ⌦⌧MI/)◆'˙ILK↵⇤
“Where can the aurora be seen from?”
37. Æä(⌫&)S*B. ä9IL&⌅K.↵R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what what kind of being eaten as a staple food.”
38. Éˆ;.Œ/)S*o✏+⇥K↵⇤
“Is there any place to shop for sweets.”
39. ‚ŸRµ6⇡K⇧W/⁄↵⇤
“What is the cause of the air pollution?”
40. ä?:+*J ⌃*ä9B.⇥
⇥K⌅/ä?:+↵↵# Æ ä9 B./⁄↵⇤
“What are the foods that caused food poisoning or that look to have caused
food poisoning?”
41. 0)?S(S/).H⌃*(◆M+ØJqLIL&⌅K↵⇤
“Where can I play badminton?”
53. o%'ÒÎ‚  $– LKo✏R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know where the fireworks will be held in Japan.”
56. Æ>'. 3È'_.eMR'J ⌅⇤> ⇥Å# Ó ._‰R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the name of the current governor of Tokyo. I’d,also like to know
details of his policies.”
57. o%ûU+⇥Kàn.eM(o✏R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know the name and location of the airports in Japan.”
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62. r⌦°¡Åk.Lx⇤
“Symptoms of autonomic imbalance.”
64. M<#(.eM.V(⇤
“The number of the name of the robot.”
66. ✏; ⇥óï.ı '↵⌅2k✓»/R1#&⌅KB.⇤
“Those that are using the chi-square statistic in the study of language
processing field.”
68. )S*7M⇣I?S⇣✏; ⇥K↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what programming languages are used.”
70. o%)).n.eM.J⇡(⇥#7⇤
“List of the names of the castle outside of Japan.”
73. ⌦+ J+qLKÑÎ(⌫&).H⌃*B. ⇥K↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what kind of thing as the ingredients you put in the rice ball.”
74. TFIDF(/).H⌃*£Ó*.↵R'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what kind of a measure with TFIDF.”
76. ⌅ J⇡+u< ÷O# ./⌅$≠'⇡↵⇤
> ).H⌃+÷OJ>⌫ ↵⇤
“When was black tea brought to the UK? How was it brought?”
78. ⇥ e+/).H⌃*B. ⇥J>⇡↵⇤
“What sort of nicknames do you have?”
79. ˛+2 L*⌅H⌃+⇡KËÍR'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know how to prevent mosquito bites.”
84. ↵K⌫⌃@R⌧Ø⇡K◆(+/).H⌃*IÁ ⇥K↵'J ⌅⇤
> ↵K⌫⌃@ a®⇡K()⌃*K.↵'J ⌅⇤
“I want to know what kind of e↵ect that the ingestion of calcium. Also I want to
know what will happen if the calcium is insu cient.”
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Appendix C
AMI Corpus Queries
In this Appendix we list all the 10 development set and 25 test set queries that
we have created on the basis of the AMI Corpus using the procedure described in
Section 4.2.1.
<top>
<num> Number: 1
<title>
Findings
Whole house control will not be possible
Some extended electronic entertainment control should be possible, i.e.
DVD, CD, stereo tuner, vcr
It takes too much time to learn how to use a new remote control (34%)
Remote controls are often lost somewhere in the room (50%)
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 2
<title>
Personal Preferences
Concentrate on sizzle
Shorten learning curve
Simplicity is good - minimalism
Finding it is important
Should be attractive impulse purchase at 25 euros
We put the fashion in electronics!
<top>
Figure C.1: Development set queries of the AMI Corpus (1-2).
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<top>
<num> Number: 3
<title>
Method
Gather suggestions
Accept/eliminate suggestions according to design and budget feasibility
Consult industrial engineer on cost and lead time for each feature (we
need to go to market by Sept for the Christmas market)
Consult user interface person on friendliness of features and hierarchy
of importance for inclusion
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 4
<title>
Project evaluation
Project process
Satisfaction on for example
Room for creativity
Leadership
Teamwork
Means (e.g., whiteboard, digital pens, etc.)
New ideas found?
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 5
<title>
Personal Preferences
To save money the components of the remote should be mass produced
and the basic materials should be bought on mass
If we find another company who can produce the required chips, casing,
LED and additional materials at a less expensive rate then we, ourselves,
can we should go for it.
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 6
<title>
Suggested Power Options
Solar cells
Hand dynamo?
Kinetic power shake to create power
<top>
Figure C.2: Development set queries of the AMI Corpus (3-6).
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<top>
<num> Number: 7
<title>
Personal Preferences
Joystick to rest over joint of forefinger
Mid grip section to house function buttons, positioned for forefinger
and middle finger
LCD to rest on wrist
Top FB is power button in basic, enter in menu
Bottom FB switches modes
USB to download programmes, or customise on computer
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 8
<title>
New Requirements
No more use of the Teletext ? Internet.
Remote Control only used for the television ? too complex
Corporate image recognizable in the product (color, slogan).
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 9
<title>
Method
Look at pre-existing models
Reuse the essential components
Incorporate new innovations
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 10
<title>
Energy Source
As energy source we o↵er a basic battery or, more ingenious, a hand
dynamo (like you’d find in 50-year-old torches), a kinetic provision of
energy (such as in some modern watches that you shake casually to
provide energy), or use of solar cells.
<top>
Figure C.3: Development set queries of the AMI Corpus (7-10).
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<top>
<num> Number: 1
<title>
Current Component options
case material supplements
plastic
rubber such as used in anti-RSI stress balls
wood
titanium which we also use in our production of space designs
Unfortunately we can’t use the titanium for the double curved cases
and latex cases won’t allow the use of solar cells as energy source
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 2
<title>
Three Presentations
Conceptual specification of components properties and materials
Conceptual specification of user interface
Trend watching
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 3
<title>
Decisions
Components concept
Energy
Chip on print
Case
User interface concept
Interface
Type
Supplements
<top>
Figure C.4: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (1-3).
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<top>
<num> Number: 4
<title>
Personal Preferences
Cheap model
Flat plastic case
Standard battery
Push buttons
Fancy model
Curved titanium
LCD screen
Multiple scroll buttons
Sample sensor sample speaker
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 5
<title>
Recent Fashion Update
Fashion watchers in Paris and Milan have detected the following trends
This year fruit and vegetables will be the most important theme for
cloths shoes and furniture
Also in contrast to last year the feel of material is expected to be spongy
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 6
<title>
Method
We are going to look to whom we are going to sell the most remotes
and adjust our remote the most to these people
Younger people 16-45 are interested in features
We posses about 2 3 of the market share
Elderly people 45 are not interested in features
We posses about 2/5 of the market share
<top>
Figure C.5: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (4-6).
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<top>
<num> Number: 7
<title>
Decisions
Energy kinetic
Chip on print regular
Cases plastic with rubber coating and interchangeable plates
User interface concept
Interface
Type command line interface
Supplements numbers channel changer volume
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 8
<title>
Project Finance
Selling price 25 euro
Profit aim 50 M euro
Market range international
Production costs max 12-50 euro
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 9
<title>
Real Reaction
Remote Control
Teaching Cont use plastic with rubber casing powered by kenetic energy
No decision on curvatures look like scroll but push button technology
Separate fashionable covers could be separate product
Yellow with black buttons with company slogan and image suggested
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 10
<title>
Real Reaction
Remote Control
Problems Issues Production issues
Coordination of user technical marketing etc
Conflict of ideas with cost constraints
Time constraint of the meeting
<top>
Figure C.6: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (7-10).
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<top>
<num> Number: 11
<title>
Personal Preferences
We want something fancy and technological innovative
what we need is something from the future but not tacky
Fruit and veg for clothes and other stu↵ two options
Stay well away from fruit and veg
Incorporate the whole idea into the product e. g. a potato peeler
How practical is spongy material for an electrical product
How do LEDs fit in
Can stress it is long lasting
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 12
<title>
Findings
We’ve got a market
Three out of four
RC s are ugly
four out of five wants to spend more money on them
Three out of four zaps a lot zap-buttons are used 168 times per hour
Power channel-selection volume and teletext-buttons are said to be
relevant
Settings audio video sound are not relevant
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 13
<title>
Tool Training
Try out whiteboard
Every participant should draw their favorite animal and sum up their
favorite characteristics of that animal
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 14
<title>
Personal Preferences
Lightening in the dark
Not too many buttons
A way to find it easily
<top>
Figure C.7: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (11-14).
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<top>
<num> Number: 15
<title>
Closing
Are the costs within the budget
Is the project evaluated
Don’t forget to complete final questionnaire and meeting summary
Then Celebration
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 16
<title>
Agenda
Opening
Project Manager secretary minutes
3 presentations
New project requirements
Decision on remote control functions
closing we have 40 minutes
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 17
<title>
Findings 2
Most Relevant functions
Channel selection
Volume selection
Power
Teletext flipping pages included
One-time-use functions
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 18
<title>
Findings
Many controls too complicated
Too many buttons can confuse user
Confusing labelling is bad eg PROG PRG
Simplicity good
but can lead to clunky design
Hard to access advanced functions ef slow motion
<top>
Figure C.8: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (15-18).
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<top>
<num> Number: 19
<title>
Closing
Next meeting starts in 30 minutes
Individual actions
ID the working design
UID the technical functions design
ME the user requirements specification
Specific instructions will be send to you by your personal coach
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 20
<title>
Findings
The elder part of the audience doesn t care much for innovative features
such as speech recognition or an LCD screen
People only use about 10 of the buttons and mostly zap
People often complain that they cant find there remote control 50 so we
should build in a feature to support them
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 21
<title>
Evaluation
Criteria rating with seven-point scale
Shape biomorphic 1
Size small 2
Color bright warm 1
Feel as soft as possible 3
Functionality people won’t use it before they buy it paradoxically other
features will be main selling points 5
<top>
Figure C.9: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (19-21).
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<top>
<num> Number: 22
<title>
History
Zenith engineer Eugene Polley invented the Flashmatic which repre-
sented the industry s first wireless TV remote
Introduced in 1955 Flashmatic operated by means of four photo cells
one in each corner of the TV screen
The viewer used a highly directional flashlight to activate the four
control functions which turned the picture and sound on and o↵ and
changed channels by turning the tuner dial clockwise and counter-
clockwise
While it pioneered the concept of wireless TV remote control the
Flashmatic had some limitations
It was a simple device that had no protection circuits and if the TV sat
in an area in which the sun shone directly on it the tuner might start
rotating
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 23
<title>
Evaluation
Criteria
I find this device really fancy
I find this device really handy
I find this device completely functional
I like the cool features of this device
Yes this MANDO banana is easy to use
Of course I would buy the MANDO banana for 25 euros if I needed a
remote control
I would change my remote control for a MANDO banana
<top>
<top>
<num> Number: 24
<title>
1 The Shawshank Redemption
Directed by Frank Darabont
Gendre Drama
User Rating 9 0 10
Plot Outline The life of Andy Dufresne changes when he is convicted
and jailed for the murder of his wife
Simply amazing
The best film of the 9
<top>
Figure C.10: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (22-24).240
<top>
<num> Number: 25
<title>
Equipment
Equipment we have
photocopier FAX printer
Each o ce has
A whiteboard
A bulletin board
A coatrack
Each person gets
A chair
A corner desk
A small filinf cabinet 3 drawers
One hanging shelf
<top>
Figure C.11: Test set queries of the AMI Corpus (25).
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Appendix D
Details on crowdsourcing
experiments methodology
The following paper gives further details on the topic covered in Section 4.3.
M. Eskevich, G.J.F. Jones, M. Larson, R. Olderman. Creating a Data Collection
for Evaluating Rich Speech Retrieval. In Proceedings of the 8th Language Resources
and Evaluation Conference (LREC 2012). Istanbul, Turkey, 2012.
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Abstract
We describe the development of a test collection for the investigation of speech retrieval beyond identification of relevant content. This
collection focuses on satisfying user information needs for queries associated with specific types of speech acts. The collection is based
on an archive of the Internet video from Internet video sharing platform (blip.tv), and was provided by the MediaEval benchmarking
initiative. A crowdsourcing approach was used to identify segments in the video data which contain speech acts, to create a description of
the video containing the act and to generate search queries designed to refind this speech act. We describe and reflect on our experiences
with crowdsourcing this test collection using the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. We highlight the challenges of constructing
this dataset, including the selection of the data source, design of the crowdsouring task and the specification of queries and relevant items.
Keywords:Speech Search, Speech Collection Creation, Speech Retrieval, Crowdsourcing
1. Introduction
The increasing capacity of digital storage media and ad-
vances in networking technologies for content delivery are
resulting in an ever increasing expansion in the volume
of audio and video data accumulated on the web and in
offline archives. The nature of this data can vary sig-
nificantly, from broadcast news and lectures to informal
videos recorded for Internet TV channels by semi- and non-
professionals. Whatever the form of the data, its poten-
tial can only be realised if users can locate relevant con-
tent in a timely and efficient manner. The diversity in on-
line archives content potentially gives rise to multiple possi-
ble information needs and resulting formulations of search
queries. Conventional research on speech retrieval has fo-
cused on locating content containing information relevant
to a specific information need expressed in a text search
query (Garofolo et al., 2000) (Pecina et al., 2008).
In this paper, we describe the design and construction of
a speech search benchmarking collection that extends this
goal to one when users are considered to be interested in not
only informational content, but also in the speaker’s inten-
tion while uttering their speech. The focus on speaker in-
tention is motivated by the observation that the same words
pronounced in different ways can have have different il-
locutionary meaning - one can promise or warn the lis-
tener. We describe our methodology for developing our test
collection for investigating search involving speaker inten-
tion and our approach to preparing our ground truth. The
test collection includes audio-visual spoken content, search
queries and corresponding identified relevant data,
Developing meaningful queries and determining relevant
segments in videos expressing speaker intention in an un-
biased way is particularly challenging. One possible solu-
tion for this lies in crowdsourcing, the dissemination of a
task to large numbers of human annotators, referred to as
workers through an Internet platform (Surowiecki, 2004).
This technique permits researchers to gather data from a di-
verse community of workers in return for micro-payments
for their contributions. The potential of crowdsourcing has
already been explored in a number of other speech and
language applications, e.g. (Snow et al., 2008), (Callison-
Burch and Dredze, 2010). Creating a test collection of the
type we planned to develop is though muc more demand-
ing of the crowdsource workers than the tasks undertaken
in these previous studies.
The test collection described in this paper was developed
for use in the Rich Speech Retrieval (RSR) task which
formed part of the MediaEval 2011 Benckmark1. This RSR
task is based on the observation that utterances are actually
‘illocutionary speech acts’2 carried out by speakers (Larson
et al., 2011a). The queries are thus designed to search for
instances of these speech acts which have been identified in
our selected corpus of Internet video.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2. describes the
development of the RSR task we used as an example of
dataset construction, Section 3. overviews relevant previous
work in crowdsouring for collection of speech and language
resources, Section 4. describes the preparation of the data
and search collection creation, Section 5. describes task re-
ward issues, Section 6. gives details of the results of the
collection exercise, and Section 7. concludes and outlines
directions for our future work.
2. Rich Speech Retrieval Task Data
Preparation using Crowdsourcing
The focus of the MediaEval 2011 RSR task was to explore
the effectiveness with which different types of ‘illocution-
ary speech acts’ can be located within audio-visual spoken
data. For this we used the ME10WWW archive of semi-
professional user generated video downloaded from the In-
ternet video sharing platform blip.tv. The videos for this
collection were collected for shows for which the link to
1http://www.multimediaeval.org/
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech acts
one of their episodes had been tweeted on the Twitter so-
cial network. Their licenses were checked to conform that
they were Creative Commons. The dataset contains 1974
episodes (247 development and 1727 test) comprising a to-
tal of ca. 350 hours of data. The development set is small
with respect to the test set and is not intended for training,
but rather for parameter tuning. The episodes were cho-
sen from 460 different shows, shows with less than four
episodes were not considered for inclusion in the dataset.
The ME10WWW dataset for the RSR 2011 task is ac-
companied by automatic speech recognition (ASR) tran-
scripts (Lamel and Gauvain, 2008), which were generously
provided by LIMSI (http://www.limsi.fr/) and Vocapia Re-
search (http://www.vocapia.com/). In order to be included
in the ME10WWW set, a video needed to have been tran-
scribed by the ASR-systemwith an average word-level con-
fidence score of > 0.7. The set is predominantly English
with approximate 6 hours of non-English content divided
over French, Spanish and Dutch. Further details of this
video collection can be found in (Larson et al., 2011b).
The richness of the RSR task arises from the specific types
of the queries that we are interested in. The information
to be found has to be a combination of required audio and
visual content and the speaker’s intention. Five examples
of basic speech acts types were chosen for this task: ‘apol-
ogy’, ‘opinion’ from ‘expressives’ (speech acts that express
on the speaker’s attitudes and emotions towards the propo-
sition, e.g. congratulations, excuses and thanks), ‘defini-
tion’ from ‘assertives’ (speech acts that commit a speaker
to the truth of the expressed proposition) ‘warning’ from
‘directives’ (speech acts that are to cause the hearer to take
a particular action, e.g. requests, commands and advice),
‘promise’ from ‘commissives’ (speech acts that commit a
speaker to some future action, e.g. promises and oaths).
3. Crowdsouring in Development of Speech
and Language Resources
3.1. Background and Relevant Existing Work
Crowdsourcing is a form of micro-outsourcing that allows
tasks to be assigned to remote workers who receive a small
financial compensation for their work. The importance of
manually developed resources to support speech and lan-
guage research and the cost of developing them means
that crowdsourcing has become a topic of great interest in
the development of resources for language technology re-
search.
Looking at the general suitability of the use of untrained
crowdsource workers in natural language tasks, Snow et al.
(Snow et al., 2008) compared the work of domain experts
and with that of non-experts recruited in a general crowd-
sourcing environment for a range of natural language la-
belling tasks, including recognising textual entailment and
word sense disambiguation. The tasks were restricted to se-
lection of multiple choice response or numeric input within
a fixe range. Their results demonstrated that the non-
expert crowdsource workers can produce work of a simi-
lar standard to expert workers. Callison-Burch and Dredze
(Callison-Burch and Dredze, 2010) survey contributions to
the NAACL-2010 workshop on crowdsourcing for speech
and language resource, and highlight a number of important
factors which should be taken into account when designing
effective crowdsource tasks in this setting. These include
issues of how to attract sufficient suitable workers to under-
take the task, the level of payment that should be offered
to a worker for undertaking a task, careful design of the
task, that the instructions should be clear for the expected
participants, and how to deal with the problem of workers
who try to cheat on the task to earn payment without under-
taking the work properly. It should be noted that here too
the tasks examined were relatively straightforward such as
involving the selection of appropriate labels from among a
number offered or undertaking translation into a language
in which the worker is fluent.
In the area of speech resource development Marge et al.
(Marge et al., 2010) found that crowdsource workers are
able to transcribe speech of varied qualities with reason-
able accuracy. Evanini et al. (Evanini et al., 2010) in-
vestigated the more challenging task of transcribing non-
native read-aloud and spontaneous speech, they found that
even merging the results multiple workers produced error-
ful transcriptions particularly in the case of the spontaneous
speech. Thus even in a clearly defined and apparently obvi-
ous task, crowdsourcing does not provide a simple solution
to challenging tasks. Lane et al. (Lane et al., 2010) found
some success exploring the related speech task of collecting
spoken corpora using crowdsourcing, but identified issues
in relation to the training of the speakers to undertake the
task.
In the field of information retrieval, one of the common
challenges in the development of test collections for system
testing is establishing the relevance of available documents
to a user search query. Crowdsourcing provides an intu-
itively appealing solution to this problem. In this scenario
workers can be shown a query and asked whether specific
documents are relevant to the query. An early study explor-
ing this topic is described in (Alonso et al., 2008). This ex-
amined the important topics of establishing whether work-
ers are actually qualified to carry out the task for which
they are volunteering, and seeking to identify those not un-
dertaking the work properly. This is a particular problem
in relevance assessment of this nature since clearly the per-
son requesting the work cannot manually check the accu-
racy of all submitted work. A further study on this topic
by Grady and Lease (Grady and Lease, 2010) examined the
topic of reward for work done. They examined the issue of
worker pay, particularly considering the impact of offering
a bonus to the worker for good work, where bonuses were
manually assigned when checking the quality of work car-
ried out. Interesting they observed that workers appeared
to be attracted to do more work where a bonus was offered,
and that they completed the work with greater accuracy on
average.
From these existing studies it is clear that crowdsourcing
can make a valuable and cost effective contribution to the
development of language technology resources. However,
workers can find even apparently simple tasks challenging
and produce unsatisfactory work. All the tasks examined
here are conceptually quite straightforward either relying
on workers to use non task specific recognition skills, their
own special linguistic knowledge, e.g. being bilingual, or
Table 1: Number of collected queries per speech act for MediaEval 2011 development and test sets
Speech act type Total
Apology Definition Opinion Promise Warning
Development Set 1 8 17 1 3 30
Test Set 1 17 21 5 6 50
transcribing or uttering some speech. There is no personal
creativity required to perform any of these tasks. General
factors include, the common observation that here is a per-
sistent problem of some workers trying to cheat to receive
payment without completing work properly. Also there are
interesting questions requiring further exploration relating
to the levels of pay offered for tasks, and the potential im-
pact of bonus payments on loyalty and quality of work.
3.2. Amazon Mechanical Turk
Currently, the most widely-used platform for crowdsourc-
ing is Amazon Mechanical Turk3. In the Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) setting tasks are referred to as ‘Human Intelli-
gence Tasks’ or HITs. To initiate a task, the requester up-
loads a HIT consisting of relevant instructions, questions,
files, etc to be used by the workers while completing the
HIT. When the workers have carried out HIT, the requester
reviews the completed work and confirms payment to the
worker with a previously set payment. If the requester is not
satisfied with the work carried out, they can opt not to the
worker. Potentially, the requester can also give the worker
a bonus, as discussed previously, in order to both express
appreciation for the quality of the work and to motivate the
worker to continue.
4. Development of an Effective HIT
While we had a clear specification of the test collection that
we wished to develop using MTurk, as highlighted in the
previous section, earlier work using crowdsouring for the
development of speech and language resources set workers
much less complex tasks than we wished them to under-
take. In many cases deliberately designing the task to be
as simple as possible to reduce the effort involved for the
worker, to maximise the potential number of workers inter-
ested and qualified to undertake the task and to minmise the
chance of them making mistakes. Thus the creation of our
test collection was actually exploring the research question
of whether untrained MTurk workers can undertaken ex-
tended tasks which require them to be more creative than
those examined previously.
For each HIT we required the worker to carry out the fol-
lowing activities:
• View an assigned video to attempt to locate the pres-
ence of speech act.
• Label the specific time at which the speech act begins
and ends in the video.
• Accurately transcribe the words spoken within the
time limits of the labeled speech act.
3https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
• Write a full sentence query which they believed would
be able to refind this speech act, and write a short web
style query to refind the speech act.
The task is thus much longer and more complex than tasks
typically offered to workers, since it requires them to carry
out multiple activities and also to be creative since they are
asked to develop their own search queries as part of the HIT.
While assigning the HIT to a worker we did not require
them to have any specific knowledge or experience of work
with audio and video data. However we used internal Ama-
zon MTurk platform information about the previous perfor-
mance of this registered user in order to select those that
are familiar with the system itself, and whose previous re-
sults satisfied other requesters. This measure is called HIT
Approval Rate, and is a simple ratio of how many HITs
submitted by each worker have been approved by the re-
questers. For our HIT we allowed only the workers with
HIT Approval Rate greater than or equal to 90 to undertake
the task.
4.1. Data Management
The videos in the blip TV dataset vary in length. We felt it
unrealistic to expect workers to view extended videos while
looking for speech acts. Also we observed a bias in our ini-
tial crowdsourcing trials with this data that workers tend
to identify noteworthy segments in the first few minutes
of a video. This may be caused by the fact that they are
paid for each HIT, and are therefore interested in complet-
ing more HITs in time they have available. Thus for the
original 247 and 1727 videos in the ME10WWW for de-
velopment and test set respectively, we prepared 562 and
3278 starting points for longer videos at a distance of ap-
proximately 7 minutes apart. These starting points were
then randomly allocated by the Amazon MTurk platform
to be presented to the workers in each HIT. Even after pre-
segmenting the videos into shorter parts, the workers rarely
found noteworthy content later than the third minute from
the start of playback point in the video.
The main technical challenge was that since MTurk does
not support playback of multimedia files, the workers
needed to watch videos stored on an external server. The
path to the remote file was embedded within the html-code
of the HIT page. Thus the video player used had to be com-
patible with different operating systems and browsers. Re-
strictions on this issue had to be made clear to workers in
the general description of the task.
4.2. Data Collection Procedure
We used a three-stage approach for our collection proce-
dure. First we prepared and uploaded a pilot version of
the HIT and received 55 results, 34 of which we approved.
Figure 1: Amazon MTurk HIT example that was used to gather long and short queries (Questions 6 and 7) associated with
certain speech acts (Question 1), time stamps (Questions 3 and 4) and transcript (Question 5) of the relevant content
These answers were not included in the final set, but pro-
vided us with valuable feedback to refine our HIT.
The initial HIT was found to contain too many concepts that
workers did not understand clearly. The revised HIT thus
avoided words such as ‘transcripts’, ‘quote’, ‘categories’
etc. The request to find the segment with a certain speech
act was expressed indirectly, and was hard to understand.
Initially the description of the task was: “Please watch the
video and find a short portion of the video (a segment) that
contains an interesting quote. The quote must fall into one
of these six categories”. Analysis of the results showed
that workers were confused with the type of phrases they
had to find, the concept of transcription was mixed with
the general description of what was said during the video,
the workers who were probably not familiar with the video
player gave wrong time onsets and offsets for identified rel-
evant speech events.
In our revised HIT, we attempted to make use of a concept
with which general workers will be more familiar when
working with the videos – sharing. The concept of shar-
ing seemed to us to be part of the everyday experience of
people who work with the Internet and would provoke a
more natural human response setting. The new phrase of
the HIT became: “Imagine that you are watching videos
on YouTube. When you come across something interesting
you might want to share it on Facebook, Twitter or your
favorite social network. Now please watch this video and
search for an interesting video segment that you would like
to share with others because it is (an apology, a definition,
an opinion, a promise, a warning)”.
The other way to make the workers more familiar with the
task was to provide full examples of how all the questions
in one HIT can be answered for each speech act type. At the
head of each HIT page we put a link to a webpage with an
example video with all fields filled in and a dropout window
on the page of the HIT itself with only the textual answers.
All these changes resulted in more appropriate answers to
all the questions from a large majority of the workers. An
example of the HIT page is shown in Figure 1.
Additionally the initial trial HIT enabled us to set a suit-
able worker reward that both we as requesters and workers
would be comfortable with. The setting of rewards is dis-
cussed in further detail in Section 5.
4.3. HIT Refinement
We ran the revised version of the HIT on the development
set. An unexpected finding was that the difference in the
types of speech acts, together with the limited time that
workers are usually prepared to spend on one HIT caused
a problem of unbalanced results. We found that it is much
easier to assign something that was said by the speaker in
the video to be his or her opinion than to find a warning or a
promise. We think that this particular feature and the nature
of the videos themselves, where we observed that there are
not so many incidents of speakers making an apology or
promising something in the videos, made our results un-
balanced, and that this meant the number of ’opinions’ was
significantly higher than the number of the four other types.
To avoid this situation for the video test set, we decided
to run the HIT twice: one HIT with the option of ’rare’
speech acts and one only for opinions. At the same time we
added new questions about the speaker’s appearance and
behaviour to help us to detect workers who were not do-
ing their work properly: ‘Write one sentence describing the
person that you see in this video. If there is more than one
person, who is the person who seems to be the most im-
portant for the video’; ’Does this person have any partic-
ular mannerisms (gestures that they use, particular way of
talking, nervous habits)? Please write one sentence to de-
scribe anything that you notice’. Our attempt to simply sep-
arate the HITs for ‘rare’ speech acts failed because workers
seemed to be more amused by the new questions that had
no meaning for our research, the information provided was
not useful for our research, and apparently it was harder to
find instances of the rare acts in the data.
Thus finally we decided to return to the original single
HIT for all types of speech act with the revised wording
of the instructions in collecting the queries, assuming that
the lack of balance between acts might be just a feature of
this dataset, and we used the same HIT questionnaire for
the test set as for the development set.
In total we collected 30 queries for the development set and
50 for the test set, Table 1 shows the statistics of the col-
lected speech acts. Examples of long queries that look like a
natural sentences, short queries that correspond to the type
of queries usually addressed to the Internet search engines,
and transcripts of the relevant content are given in Table 2.
5. Reward Levels
The reward to a worker paid by a requester is generally
set in the task description, and the workers take this value
into consideration together with the general HIT descrip-
tion when choosing whether to undertake the task. Once
some workers submit their work, statistics of the average
reward per hour for this HIT are available for viewing by
other potential workers to take into account when consider-
ing when to take on a HIT.
The availability of the option for the requester to change
the reward amount when assessing the data submitted for
a HIT by a worker gives the possibility to introduce the
notion of a bonus (extra reward) or to decrease the reward
if the requester finds that the work was not done correctly.
Our initial trial HIT enabled us to define a suitable reward
that both we as requesters and workers would be comfort-
able with.
Initially we started with a reward of 0.11$ per HIT plus
bonus per type of the illocutionary act (the sum varied de-
pending on the rareness of the act). Due to the complicated
and confusing formulation of the HIT, we received negative
feedback from the workers. Apparently this task was inap-
propriately time consuming for the reward we set. Thus we
worked on reformulation of the HIT to simplify it as de-
scribed in Section 4.3. Also we added a clear statement in
the HIT description that we are a non-profit organization,
and we raised the reward to 0.19$ and made the workers
themselves suggest their own bonus in the range from 0 to
0.21 $. Our motivation for allowing workers to choose their
own bonus level was to demonstrate trust in them and ap-
preciation of their work, which we conjectured would rein-
force workers in carrying out work more thoughtfully and
carefully. Interestingly, giving workers an opportunity to
judge the difficulty of the task themselves resulted in use-
ful answers with little evidence of greed (i.e., people didn’t
always choose the highest possible bonus). Workers were
given a text box in which to provide justification for their
requested bonus. Most of them took this opportunity to add
a short comment. Sometimes the workers even explained
that they were not sure of how well they had done on the
task and therefore did not deserve the bonus for completing
this HIT. Apart from spam submissions, we found bonus
requests always to be reasonable.
In total, the cost of the completing the HITs was the fol-
lowing (10 % of all the rewards paid goes to the Amazon
MTurk platform):
• price of the devset: (55*0.11 + 7*0.19 + 46*0.19 ) =
20$ + 16.12 = 36.12 + 10% = 40 $;
• price of the testset: (47.88 + 25.2 (approximately the
amount of bonus money)) + 10% = 80.388 $.
6. Comments on the HIT Results
Since working with video as required by this HIT is not
a common task for crowdsourcing workers, we wanted to
support workers that took the effort to undertake our HIT.
Thus we accepted reasonably good answers that could not
be used in our test collection and even award a small bonus
(0.02$) with an explanatory comment to the worker. An-
other reason for keeping the reward (even a small one), and
not rejecting the work carried out by a worker, is that the
MTurk platform monitors the level of rejection per worker
in order to detect spam or any other inappropriate activity
(HIT Approval Rate). Thus we did not want to decrease
the HIT Approval Rate of workers who undertook our task
and did a substantial amount of work, but could not make it
correctly due to misunderstandings due to the nature of the
task.
Table 2: Examples of 2 types of queries associated with speech acts and transcripts for the relevant segments
Speech act Queries of 2 types and Transcript
Apology Transcript: I’m here now with Terry Denison, who’s the President of the Swim Coaches Association in
Great Britain. Thanks for joining us on The Morning Swim Show. Oh, well, thank you for
inviting me. Actually, I’m Chairman of the Swim Coaches Association.. it’s a slightly..
Chairman Denison, I apologize.
Long query:How does Anita Burns, host of the Open Mind Show, save face after the embarrassing
comment she made during her interview with Victoria Edwards?
Short query:Peter Busch president chairman Denison morning Swim Show apology
Definition Transcript: Equality. How you wanna be equality for his people as far as material possessions and in
verse fifteen he compared that to what was said in exodus. as it is written, He that gathered
much had nothing over; and he that gathered little had no lack.
Long query:Short video segment defining equality using a segment from a religious book
Short query:Equality religious definition
Opinion Transcript: Apple produces this new platform all of a sudden you know within roughly a short period
that is twenty five thousand applications. Apple didn’t write these applications other people
did. You know you look at Twitter A Twitter is as minimal as service it doesn’t offer very
much and yet thousands of applications are out there adding value
Long query:What makes Twitter more popular than Apple in terms of value
Short query:Why Twitter and not Apple?
Promise Transcript: They will launch a new effort to conquer a disease that has touched the life of nearly every
American, including me... by seeking a cure for cancer in our time.
Long query:Obama promises to find a cure for cancer!
Short query:Obama healthcare promises
Warning Transcript: And there are some here coming for their own purposes and for selfish reasons that are not
for your highest good. Not everything out there out there is wonderful and good
Long query:Woman warning that we should be aware of the intentions of the things going on in cosmos
Short query:good in cosmos spoiled by selfish reason
We had several workers who completed several HITs for
the development set, but did not participate in the HIT for
the collection of the test set. This lack of overlap might
cause certain differences in the way people formulated their
queries and chose relevant segments.
In general, for the test set the number of accepted HITs
with the speech act chosen was 58.1%, where 39.5% were
suitable for use in the dataset and 18.6% were accepted,
but not included (either some of the fields were missing or
there were some issues with the work of the video). For the
remaining 41.9% of HITs the worker indicated that they
were unable to find an instance of any of the illocutionary
acts, we found that 35% of these responses were reason-
able, while the other 6.9% were disputable.
It is worth commenting that the data provided by the work-
ers required an additional manual assessment by the re-
quester because there were a number of spam entries. Some
types of spam were easy to capture, even automatically, for
example when all fields for the HIT were empty or con-
tained the same word. However some spam workers were
more creative and copied field by field the example we have
provided in the HIT heading. In our HIT formulation there
was the possibility to state that there is no speech segment
that can be associated with any of listed speech acts and still
get the basic reward. During the collection for the test set,
only 16% of these answers seemed to be disputable, and
thus could be classified as spam or improper work. In these
cases the workers were not paid. This problem was also ob-
served for confirmation of translations in (Callison-Burch
and Dredze, 2010), an effective solution was to use images
of the text which could not be copied, rather than using text
itself. While manual checking by the requestor of the claim
that there was no speech act present in the video shown for
the HIT was practical for the small scale data collection
undertaken here, it would quickly become prohibitive for
larger collections. In these cases passing these video play-
back points to a second round of crowdsourcing might offer
a means to check the judgement of the first worker.
Related to this issue, while we mainly only used one asses-
sor to decide on the assign a speech act to each segment
and create an appropriate query, this could be done multi-
ple times for each segment. When the dataset was exam-
ined by participants in the MediaEval 2011 RSR , in more
than 50 % of the cases there was a general consent on the
information provided by the worker, however some cases
were clearly disputable. Without any information about the
workers background, language proficiency and the features
in the audio or video that affected the assignment of the
speech act to a certain utterance, it is not clear how they
made their assignment. To better understand such cases,
the same video segment could be given to multiple crowd-
sourcing workers during the assignment and query gener-
ation stage. Segments that all workers agree upon could
be chosen for use in the retrieval collection. This would
have the additional advantage that there would be multi-
ple queries available for each segment, enabling more ex-
tensive RSR experimentation. Additionally, segments, as-
signed speech acts and associated queries, could be used as
a separate crowdsourcing task in order to get other workers
opinions on the reliability of the initial workers judgments
in the first round of experiment.
7. Conclusions and Future work
This paper has described our successful development of the
test collection for the Rich Speech Retrieval task at Medi-
aEval 2011. This work has demonstrated that is possible to
use crowdsourcing workers to carry out more extensive and
complex tasks in the creation of resources to support speech
and language research than has previously been shown. Our
experiences in developing the worker task demonstrate the
importance of understanding the concepts and vocabulary
with which workers are likely to be familiar and to ensure
that the required task relates to their general life experi-
ences. Related to the description of the actual task, crowd-
sourcing workers are currently generally not used to dealing
with video and audio and thus tend to be confused by the
technical terminology.
The requirement to fully understand the instructions and to
successfully complete multiple stages in the HIT, and the
somewhat subjective nature of some of the speech acts in
the video data means that it may not be possible to reduce
the high failure rate of the HIT. In this case while roughly
90 % of the workers were judged to seeking to fulfill the
HIT to the best of their ability, and paid accordingly by the
requester, with only 10 % not receiving payment, less than
50 % of the paid work was judged suitable for inclusion
in the test collection. While the low cost of crowdsour-
ing means that the amount of money wasted is not high, it
would be preferable to make the HIT more efficient. Seek-
ing to do this could form the basis of further investigation.
One disadvantage of using this approach is that the crowd-
sourcing platform is not specifically tuned for video pro-
cessing, thus we had to use an external video player. There-
fore some technical problems that the workers had (the
video was not displayed or it was too slow) are hard to con-
trol, and it is impossible to detect whether they are caused
by the interaction of the platform with external software, or
the workers Internet connection affects the video display.
We found that the choice of award level for demanding
tasks of the type specified here was very important. Setting
the award too low in our initial trial HIT was very unpopu-
lar, but this problem was easily addressed when the reward
amount was raised, and workers were found to generally be
honest in their self assessment of the quality of their work
for the HIT and the reward that they deserved.
We presented videos that are longer than 7 minutes to the
workers several times, each time starting the playback at a
distance of approximately the same length in order to get
the queries from all of the data and not only the beginning
of the files. However even with this setting, as noted ear-
lier, workers tend to watch only a maximum of the first 3
minutes from the start of the playback which biases our re-
sults. Using a smaller window between the playback start
points might be a solution to this problem. Although this
change is not completely straightforward due to the pres-
ence of music and other non-speech sounds that has to be
taken into account while assigning the position of playback
start points within each file.
In future work we plan to collect more retrieval queries with
speech act information for this dataset through crowdsourc-
ing. We assume that the retrieval process might benefit
when queries of different speech act types are processed
differently. However, the number of queries of different
types in the current test collection is not sufficient to draw
conclusions in this regard from experiments. We will in-
vestigate whether the creation of a set of HITs to collect
the query set, and then checking their reliability through
crowdsourcing could form a basis for the creation of a large
retrieval collection for future investigation in the domain of
rich speech retrieval.
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